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ABSTRACT 
This study comprises investigations into the ecoloGY of 
thtl benthic algae on the Avon·c,Hea thcote Estuary with r3pecial 
attention to the inf'J_uence of sewage discbarge on the 
principal species 
been described in greatest detail. 
The work was carried out in two parts, in thE~ fi~"ld and 
in the laboratory. In the field from May 1971 to May 1973, 
monthly sampling was lLsed to relate the spatial and seasonal 
'variation in algal abundance to relevant environmental f'actors, 
su.ch as nutrient concentrations, exposure times, substrate 
availability, current veloei ties and grazing by ,~'£21Joma 
subrostrata. Algal abundance was measured from per c en t cove:c 
and dry 'lfeight per area, Aerial photography was employed to 
map the overall distribution of the algae. 
In the laboratory, the effects of phosphate and nitrate 
addi tions and variation in tempera ttU.'8 on the growth of' Ulva 
lactuca were stUdied. 
The dominant alga ·was Ulv~ lactuca L. which occurred 
as a smaJ_l attached winter plant, a larger ribbon-like spring 
plant, a large sheet-,like::, detached summer plant and a smaller 
bullate detached plant. The latter had previously been 
described as Ulva laingJi Chapman but appears to be the result 
of low salinity on aging Q. lactuca thalli. 
ralllulosa ,vas 
--'"'-"''''''~.--
restricted to the mid-tide zone due to intolerance of long 
exp OSUT' e and low salinities. Attached algae were restricted 
to stable substrates ,,,hiJ_e drift aJ_g'ae accwnulated in areas 
with low current velocities. 
Eutrophication, resulting from sewage discharge, 
promo ted proc1ucti vi ty in the western region of the EEituary and 
appeared to be the major cause of the increased productivity 
over the last 40 years. 
Temperature emorg'ed as the main factor determining 
seasonal growth patterns, 
Aerial infrared photography was a successfuJ_ 81.1Tvey 
tool and al10wec1 tho areas of active algae to b(~ cl0)tectecL 
Plate 1.1 
,Oblique aerial view of the Avon-Heathcote Estuary looking 
towards the Bromley Oxidation Ponds with the Avon River at 
the top right and the Heathcote River top left. 
Photo: F.E. HcGregor. 

Plate 1.2 
The Avon-Heathcote Estuary looking towards the Port Hills 
from above the Avon River. Heathcote River at upper right. 
Photo: F.E. McGregor. 

CHAPTEH T 
INTRODUCTION 
1) GENERAL INTHODUCTION 
Pollution and ecology are of' considerable topical 
interest as man begins to appreciate the effects of' his 
activi ties on .his environment. These vary from complete 
2 
destruction or contamination of' his natural surroundings to 
subtle yet important changes in the ecology of' the communities 
around him. The effects are most marked in the urban and 
industrial centres wh.ere the concentration of hwnan aeti vi ties 
brings an accumulation of' waste products which often overload 
the natural recycling mechanisms. Man may be directly 
aff'ected by pollution as in the case of toxic metal or 
chemical contamination, or indirectly througb the changes in 
the ecological units of which he is a menilier. 
The increasing pollution of the natural waters is of 
particular concern as water is vital to all forms of life. 
It is also of special importance to Illan as a transport mediLull j 
both for shipping and as a means of dissolving and carrying a 
variety of' substances including "laste products. The rivers 
can be lil<;:eIled to a 'blood stream' transporting dissolved and 
particula te matter down to the la.kes and seas. This is a 
natural process but man, by his concentration of' wa,gb~·­
producing proc(~sses into small areas, has f'requently over·-
loaded this natural system. As a result, the rivers, lakes 
and seas in highly populated areas have become merely 
extensions of the domestic and industrial sewers rather thun 
an integral part of the wid(~r ecosyt;tel11 , 
3 
Rivers frequently open out into ex.tensive tidal lIlud~ 
flats or estuaries bef'ore finally emptying into the oceans. 
The) broadening of' the river bed and the tidal f101',T combine to 
produce a sharp drop in current velocities, resulting in 
increased deposition of particles suspended in the water. 
The f'lushing times often cover a number of tidal cycles so 
that the constant stream of dissolved and floating matter in 
the river water leads to accumulation within the estuaries 
which can therefore be more polluted than the rivers feeding 
into them. In many areas urban and industrial development 
has occurred around the shores of estuaries, often physically 
modifying them and adding to the pollution by direct discharge 
of wastes. De falco Jr (1967) described estuaries as the 
septic tank of the megapolis. 
The inhabiting organisms vary considerably depending on 
the type of estuary and its location. The species can 
normally be grouped into five categories (Knox and Kilner, 
1973). 
1, The freshwater component, comprising a few sa.l t tolerant 
species derived from the rivers but found only in waters 
of 1m" salini ty. 
2. The stenohaline marine component, restricted to high 
salinity water near the mouth of the Estuary. 
:3, The euryhaline marine component 1 extending from the sea 
through the Estuary. 
4. The estuarine component, which has evolved from marine 
forms but is now restricted to estuaries and is never 
found in the sea. 
5. The migratory component, which includes a variety of 
activo f'orms such as birds, £'ish and prawns '''hich move in 
and out of the estuary on feeding and spawning migrations. 
Estuaries are therefore not just discrete biological 
units but are an important part of the larger marirw 9 
freshwater and terrestrial ecosystem and their pollution or 
physical alteration may, therefore, have wide-ranging 
ecological effects. 
This study is concerned with the Avon·-Heathcote 
Estuary which lies on the east coast of the South Island of 
New Zealand against the northern edge of' Bank! s Peninsula. 
The general conunents above a~'e very pertinent to this Estuary 
which has corr~lex and ecologically important biota, adversely 
affected by changes in thn habitat resulting from the growth 
of' the City of Christchurch (population JOO, 000) inunedia tely 
to the east. These changes have included physical 
modification of the shore line and a reduction in water' 
quality resulting from the discharge of domestic and 
industrial wastes directly into the Estuary and into the Avon 
and Heathcote Rivers which drain into it. The subject of 
this study is the effect of' these changes on tlle COlTul1uni ties 
of benthic algae. 
2) JJESCRIPTIOK OF STUDY AREA AND SOURCES OF POLLUTION 
The Avon-Heathcote Estuary has an area of 8 [~(l'J.aro 
kilometres approximately in the f:lhape of an equila teral 
Aer ial photo-mosaic of tre Avon-Heathcote Est uary 
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triangle. The southern shore l' <c. d bounded by the volcanic rocks 
or the Port Jjil1s, tl1e western sl1l1re is 1m;) lying a.lluvial 
ground bE~t'\leen the Avon. and Heatllc:ote Rivers, and the llorth-, 
easte:l:'n shore is formed by the .5 ki101flE:~tres long South 
Brighton sand spit which separates the Estuary from the 
Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1.1). The Heathcote River is spring fed, 
origina ting' in the Port Hills \vi th a ca tchmen t of 105 square 
kilometres. It flows through rural regions and the industrial 
section of Christchurch before entering the Estuary at the 
south~,western corner (Fig.,.2) where its channel continues 
along the southern shore to the mouth of the Estuary at the 
south~east. The Avon River is also spring fed, with a 
catchment of 84 square kilometres, It passes through the 
residential and commercial area of Christchurch, entering the 
Estua.ry in the northern corner from which its cham.'lel meandors 
across to join the Heathcote River" Channel opposi te BeachviLle 
Road. It has an average 1"10w of 115 cusecs but f'lood volumes 
may reach 400 cusecs. The Heathcote River has a lowor average 
flow of 40 cusecs but may flood to 800cusecs (Mawson, 1972). 
A bar of 2 metres dopth has formed at the mouth o~ the Estuary 
at the point of equilibrium between the river currents and 
wave action. The mixing of' saline and river wator extends 
8 kilometres up the Avon River (Estcourt, 1962.) and 
11 kilometres up the Heathcote Rjver (Cameron, 1968). 
Most of the shore line has been affected by roading and 
housing development wi th retainin~; waJ_Is and coarne rubbJ e 
being used to prevent erosion in the central areas of Brighton 
.spit and along tho entire [:;outhern ;',;hore, A causeway on the 
southern shore cuts McConnack's Bay off from the rost of the 
Estuary apart from flow through two culverts. Tho l1Iain :[101\' 
AVON CATCHMENT 
B3·7 sq.);.rn 
HEATHCOTE CATCHMENT 
105'2 sq. krn 
Fig. 1.2: Catchments of the Avon 
and Heathcote Rivers. 
t 
occurs through the contral culvert which is placed to the ,,70st 
of a bank running north - south across McCormack's Bay. This 
bank: retains water in t1"1e eastern portion while the lvestern 
portion drains completely, but is exposed for a sIlorter period 
at low tide than is tho main body of tho Estunry, Reclamation 
by the Clu'"'jstchurch City Council is proceeding and will furthor 
decrease the area of McCorm'-1c]{ I s Bay. 
8 
As noted above, the lower reaches of the Avon River 
pass through the reELLdential and comfllercial areas of 
Christchurch while the Heathcote River passes through the more 
industrial sector. Both receive storm water and some effluent 
discharge. The major industrial effluents which in the past 
were discharged directly into the Heathcote River have since 
1973 been piped to the Bromley Oxidation Ponds. The notable 
exception is the Christchurch Gas Company effluent which is 
still discharged into the Heathcote River as the effluent 
would need pretreatment before being permitted to pass through 
the sewage treatment system. The Estuary also receives some 
storm water drainage, the most important being from Canal 
reserve (Fig. 1.1). Until recently, untreated sewage was also 
dis6harged directly into the Estuary but extensions to the 
sewer systems now pump the sewage from surrounding areas to 
the Bromley Oxidation Ponds. The recent changes are outlined 
below (see Fig. 1.1 for locations). 
Table 1.1 Recent changes in effluent discharge 
Effluent Origin 
St Andrew's Hill 
lVIt Pleasant 
Starch Factory 
Redcliffs 
Beachville Rd 
Date of cessation of 
discharge into the Estuary 
December 1965 
March 1966 
Apr~l 1968 
January 1970 
March 19'70 
The effluents from the Bromley Oxidation Ponds 
discharge at two points on the wester~ shore, the largest 
volume coming from the northern pipeo The volume of discharg'e 
has in~reased steartily since the present oxidation ponrls 
replaced the se'vac;e farm inlg6'j ,. Chwlges in average daily 
flows since 1929 are shown below. 
Changes in daily f'J.ow J'rom the Bromley Oxidation 
Ponds (af'ter KJ10X and Kiln.a)', 1973) 
Year 
1929 
1958 
1963 
1965 
1968 
1971 
1972 
1980 (estima,te) 
Volume 
Million gal./day 
8.1 
16.1 
17,0 
22.0 
23.0 
25.4 
28.4 
35.0 
General Biol.2LDT_.of th~ Avon,-Heathcote Estu~z:y 
The Estuary contains an abundaJ.ice and variety of' 
org'anisrns , predominantly euryhaline marine species. TJ1.ere are 
smalJ. numbers of exclusively estuarine, stenohaline marine, and 
sal t tolerant f'resh'vater species. A total of 130 species of 
invertebrates has been recorded (Knox and Kilner, 1973). wi th a 
further group unidentified, particuJ.arly protozoa. The 
dominants are the benthic molluscs such as Chione ~2..ichbutyi, 
j>.rnphideslT!§: "~us!T'_al.s~ ~, Zediloma. subrostrata and 
There is also a large bird population of which 28 
species are recorded as common with the South Island pied 
A total 01:' 26 species oj' f'j,shhave 1:;een recorded) some 
H) 
as permanent residents 1 others are E;easonal1y pJ:'esent. The 
main co~nercial species is the sand flounder RhomlJo~'olea. 
~-~--".-.~---""-.,~-.. ,,~~ 
The Estu(;lry is also the main nursery for the off 
shore flouneler fishery (Mundy? 1968), 
The flora inoludes 60 ,species of' angiosperms around the 
margin of the Estuary 9 the most commOll being Jll!lS2:~~~. marj,J:i-Jl11~.El, 
TIle microscopic organisms are not well knOl.vn but records 
include two species of ~'.!:, one Cyanophyta (Osci].J.atorig,), 
eleven Chrysophyta (diatoms) and one ]:o'ungus <'eJ2}la~.:u~:,). 
The most noticeable component of the flora is the 
benthic algae whioh inol~~e speoies from th~ Chlorophyta and 
Rhodophyta. 
This brief aUr\ley indica tea that the Estuary forms the 
habitat (in part or in whole) of over 260 macroscopic species. 
It is therefore a unit of considerable biological importance 
in its own right and as part of a wider flcological pattern. 
Physical alteration of the Estuary and the contamination of 
its waters by increasing discharges of domestic and industrial 
wastes is therefore of great concern to local biologist~, 
The Estuary also plays an important part in the lives 
of the people 01 Christchurch. Its proximity to the cl.ty bas 
made it a popular area for boating, fishing and nature study, 
and it is the immediate envj_ronment for the suburbs around its 
shore. It also plays an important role in the storm water 
drainage of the city. The reduction in water quality and 
biological changes '~lich have occurred in recent years detract 
from tbe recreational potentiaJ. and aesthetic qualities of the 
area. 
Concern for trw biological st;:lte of the Estuary ha::; 
prompted studieE: aimed at assessing tilE' impact of' pollution on 
the biota, These stuctie[l have included a l1.umber of' surveys by 
[d;udents of the Zoology Dep::l.rtmeut, Univer:3ity of Cant(~H'llll:ry, 
with the £'in~;lncial support of' the Christchurch Drinage Boaxd, 
These ."d:u.clies are reviewed in more de·tail in Chapter II, 
Thl~ biological chant'j'e on the E.'3tuary 'which has caused the most 
widespread concern is the de~'elopment of very large quantities 
of greell seaweeds. These now dominate tl"le Estuary at the 
expense of the rest of the community. They also inconvenience 
fishermen and boaters. In some summerEl the accwnula tio11 of the 
seaweeds abOVE) the high tide mark causes a fouling or the air 
and has been blamed for paint damage on nearby buildings. 
Very large increases in the ma.ss of seaweeds have been 
associated 'vi th increasing eutrophication of tll(,~ waters 
resulting from sewage pollution. 
Proposals by the Drainage Board for a barrage at the 
mouth of the Estuary and major channel dredging for flood 
control would inv6lve very extensive modification of the area. 
To evaluate the possible effects of these proposals and to 
continue work on the effect of pollution, the Drainage Board 
has supported a more intensive biological study of the Estuary 
under the .supervision of Professor Knox of the Zoology 
Department, University of Canterbury, There has been elo::;(~ 
co-operation bet1.veen Professor Knox I s programme and my own 
study, 
3) :~ATUHE AND SCOPE OF STUDY 
ThE') ultimate aim or this stud.y was to c:;valua te the 
association between eutrophic water and the excessive growth 
of benthic algae on the Estuary. As nutrients are only one of' 
many factors affecting the algae, it is necessary to have a 
knowledge of the general ecology of the species involved 
before the et'fects o:f nutrients can be assessed, The problem 
was approached in two di:fferent ways. The first involved a 
two year field study aimed at determining the pattern of 
spatial and seasonal variation in the algal populations and 
moni torin.g enviroruner~tal variables likely to affect this 
pattern. The second method was a laboratory study of the 
effect of temperature and nitrogen and phosphorus levels in 
the water on growth rate. The laboratory study was necessary 
to separate the effect of these parameters from the rest of 
the factors acting on the algae in the field. 
CHAPTEH II 
LITERATURE HEVIE1"r 
'I) REVIE\I OF PREVTOeS ALGAL STUDIES ON THE 
AVON -HEATHCOTE ES'TTJAHY 
The first biological study on the Estuary was an 
investigation of the littoral ecology by Thompson (1929). 
Although the algae were not covered in detail, it provides 
very useful in.formation as to the biological state of the 
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Estuary prior to its being seriously polluted. This study was 
followed by four SW1llner surveys between 1951 and 1965 aimed at 
assessing the effect of pollution on the biota. The first 
study to concentrate on the aleae and provide seasonal data 
was carried out by Cameron 1968/69. 
Th.ompson noted tha t 11 the Estuary shows remarkabJ.y 
little floral!. The vascular plants mentioned were sparse 
stunted patches of Z --',.;::;;;.-~;;;..;;:;; on the sandy regions and a margil1.al 
sal t reed formation of Leptocarpus simplex and .l.~:~!~ 
maritimus. 
which formed thick mats on the mud, ~J~va sp. and Scvtothamnus 
._.:...J._ .. "_~. _ ... _~."' ... _ ... 
~.2Jst.!,a;Lt§. j both gro\~ing on stones and ::;hells in sheltered rock 
pools anc1 on the mud ba:nl{s. 
In t he same year, spec ime:n:a of UIva lac and 
.Q:ra~:jJ.:£,:~]~~?: sp, were collected by Lain[,: (Laing lIerbari.1JJli, 
University 01 Canterbury, CLlristchurch). 
(b) Bruce 19SQ/S1 (Reported 19531 
This was the first in a series of swnmer surveys 
supported by the Chrisl~church Drainage Board to assess the 
biological impact of pollution on the Estuary. Bruce found 
very little Zostera but recorded considerable quantities or 
DIva which, she noted, had been abundant since 1946. 
The main concentrations of DIva were in the South and 
West on the mudflats adjacent to the Heathcote River Channel, 
particularly in areas which did not drain completely at low 
tide (see appendix 1, Fig. r). Most of the DIva in this area 
was unattached, lying in drifts of densities up to 12.6 lb wet 
weight per square metre. Wet weight was determined by 
squeezing to remove superfluous water and weighing on a spring 
balance. Attached DIva occurred in lower concentrations over 
most of the Estuary. 
Bruce also recorded Scytothamnus australis but later 
changed this to Gracililria after the material was identified 
by V.J. Chapman. There is nothing to prove that this is the 
same alga listed by TIlompson (1929) as §. austraJ.is. 
The third macroscopic alga recorded by Bruce was 
Enteromorpha sp. which occurred in tbe low salinity area near 
the Bridge St. bridge. 
A band of yellow-green slime occurred along the high 
tide mark on the Western shore. This consisted of numerous 
diatoms, Euglera lj.mosa and patches of Oscillntoria. This 
slime was first recorded by Linzey (1944). 
Bruce also examined the nitrogen and sulphur content in 
the thallus of the algae. Her results will be discussed in 
1'018 t:Lon to 1.evels f'ound by Cameron and. in overseas s tuc11es in 
Chaptor vrrr, 
Williams recorded a distribution of DIva similar to 
sp. (see appendix 1 I Fig. II). Ulva and combined 
reached den,o:;ities np to :32 1h \vet 1veight per square metre. 
WE1S common, but waG very scarce. The lack 
was attributed to the increase in water pollution. 
and Mas:t:2.6ys.1.i~ fragments were found in the drift, 
presumably originating from outside the Estuary. Ulva 
fragments were also seen to enter the Estuary on the flood 
tide, 
Os."ciLL~k was found in th.e vicinity oj" ttl.e Bromley 
Oxidation Pond effluent. Although associated with highl.y 
organic muds, it did not grow in the dark on organic 
substrates, indicating an inability to carry out heterotrophic 
nutrition, 
species ~. ~~lina :from the Hea the ote River, 
Ulva and ~orpha were present in equal am01.1nts, 
with Ulva occurring further up the shore. The algae were 
mostly attaclwd ani at much lower ch:msity- than that reported 
by Brur.e and Williams (see appendix -1) .F'ig, TTI) , Gra(~ili:-}ria 
______ a __ ~~ _"'_.0,._"""---
lvas sparse and !:.9.:n2!:1.Y1.:Sl: sp, occurred in the channels near 
f':Lrst time a,s floating mas,ses of f'LLoJ]JCJut,'3 in the impon(lecl 
region of' McConnack's Bay, 
( e) 
Webb reported a resurgence of 
Ji' 
.... :. OJ salinao .~-.".~-~~"-=~=~.~ The :freshwater species were presumably f'rom areas 
near the river mouths (uee appendix 1, Fig. IV for 
distribution) . 
This was the fi:cst survey to include all four seasons. 
Samples \\lere taken in January, April, July and October -'969 
and January 1970. The algae were ha.rvested :from qnadra.ts and 
dried at 1100 C before bein{,'; weighed. Species recorded were 
E. intestinalis and 
_~""'" """' .... "B 
Gracilaria sp. was found in 
McCormack's Bay in the sa.me reg'ion from which HOEHHlberg 
rec orded Chaetomor12h?: )..:i11'£9I and near the Bridge St. bridge 
forming large :floating drifts. The survey concentrated on 
of the algae. 
In January 1969 the main concentrations of Ulva and 
particularly on the mud flats adjacent to the Heathcote River 
channel and south of the Bromley Oxidation Pond outlet (seE; 
appendix -'! Fig. V-Fig, IX). 'J'he samples ''Iere 80% 
~nteJ'oJl10£1?E~~ and 20% Ulv~. In April the area ccvered by the 
algae l1a_d decr(~ased but retained the same dis tribu Lion pa.ttern 0 
area coveTed by the alf;ae T'cmained EJtable HEtil October 1969 
when it decreased. It increased ag'ain in Janua,ry 1970 to an 
area similar to that covered in 1969, but DIva remained 
dominant over Enterollioroha, 
__ ~_._-~~. __ ~~ ___ ~..1~~ __ The p<:~rcentage o:f the Etrtuary 
covered bjT the cl.lgae and the mean weig;ht of cllgae did not 
always correspond. The total dry \veight foX' J'anuary 'j 9'10 was 
lm",rer t.han. f'o:c ,January 1 969 whereas tIle area covered Wei.S 
slightly larger. This dil:3crepancy may be due to the clrif'ts o:f 
e being of varying tlliclcness so that the '1001;', cover 
category may include a variety of densities. 
§.un!!lE,!F'y~~:._>9:1g:a L~JE:l:nBe s ~2L~ih~_~§.~ u~D:_ J2ri 0I-.:I~.£ 
thS":;._12..!.~~~,S::~£<!Y 
Due to the small number of samples, the lack of 
seasonal cia ta and the usc of' wet weight in the earlier survoys 
it is not possi.b1e to make precise comparisons between them 
and Cameron IS \'Jork, however 9 some general trend,s are 
discernible, ThE'} most noticea.ble chaTl.ge has been the increase 
in abllndance of Ulva since 1929, and more recently the 
increase in Enteromorp~. 151 va has been abundant sine e "19h6 
but has shown considerable year to year variation. In the 
poriod of sparse TJlv~ recoTded by Rosenberg "1962/63 most of' 
the plants were attached. 
Enteromo_u~~~ rose very quickly to be the dominant 
species in the 1968/69 su~ner but was not, dominant in 1969/70. 
Cameron noted the association between tIle Entero~~9rI2K~A, bloom 
and wJ.usua1ly high atmospheric temperatures in the preceding 
month. The ~~1.::tS:':Eg.J.1~PTphf~: abundance '."as markedly rechlced in 
both "linter;:, included in C;::ulleron I study" '['he typical pc!tte:r'Il 
of' diEJtribution ha,s been a concElntrcltion or drift ale;cw on the 
mud f'la ts aclj acout to tbe Ilea Lhco te River CJ:lclmlel Etn.d near t]1.C~ 
Oxidation P011dt\, pa.:cticularly in clepresf3iolls and pool[~ on the 
mud flats. 'rhe attClclwc1 plant;; fl.ave had a more gel1.eral 
di.::;t:cibutiorJ aDd 101ver dlCmPJity, 
0£§~gjJ,~,-,1:':i~':.:: ha.s been cOllsiEltently X'cco:cdecl us fairly 
common but ha::~ alwaYi3 boo11 domin2:,ted b~Y' Ulva and latterly by 
The only other macroscopic al.g'f],e listed were 
tlH~y ha,ve never been\v icJespread, 
Apa.rt f'rol'll is ala ted rec orc1,5 0 f lIla i:.rtr:i.::'S, ,~E:!L:9JD::!.:'l and 
.§J:J:.c:eoclopium by Webb (1965) I the maj or microscopic algae occur 
in th(~ patch of surface Scum stretching from the Avon to ttw 
Hea thco to River: being especiall~Y' dense near the oxidation 
ponds, They consist of' nWllerous species of' diatoms ~ 
The distribution of 
Euglena is covered more fully by Steffensen (19'74) (soe 
appendix II), The ~l1f~len..§: has the potential :fo1' heterotrophic 
nutrition which may explain its association with highly 
org'anic muds. Williams (1960) found no evidence for 
heterotrophy in the OsslJ.;latoria:. 
Zost2.E!::l, the only vascuJar plant recorded in the 
central region, has generally been vory sparse. However, the 
prosent study has indicated tha,t i.t is increasing in~ abundance, 
particularly ncar the Avon River channel wbere it i'orms ra,i.sed 
patches up to 10 metres in diameter. Th('~ main chang:e in the 
marc;inal vega ta tion has been the incrc~2 r,e :Ln §J)al::~~t,n,':.l: 
to\>Jl1~£~ncl~! ",bieh was in troduced ncar the Bridge St. bridg:e 
some time prior to '1968 to consolidate thebanl.;:s (DD,scnnc1, 
'I 968) . It h8 s spread over lart'?:L~ areas of' the lLortlLern and 
western shorEc:s c2usin{,,' some concern beCC:l.llDe of' it,c; tendency to 
acc1Jll1ulatc silt a.round the bClse of cllU11ps a.ncl thUI3 may 
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decrease the intertidal area of the Estuary. Much of the salt 
reed i'o:t'ma'Lion mentioned by Thornpson (-1929) h.as beGn 
eliminated by reclamation and the dumping' of' spoil around the 
shore linE~ . 
The change from a sparse flora as descrj.bed by Thompson 
have been linked with the increased pollution, particularly 
e eutrophication re.sulting from sewage disposal (Bruce ~ '19,)3; 
\v:L11iams i 1 960) . Al thoug,b, no quanti ta tive data are available, 
similar biological changes appear to have taken place in a 
number of estuaries in other parts ot' New Zealand whic.h b.ave 
also been subjected to increased pollution, Dlva and 
~nteromo]:[lJl.~ growths are causing problems in the Noutere "Inlet 
and Kelson Haven in the Nelson district, Blake Town Lagoon, 
Greyrnoutb. and in the Porirua' estuary, Wellington which are all 
subject to sewage pollution. Similar pattern:s of change have 
been recorded in polluted waters OverEJeaS in Europe, India, 
North. America a.nd the Carribean. 
;~ ) REVEl'! OF OVERSEAS STlJDIES 
In a number of overseas .studies abnorrnally luxuriant 
growth of and Entor2})1OrJ2.!2..£, similar to thai; in New 
Zealand estuaries, has also been recorded, The,so records, all 
from waters polluted by sewage effluent, are listed below 
under geographical heading's. 
(a) DIva 
North jl]1!erica 
----~.---"--~.-.---<.~-~--,. ----~'"'-"'" 
.Sawyer ('1965), Rhyne clD,d Hommersand (-19'70), Haite and 
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Mitcholl (19 a). 
Cotton (1910), Letts and Richards (1911), Sundene 
(1953). Grenager (1 ) l Dell Hal'to{:,; ('1959)? Gamulin ot 
a1 (1967), l;,.riales and j\:lorales (1969) I Go1ubic (1970)? 
Edw2U.'d s (1 9T~ ) , 
Car}-':Lbean 
--~~~--~~.-~-.->-'" 
McNulty (1961). 
India 
Subbara.maiah and Parekh (1 7) , 
'vaern ('1952,), Sun,dent':! (1 3) ? r (1953), Arias 
and Morales (1 96'/,), Edwards (1 ), Perkins a:ncl Abbott 
Phinney and Lyford (1 8), Waite and tchell (19723,). 
A number of other species have aJ,so been noted in large 
itios in association with pollution from s e:ff] lH~nt , 
These are listed below in order of importance. 
c 
B 
POIT,jlyrn 
____ ~. L .. _ ."",,~--.,,~,~: 
Suudene (19:5J), Ta:ylor (1937) Den Hartog 
(1958), Lewin (19:55), Edwards (1 ) 
Don Hartog (1959), Ec'l\vD,rds (19 
Grenager (195:.3), \\Iaern (1952) 
Waern (1952) I Edwards (1972) 
Suncl ene (I 9J3) I Edward~, (-1972) 
I T It 1 ('1,(,',)'/"(',)) JDCll:e a 
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Although tlwse alg'ac also occur in arCcLJ wlu.cll are not 
po]~luted j the very luxuriEUl.-G gTO\Jt;h and larg(, thallu.s size is 
normally restricted to uted CJ.r'GU ,=1, 
Setchell and GardllC.;l" ('j 926) describ\:.~d clerwe becJs of ~J]v~ in 
quiet backwaterbELYs llOt noticeably pollut(;;~cl, but theE]e appear 
to be the result of fragments detached from the sparser 
attached popu:Lations in the surrounding area, rather Ulan 01' 
higb proclucti vi t)T in the beds, With these two exceptions, 
extensi vo areas of luxu:riant bentbic algae 811C_11 as Vl Vrl and 
1.'?~].!_~E2_11L2.IJ21Ji!: on estuaries are invariably associated with 
sewage pollution. 
Blooms of marine and freshwater planktonic alg'ae in 
association with water pollution have also been wideJy 
reported and have usually been a ttributecl to an enric_hed 
nutrient supply, Ketchum (1969) points out that excessive 
eutrophication of estuaries and coastal waters leads to blooms 
of obnoxious and non-endemic species, to the detriment of 
desirable species. The association between nutrient 
enrichment and algal bloom.") is generally accepted, The 
current position is swrunarised by Clesceri et al (1973): 
11 No question ]1<11:, yet been raised a 1'] to the efficacy of 
nutrients 1"01' sustaining and being requisi te 1"01" the gl'owth 01" 
The only query yet to be aU,'3iVered is what 
concentrations of specific rrutrients Bre required for 
sustained growth of a nuisance algal bloom in a particular 
si tua tiod' • 
Organic and inorganic microwltrients have received 
relatively Ii tt10 a.tter,tion) a.l though ProvaGoli (1958) ha,s 
clelr.onstrCl,tecl the importance o:f nliCTonntrients in th(') g:cowth 
1) 1-'1 0 C e ~3 s (~ ,=-~ 0 l' Knox and Kilner (1973), however, 
do not regard micronutrients as likely to limit growth in 
eutrophic estuaries. 
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Altho"llgh carbon as a li111i ting :factor has received some 
attention by Kuentzel (1969, 1970), King (1970, 1972), Kerr 
et al (1972) and Wetzel (1912), the abundance of dissolved 
organic matter present in polluted areas precludes it from 
limiting growth in these areas (Parker, 1967; Shapiro, 1970; 
Vallentyne, 1972). 
Most attention has therefore been focused on the 
m8 cronu trients, pho sphorus and nitrogen whicll are regarded as 
the major factors limiting growth in aquatic algae by KetchelD 
et al (1958), Lund (1965), Fruh (1967), Stewart and Rolich 
(1967) and Steel (1972). Phosphorus and nitrogen nutrition 
will be treated in greater detail in Chapter VIII. 
Moore (1971) posed the following questions: 11 is there 
an ecological pattern correlated spatially with ~reas of 
pollution and how will this pattern be modified by future 
extension or intensification of pollutio~'? It seems to 
be widely held that the pattern characteristic for polluted 
areas is a decreased species diversity but with a greater 
abundance of the remaining species. It is not entirely clear 
whether the Il c l ean" water species are eliminated by toxic 
elements in the pollutants or whether they are excluded by the 
vigorous growth of the "pollution" species. In cases of 
industrial pollution, the extension of the tolerant species 
may be more passive than in cases of pollution from domestic 
s8\vage where the high nutrient levels may give a competitive 
ad-\rantage to the 11 eutrophic" species. The luxuricult grmvth of 
that grmvth is stimulated under these condi tiol1B and that 
their abundance is not simply the reslJlt o:C extension into 
previously occupied niches. 
An indication of possible future deveLopments can be 
seen in modification of the existine spatial patterns from 
unpolluted to progressively more polluted areas. Ganrulin 
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et al (-196'7) examined chunges in ccmmunity :3tructure in 
polluted waters near Naples and found that species diversity 
decreased towards the source of sewage pollution until the 
community was reduced to two species of algae (U1va.. 1~~1:..\:1:~ 
and Y[Y:QE:w~ fl~Uscif'oJ:'mis) and one species of animal (AQb:y.sis 
The algae extended as a dense bed right up to the 
death poin_t where the wbole communi ty abruptly broke down, 
The authors noted that decreasing diversity is typical of 
communities subject to extreme environmental conditions and 
that similar trends occur in areas of sharp gradients in 
temperature, salinity and exposure time, They also regarded 
the unstability of the community as predictable from the low 
species diversity. 
CHAPTER III 
MATEHIALS A0ID METHODS FOR 1<'1E1.,1) STuDY 
A nu~)er of difficulties wore met in dcsi.gning a 
,cl::lj)ling proGramme which would allow to adequately estimate 
the standing crop of algae on the Estuary, A discussion of 
these difficult1.es is presented to justify the cho1.ce of 
metb.ods used. 
1) GENERAL DISCUSSION OF HETHODS 
The nature of the study area and the type of alga.e 
presented a IH.unber of' practical clLfficul ties. Firstly, the 
large area of the Estuary, the difficulty of access to some 
localities due to patches of very soft mud and to the river 
channels, and the enforced restriction of sampling to low tide 
comlJined to lind t the lllJ.l11ber and cli~3trJbution ai' Eii tea, A 
second set of sampling difficulties centred on the need to 
deal adequately w.ith both atta.clJed and drifting alga0). 
Although the attached alg-ae vary in density OV8r the Estuary 
as a. 1I111.01e, it can be subdivided into aTeas within which. tl1e 
attached a.lgae are reasonably llomog'enecu.s~ly distributed. In 
many respects t11.e5e area,:; resclilble a ""par.98 grasf3land ror 
which a lJ.umlJ2 r o:f sa tist'ac tory te Cll11.iquoc3 £'or mea.;:Hlring 
b:lomass or cover have been. cJe',rc:;,lopcd, <..1.f:3 cl:Lscll~;sell by Ivalko:;." 
(19'70) , 
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The drif't; algae pre sent a more nllu,Jual problem both in 
designin{S' an~ adequate sampling- programme and in interpretati()n~ 
of ~results. Since at low tide the detached algae lie in very 
clumped patches? random distribution of sample points over ttH~ 
whole Estuary would be either inadequate or unrealistic, A '" • >J 
the sheets of drift algae may be several layers thick, their 
density cannot lx~ estimated by 111E:)ans of percentage cover as is 
done for the attached algae. 
Some of the difficulties were mentioned by Cameron 
(1968) who also had difficulty in sampling the algae. Cameron 
selected 37 sites from wh~re she harvested from 0.1 metre 
square quadrats. She also mapped the percentage cover of the 
Estuary as a whole, using four categories: no cover, 1-25%, 
25-75% and 75-100%, She regarded percent cover as a more 
reliable estimate of overall abundance due to the possible 
bias of the harvest quadrats-to the denser patches of algae. 
This disregards the very wide range of density possible in the 
75-100% cover category. 
From the above discussion it appeared dry weight per 
area would be superior to cover as it couJ_d give comparable 
results for both attached and drift algae. However, haivesting 
requires more time in the field per sample than percent cover 
estimates do, The period available for field work at each 
sample area and the frequency of visits are limited by the 
tides. This and the time required to separate the species 
from each other and from the shells and snails usually 
ai:>socia ted with the algae restrict the number of' samples which 
can be processed. 
A further problem in designing a suitable field study 
plan was the uncertainty surrounding the taxonomic s ta tus of' 
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the algae on the Estuary. Although this thesis is primarily 
ecological in nature, it is important that the algae be 
clearly separated into species. The taxonomic investig'ation 
wa;:; the:r'efore dosigned to furnish descriptions in suf'i'icient 
depth to separate the algae into species with reasonable 
conf'idence and to define the main morpholo€:d_cal stages of 
their life histories. This proved more difficult than had 
been expected) }x_lrticularly for the lU=v§: specimens. The 
c)xi;::.ting Jceys aI'ld descriptions were unsatisfactory as it was 
not clear whether the specimens on the Estuary belonged to 
several different species or were all different forms of a 
single species. As this had a bearing on the ecological 
interpretations) the DIva specimens have been studied in 
greater detail than those of the rest of the community which 
presented fewer problems in identification. 
In a study of this iype it is desirable to examine as 
many environmental variables as possible if the causes of the 
spatial and seasonal variation in the algae are to be sought. 
By co-ordination of this study with the prograuune being 
carried out on the Estuary by the Zoology Department this 
aspect has been extended further than would otherwise have 
been possible in a thesis of this type. Even so, it is 
necessary to select those variables which have the greatest 
ecological impact on the algae. 
In order to make the best use of the limited nl1Jl1bcr of 
samples and sample si tes I "Jhich it was feasible to use, it was 
necessary to identify the ecologically most important areas on 
the Estua:cy, to clarify the taxonomic f;tatu.s ot' the algae and 
to evaluate the relative importance of the wide range of 
envirorunental variables wbich could affect tbe algae. A 
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preLiminary '£'ieJd study Has carrle:,d out 1Il 197-1, using a 
rapid percent cover estimate as the critorion ror abundance, 
AltllOUgh this technique did not proviclE~ E;xact quantitative 
results in areas with overlapping layers of drift algae, it 
was pos~dble to take a much larger number of samples and to 
c over a much \,J:i del' area than with a dry weight method, These 
results were used to plan the moI'(-! intBl1.sive and quantitative 
study carried out in 1972 an~ 1973. 
2.) METHODS FOIl. INITIAL SURVEYS NAY '1971 TO JANUARY '19'72. 
(a) Ta~onomie su!,-y"~ 
In order to arrive at a species list, monthly collect~ 
ions of representatives of the algae present Here made each 
month and their morphology and anatomy waG described. The 
seasonal changes in thallus size and morphology was follmved 
jon the rield in ten permanent metre square quadra ts marked 
1 to 10 on Fig, 3.1. The size of each thallLls was determined 
from the photographs by a planimeter. Initially the 
photographs were taken with a 5 x L~ inch format Linhof':f camera 
lUounted on a tripod to 01'16 side 01 the quaclrat with the, 
quadrat brought into square with the rising front acijustmcclnt 
on the camera, This system was time consuming and awk\'lard to 
use on the soft mud of the Estuary and was replaced by a 35 nun 
camera mounted on an aluminiwn frame attached to the four 
corners of a metre square quadrat. The camera was fixed on a 
platform '1,5 metres above the centre of the quadrat (Plate 
3.1 ) . This f'rame was light to carry ane! required a rninin1l.llJ1 of' 
acljus tlllm'll:; bet\veen photograph~:, Colour negative film was used 
givil1C; a choice of' colour or blacle and 11.'11i tEo prints to be 
Fig, 3,1 
o krn 
" '. 
,'J 
I' 
,I 
" 
" II 
I I \ 
Position of algal sample area,s A-F, transects I~VI I 
peY'mEl.nent quadrats 1-10 and channel water sample 
oS tatiol1s (I) @' 
Plate 3.1 
Optical point sampler showing detail of the viewing system. 

Plate 3.2 
Frame used to obtain vertical photographs of the quadrats. 
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produced, der:;ending' on th.e inlportance of each photograph. The 
resolution of the 35 rmn camera. did not match that of the 5 x .lj 
inch format 1 and the legs of th(~ frame often cast shadows over 
the quadrat. This small loss in pl1.otog:J:'a.phic quality was more 
than compensated for by the reduction of time spent at each 
sampling site, 
For the initial :surveys of standing' crop levels j per 
cent cover was used as a measure of density as it made 
possible a much grea.ter number of sampJ_es over a wider area 
than dry weight determinations. The samples were taken along' 
transects at positions I to VI on Fig. 3.1. All transects ran 
from the high~tic1e mark to the river channel and pJ.aced so as 
to include the main algal communities. Samples were also 
taken at random in the areas between the transects. Per cent 
cover was estimated using an optical point sampler modified 
after Morrison and Varrautau (1970). It consists of a 2 metre 
graduated aluminiwn bar supported at each end by two 
adjustable legs. A camera fitted with a 135 mm lens, waist 
level viewer, and a hairline cross on the screen, is mounted 
on a movable carriage on the bar (Plate 3.2). Sightin~:;s could 
be made through the camera from the standing position and the 
presence or absence of algae under the cross noted, The bar 
was set at rig'ht angles across the transect and '10 sightings 
,"ere made at :?O centimetre intervals along the bax, This 
procedure was repeated at 5 metre intervals along the 
transects, 
Th(~ per cont cover data from the optical point sampler 
a.TJc] the photo!jraphs of the quadra.ts were combined to proc1u.ce 
maps of per cent cover over the Estuary as a whole for each 
month. 
3) ~METHODS FOR SECOND FHASE OF SAMPLING PROGRAMJllE 
~ JANuARY ·1972 TO },J:J\y 1973 
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The results of the preliminary study clearly indicated 
that the drift algae must be taken into account when assessing 
total standing crop. As the drif't was not adequately sampled 
by per cent cover measurements, the main emphasis was switched 
to dry weight determination. The algae were harvested from 
quarter metre square quadrats, sorted into species and dried 
to constant weight at 1100 C. 
Distribution of sam12linJ3'-.l2oints (Fig. 3,1) 
From the preliminary study it appeared that the main 
areas of attached plants occurred in the south-west region of 
the Estuary in association with a number of shell beds. Areas 
Aa and Ba were selected as representative of this region. 
Area E was chosen as representative of the northern region of 
the Estuary characterised by attached plants. The al~eas were 
marked out and five samples taken at random within each. 
Ivithin the drift patches immediately adjacent to areas Aa and 
Ba samples were also taken at random, and the drift at areas 
C and D was sampled in the same way. The areas covered are 
shown on Fig. 3.1. Per cent cover determinations were 
continued from photographs of the quadrats in the areas of 
attached plants. 
Since November 1971 the overall distribution of the 
algae was determined from aerial photomosaics. As this method 
is distinct from the other field methods used and applies to 
more than one aspect of the study! the method and its :cesults 
are discussed in a separate chapter. 
4- ) MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL V AH:LABLES 
(a) l~~~~t];:X 
Members 0 f' the Zoology Department have carried out a 
programme cf water analysis on the Estuary determining 
salinity, phosphorus as P04 and nitrogen as N03' From January 
19'70 to September -j 971 monthly sampling took place in the 
channels at stations CD to C2J Fig. 3.1. One surface and one 
mid-water sample was talcen at each station at low tide. These 
stations unfortunately are not closely associated with the 
algal sampling sites, From May 1972 the monthly water samples 
lliere taken over the algal sampling sites at 30 minute intervals 
throughout the tidal cycle and analysed as previously. 
Phosphorus levels were determined using the molybdate blue 
method (Strickland and Parsons, 1968), Nitrate was measured 
by the Brucine method (Jenkins and Medsker, 1961+). Data on 
the nutrient levels in the sewage effluent and the river water 
have been provided by members of the Zoology Department. 
(b) .!:?~ersal of selvage ef'fluent 
The dispersal pattern of the sewage discharged from the 
Bromley Oxidation Ponds has been followed from aerial 
photographs taken at 90 minute intervals over neap and spring 
tide cycles. In addition, the dispersal of dyes released into 
the Estuary has been observed from the air and from the ground. 
6 Ib of rhodamine dye was released 10 metres out from th8 
northern dischaxge pipe of the oxidations, and 3 lb of 
fluoresceine dve a further 200 metres off sbore in the channel 
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of the Avon River. The dye release took place just as the 
tide began to ebb, and their progress was recorded at regular 
intervals by aerial photography and by observations from a 
small boat, Directions were given to the boat from the 
aircraft via a radio link up to keep the boat at the leading 
edge of the dye patches. 
The current patterns on the Estuary have been described 
1'lebb (1972). This work was supplemented in this study by 
the surveys of' sewage and dye dispersal as described above. 
Data on current velocities have been loade available 
from the \vallingford Hydrological Report to the Christchurch 
Drainage Board. 
(d) Exposure tim.§. 
The overall exposure/submergence pattern for the 
ltjstuary was determined from the aerial surveys as described 
above and supplemented by more detailed ground observations at 
each sample site. 
is common on the Estuary, and is often observed feeeling on the 
algae. The Zediloma present in the harvested quadrats were 
counted and weighed, Data on their distribution in 1969 were 
provided by Kilner (1969). 
(f) Substrata 
--~--"""'~,."""'~""""''''''' 
The nature of the sub,~1 tra ta and the availabili ty of' 
sui table cl1gal attachment sites werE:~ xlOted for each sampling 
slte. Data on the particle sizL~ and nutrient content of' the 
sediments were provided by members of the Zoology Department. 
( g ) !~t~ teo ro 1 ()B~~~J~~l,,_ c1.s~t?!: 
MeteoroJ.ogical records of air and gl"ass temperature 
\\Jere made available from the Bromley Sewage Troatment Station, 
Insolation and hours of sunshine records were obtained from 
Christchurch Tnter-national Airport as this was the nearest 
recording station. 
(h) Expe.Eim.~mtaL f'ie~.!'k 
An attempt was made to assess the relative effects of 
grazing and of' removal of plants by the curren.ts on the 
standing crop in dif'ferent sample areas. Nine metre square 
quadrats were enclosed by a steel frame covered by fine 
netting, standing 40 centimetres high. The frames were 
partitioned in half by a netting barrier, secured to pegs and 
set into the mud to prevent movement of algae in or out. All 
the Zediloma wore removed from one half of the frame while the 
remaining half was left untouched. The frames were placed in 
areas where the algae were evenly distributed so that similar 
levels of algae occurred in each half. The enclosed quadrats 
,,,,ere photographed each month together wi th an immediateiy 
adjacent open quadrat and the algae harvested after three 
months. In this way the effect of enclosure with and without 
herhivors was assessed. 
CHAPTER IV 
AERIAL PHOTOGHAPHIC SURVEYS 
1) HA.TEIUALS AND METHODS 
(a) Introduction 
----~-~--
The aim was to develop a simple aerial survey technique 
to improve on the speed and accuracy of the ground surveys of' 
the algae, and to up-date the existing maps of the channels 
and shoreline of the Estuary. The technique 'vaS developed in 
association with F.E. McGregor, photographer, Department of 
Botany, Uni versi ty of Canter~:lUry. 
Aerial photography has been successfully applied to 
terrestrial ecology, particularly forestry and agriculture 
(Anson, 1966; Billings and Morris, 1951; Ciesala et al, 1967; 
Haack, 1962; Knipling, 1969). More recently its use has 
extended to studies oi'Marshland (Anclerson and Wobber, 1·973; 
Olson, 1959; Seher and Tueller,1973; Reimold et aI, '1973; 
and Iva1lentinus and Tueller,l 973) and of shallow \Vater 
benthos (Cameron, 1950; Kelly, 1968, 1969; and Kwnpf and 
Randall, 1961), These surveys involved equipment and 
techniques outside the scope of my own study. Harris and 
Haney (1973) demonstrated the feasibility of low bUdget 
oblique inf'rared photog;ra.pby f'rom a slig'htly modiried l:Lg'ht 
plane. The present project extends this type of technique to 
vertical photography to allow accurate maps to be produced. 
Plate 4.1 
Paired 35mm cameras as mounted in the aircraft. 

Plate 4.2 
Paired 35mm cameras showing the mounts. 
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The photographs were taken from a single engined, high 
winged Cessna 172 light aircraft in two ways: oblique 
by means of hand~,held cameras through an open window and 
vertical thTough a hatch in the :D.oo1" of' the aircraf't wi tll 
the cameras mounted on a shock-absorbent frame (see Plates 
4 0 1 and l.~. 2 ) . 
Two camera systOl11S were used: a '''illiamson F24 aero 
carne1"a fi tted with a 5 inch lens ('127 mm) and taking 5 inch 
square negatives; and two 35 mm Nikon cameras mounted back to 
back on the frame and operated simultaneously. Both 35 mm 
cameras were fitted with a 28 mm wide angle lens, which gave 
approximately the same angle of view as the 5 inch lens on 
(e) Selection of film 
------ ., .. 
There has been considerable discussion in the 
Ii terature on the meri ts of various f'ilms. Black: and white 
film is the least expensive, simplest to use and, according to 
Haack (1962), Olson (1964) and Scott an.d Tueller (1973), the 
results are as accurate for vegetation classification as with 
the more expensive colour films. Some workers have reported 
greater success with infrared colour film. This is a three-
layered false colour film, one layer responding to radiation 
in the near infrared (700-950 rnu) by f'orming a cyan dye i the 
second layer responding to the visible green (600-700 rnn) 
producing a magenta dye; and the third layer responding to the 
visible blUG radiation (500-600 mu) producing a yellow dye on 
the processed film (Tarkingto1l, 1953; Sorel11 , 19(7), 
Healthy green vegetation reflects radiation in both the 
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visible and near inf'rared regions of the spec trum, T'esul ting 
in red to magenta tones on the positive film. Dead vegetation 
has lowe~ reflections in this range, resulting in blue to grey 
colours on the film (Cochrane, 1970; Colwell, 1968), Infrared 
colour has been reported as superior to other films for 
separating species by Anson (1966), Ciesala et al (1967). 
Colwell (1961, 1967, 1968) and Meyer and French (1968). It 
has also been used to detect plantf:l under stress or affected 
by fire, pests, or disease; (Cochrane, 1968; 1970; Marshall, 
1968; Meyer and French, 1967). It is claimed by Phillpots and 
Wallen (1969) and Marshall (1968) that the loss of infrared 
reflectance precedes colour changes in the visible spectrum. 
This claim is disputed by Benson and Sims (1967), who suggest 
that signs of stress are visible on normal colour film and 
that these are more easily interpreted. Knipling (1969) 
supports this opinion with the following comment: 
"Physiological disturbances in plants generally are 
accompanied by increases in visible reflectance but the 
direction of change in infrared reflectance is quite variable" 
Although changes in infrared reflectance may not give the 
advance warning of stress previously claimed, Cochrane (1969) 
supports the use of infrared film on the basis of its greater 
contrast which emphasises differE~nces in reflection, and its 
greater haze penetration due to the reduced Rayleigh 
scattering in the longer wave-lengths. 
One factor limiting the use of infrared in aquatic 
studies is the high absorption of infrared radii:ion by water. 
Fritz (1967) found that one foot of water decreased the red 
and green layers of the film by half a stop, but decreased the 
near infrared layer by "I + stops. Marshall (1967) attributed 
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some of the colour differences in plLotographs of aquatic 
plants to variations in the amount of superficial water. 
Pestrong (-1969), however, noted that: liThe presence of 
vigorously grmving organic matter such as alg;a,e should image 
red if present in sufficient quantities at or near the 
surface ll • 
The films used in this study were: panchromatic IIplus 
XU aerographic film in the Williamson F2~ camera; Ektachrome 
'X' colour positive and aero infrared colour positive for the 
pai:red 35 mm camera;:;. The latter film was used with a mediuIll 
yellow filter equivalent to a Nikon Y52. 
(d) SurveLmeth~ds 
The vertical photographs were taken on parallel runs 
across the Estuary orientated parallel to the wind direction 
to reduce lateral drift of the aircraft. Thc Estuary CQuld be 
covered by 3 runs at 8000 feet or 6 runs at ~,OOO feet, with up 
to 6 exposures per run. The spacing between runs was 
determined by the area covered by each photograph at each 
altitude, allowing for 50% overlap between runs. The flight 
plan 'vas drawn on an existing map, and a distinct landmark 
chosen to guide the plane onto the correct path. Several 
flight plans Were prepared to allow £'01' the prevailing winds 0 
On one occasion the exposure interval was determined from the 
estimated ground speed and the interval set by an automatic 
timer connected to a motori,sed back on the camera. This 
equipment was Clllnbersome to use in the confined space of the 
cockpit, and in the short runs OVQT the Estuary proved to be 
an unnecessary cOlUplication. The method usually employed wa,s 
to make a trial run an.d time the passage of' a landmark acres;::; 
Plate 4.3 
011iq ue pho to g rap Jl of t he south--"lvcst corne r o f 
tLe ', s t uo. J"Y in norma l colour. November 1971 . 
Plat e 4.4 
S ame v i e w us in plate 4.3 but in inrrared co l our. 
Ac ti e aJ gae a p ear p i 1.l.:.. 
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half the rield of the camera viewer, This gave the inter~al 
bet\veen the exposures \\Thich could be checked in the same \\Tay 
during the photograpl1.ic runs, 
Photomosaics were made using' the uncontrolled method 
(Sissam, 191~7) where the prints are trimmed to remove the most 
distorted areas at the margins and matched by means of over-
lapping ground features, The mosaic was rephotographed and 
its accuracy checked by projecting it on to a survey map of 
tILe area and comparing perman,ent features such as the roads 
around the Estuary. Slides of individual photographs could 
also be projected in the same fashion, and :features such as 
algal beds traced onto the original map. This was more 
accurate than the photomosaics, as it \vas possible to 
compensate for any tilting of the aircraft by tilting the base 
board of the enlarger or projector. The original 
transparencies also gave better resolution than the prints. 
The Estuary was surveyed by vertical photography in 
November 1971; March, June and October 1972; February and 
December 1973. Low level oblique photographs were also taken 
at these times. 
2) RESULTS 
The black and white film, having the larger negative, 
gave greater resolution of features \vi th distinct outlines, 
but lacked the tonal qualities required to clearly distinguish 
vegetation. Only the distinc t circular shape of the ~o:~l~{1 
beds could be clearly delineated. 
The normal colour film cJ~early outlined the larg'e beds 
of drift green algae but did not detect concentrations below 
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Some of the areas of drift near the high tide 
mark off Humphrey '::3 Drive had a slightJ_y brownish tone (see 
The ground samples r,;howed that these areas 
contained predomi:nantly bullate (i. e, distorted and blistered) 
thalJi 
On the infrared film the main beds of dri:['t green algae 
appeared dark red, while the scattered attached plants appeared 
pinl<: (Plates h,I~ and L~,6). Concentrations as low as 40% cover 
could be detected. The area~3 of' bullate drift appeared grey 
to black and where clearly distinguishable from the bright red 
of the normal drLft. Areas where water remained over the 
algae, such as McCormack's Bay, gave a magenta to purple 
colour on the infrared film (Plate 4.8). 
Discussion ~f results of aerial photo~ 
The survey techlLique in this study is very simple and 
relatively crude compared with the sophisticated techniques 
used in large scale aerial mapping and it would be less 
sui table for areas '.rlhere no survey maps \lTere avai_labJ_e to test 
the accuracy of the photomosaics. In this study there was a 
good fit between the photomosaics and the existing map forlhe 
stable features such as roading patterns (see Plate 1.3). 
This method was successful in mapping recent changes in 
the shore-line and drainage pattern and gave a very good over-
all view of the vegetation. To collect comparable data :frolJl 
ground surveys "Would have required considerably more time a.nel 
man-power. 
Of the films used, infrared colour was the most 
successful as it was able to detect lo~er concentrations of 
algae and ga"'.Je u g:t:'outer contrast boi;wel"n the moribund 1 
bullate dr:Lf't and the active plants. This sim1l,c1.1' to the 
results givBn by Cochrane (1969). The sensitivity of the 
infrared film to surf'ae e wator als 0 made it more sui table £'oJ:' 
surveys of tl"le drainage pa ttel'TL The al)sorption of infrared 
wave-lengths by water provided the main problem in 
in terpreting colour tones on the in:fr("lred £'ilrn, The shif'!; 
towards purple colours in algao covered by water noted by 
Mar,shall (1968) was also i'ound in this study, Normal colour 
film 1 although g'enerally less useful, was needed to assist in 
interpreting the colour tones in the infrared film, especially 
in areas covered by wator. As tb~ colours on the processed 
film eould vary with different film batches and proce:::;sing, 
colour comparisons should only be made between photographs 
taken at the same time with tho same fiJm batch and processed 
at tho same time. Comparisons of photographs taken at 
different times of the year 'may also be a:ffeeted by colour 
shirts as a rosult of differont light attitudes (i.e. angles). 
The photograpbs in this study were taken between 11 a.m. and 
2 p,m., which weuld reduce this problem. 
The aerial photography provided a very usef'ul addition 
to the ground truth data of tho field study. The time saved 
and the additional in:formation gained more than compensated 
for the cost of plane hire and of films. 
Plate 4.5 
Vertical photograph of areas C, Band F near the 
mouth of the Heathcote River. 
from 4000 :ft in JlUle 1972. 
Plate 4.6 
Normal colour 
Same area as plate 4.6 but in infrared colour. 
Note area of pink in centre indicating active 
algae (marked by arrow). 
Plate ll. 7 
Ve r tica l pho togr a p h of HcCormacl I s Bay, no r ma l 
col o u r , I~OOO f t. 
PIa te l,. 8 
Sa me area as , l a t e ~.7 but in inf rared colou r. 
No "le tl. e l c l cJ~ o f in f2.-' Dre ci r e f'l c taHc e f r OIr t t he 
submc 1'rO'\,, ) . 
CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTION AND 'l'J\XONOMY OI<' THE ALGAL SPECro;S 
are described in order of ecological importanee. Due to itt, 
uncertain taxonomic status, U~l':§'!; has been. examil1.ed in greater 
detail than the more clear cut and less Dnportant species. 
The lesE; common. algae are li::.;ted at thE-~ end of this chapter, 
1) ULVA SPECIES 
As mentioned above, the specimens on the Estuary do not 
consistently key out into thc taxa recognised by Chapman 
(1956). 
ri:3lida and lacinula"i:a a.s recognised by Chapman, but a nlUllber 
A sCc)Tch 
of the literature indicated a wid~ range of opinioll on the 
significance of these forms and their taxonomic status. Hany 
worlcers regard U . .1f::!_£i~c~ L. as a compo,5i -Le cosmopolitan 
species \Vi th a nLUIlber of dif'f'e:cent forms; others recognise 
several distinct varieties within U. lactuca -'".""-,.-.~~~, ) ,v-hile some 
recog":nise tJlcm aEJ [:;cpara te species. 1vi th the exception of' 
Bliding (1968) on tbe European taxa, no-one has attempted the 
extensivG ini;erbr.eedinc; e:-.::perililents :nec(;::;sary to E-)stab.LLsh thr-:: 
L,;? 
exact s La hlS of these taxonomic unit s. 
There are five separate forms in 'Ul(; complex 
which have been widely recognised at various levels: 
(i) The short frond, wider than long, ovate and 
variously dissected, Thi,s has been described as g, ),,!"!£!1J:ca L. 
by Newton ('193'1), Lucas (1936), Smith ('\ 9h4) and Chaprnml 
(:u) A second form similar to the one described 
a.hove, but with lan.ceolate :fronds with dentate margins has 
been reeognised as U, lactuca var lacinulai:a (Kiitzing) Taylor 
- ~--~----~.~ 
(1960) and val" lacinulata (K~itzing) Hauck by Feldman (1937) 
and Chapman (1956). Taylor does not cit I-lauck but appears to 
be using the same combination, 
(LLl) An exposed coast form with a thicker, stiffer 
thallus and distinct stipe has also been widely recorded and 
described as II, 1ac~us~ var 'l.:.tgida HaL1Ck by Collins (190:3); 
Laing (1926), Hamel (1931), Newton (1931), Taylor (1960, 1962) 
and Chapman ('1956). It was described as 11:. rigida C. Agardh 
by Hooker (1867), Cotton (1909), Setchell and Gardner (1920), 
Feldman (1937), Dangeard (1958), Papenf~ss (1960) and B1iding 
(1968), 
(iv) A large expanded thallus, which becomes free 
floating early in its growth. This has been classified as: 
Collins (1903), Le Jo1is (1863), Setchell and 
Gardner ("1920), Laing' (1926), g. 1a..:t.i.ssma L., 
Hooker (1867) 1 Cotton ("1909) a11.d Chapman (1956). 
(1920), Smith (1944). 
U. (Kiitzing') B1iding (1968). 
it ~3 
Noto: Papenfuss (1960) has suggested that the 
(L) Lamoroux, 
(v) A fifth form consisting of a very contorted 
bullate thallus, usually fragmented and drifting. This has 
Detoni (1889); and U. 
Collins (1903) and Taylor (1960, 1962). A specimen in the 
heT'barium of the Botany Division 1 Department of Scientii'ic and 
Industrial Research, Lincoln, New Zea1and, collected by 
L.B. Moore 1:'rom the Collingwood Estuary in 19~7 was determined 
as ,.Q.!!lesenteriformis by Chapman in 19L19. However, Chapman 
(1956) proposed Q. l::iingijo to include the New Zealand 
specimens of tllis form. The type was collected by n. La.ing 
from the Heathcote Estuary. Chapman suggested that the 
U. 1~v.1Lo....:.?~~ (Roth) recorded by Hoolcer ('1867), and 
Q. corl}~ld£2J2J.;;il:~ recorded :in Ne'w Zealand by Laing (-1926) may 
belong; to Q. ~ii. 
The lack of agreement on the status of the forms in 
this gl'ou.p of Ulva can be related to the polymorphic nature of 
this genus and tlw lack of stable morphological characters on 
wttich to ba.se a convenient key. This variability has made 
many workers cautious about their .identif'ications; IVolllersley 
(-1956) for example prei'ers to treed: all of tbe forms on the 
South Australian coast as U. L. Lli1_til interbreeding 
tests are carried out. The following comment by Setchell and 
Gardner (1920) points to some of the c1ifficu:Lties: "The ha.bit, 
size, colour and even the character of ce11 dopends so much 011 
tht! D.ge a.nd environment of' the specimen$ that it is possible 
to trace a ,serieo from the quiet l:late:r iru·dcle a point of L:IJicl 
to the exposed localities outside of it which may include 
the forms and intermediate conditions between the most 
distillet species as yet proposed under this genus ll • 
TtI.e most def'initive \Jork on this genus is Bliding's 
(1968) for the European taxa. The species were deli.neated on 
the b<';wis of anatomy and l:U'e history 2l.nd checked by C:CO::?lS-· 
breeding experiments. This :cesul ted in a nmnber of new 
Elpecies and new combinations r which cut aCrOf:i5 many of the 
eu:cly classif'ications based solely on morphological features. 
QJvE!. JactJ}'£~ L, as recognised by BlicliI"lg, includes the 
f~n teromoJ::12llS!: 1i11za-·]ike f'ronds and the deeply laciniated 
palmate thallus resembling Linneaus' original specimen as 
described by Papenfuss (1960). The margin is never dentate. 
Anatomical fea.tures include cells arranged ill short curved 
rows, cell shape varying :from rectangular, quadrangular to 
rounded, rarely slightly polygonal, averaging 18 x 1J.5 p in 
surface vimV'. The membrane varies from 48 J.l tllick at the 
margin to 60 }.l in the centre and up to 100 }J. in the rhizoidal 
zone near the stipe. Cell heights follow a similCl.r pattern, 
that is, 16, 26, 27-31 J.l respectively. The distribution is 
given as mainly Northern European. 
VIva rigid~ (C. Agardh) BL~dil1g is characterised by 
ltt;ooth-like generally microscopic protrllberances on the margin 
of the disc", I!ball~shapecll1 marginal cells in the upper part 
of the plant, Tn other respects the anatomy and morphology is 
simi1ar to V. l~ct:.l:lfa L. Tt is described as the most COl1lmon 
species on the Mec1i terranoan and }I~uropean coasts, Bliding 
(K~~tzine:), (}laudc, 1885; Feldman, "1937) as agrc,oin.g\1lith 
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UI va £{J:J','.0!lte~ (K~tzing) IHiding, i,5 characterised by a 
thallus 2-4 decimetres long and 1 .5-3 decimetres broad, 
remarkably thin in the upper part and lacking the microscopic 
tooth-~like protruberances of y.. ],:Le:J~§. In section the 
membrane of the upper thallus is 28 ]J., the central region 35 7-l 
and the rhizoidal zone 80 p. Cell height varies from 12 1-1 at 
the margin to 22-30 u near the basco Dliding includes 
latissima L.? 
Eliding (1968 ) makes no mention of Ulva mesenteriformis 
--- ------
or hullate forms. If Eliding's work is applicable to the 
New Zealand specimens, Chapman's )Jlv(l J-ac tu~~ L, vaY' .:ri_gida 
Eliding, or U. l,actuca (L.) Eliding. This would be based on 
the assumption that this section of the genus is cosmopolitan. 
As the cross-breeding experiments necessary to establish this 
point are outside the scope of this study, comparisons between 
New Zealand and European specimens should be treated with 
caution bearing in mind the geographical isolation of 
New Zea.land. 
In spring the most common 
DIva plants are small thalli 2-10 centimetres in length 
consisting of 2 to G ovate fronds radiating from the base 
(PLlte ).2), The stipe is short and incon~;picllouB. The 
s11ells, both dea.d Etnel living', During ,'::prinr; and early ,summer 
the fronds elongate, becoming more laciniate (Plate 5.3). 
OftEnl onp frond will grow much longer than~ the others. Plant~:; 
attached to secure sub~trates such as large rocks may exceed 
1 metre in length (Plate 5.4) I while those attached to shells 
(Plate 5,~)) have a maximcllll length of' 60 centimetres" 
In summEH' H.nd early autwnJ1. the larg'e plants tend to 
t~ragment and o:ften the buried attached shell will be uprooted 
and the whole plant ,vi1l drif't within the Estuary. In late 
SUJTUDer very large expanded sheet·-like thalli become common in 
the Estuary. They f'loat freely at high tide and form large 
drif'ts in the mid-tidal zone at low tide. Considerable 
quantities also accwllulate at the high tide zone where they 
decompose I producing a f'oul smell. These large sheet-like 
thaLli are present all year round in i'lfcCorrnaek l s Bay. On tho 
Estuary the patches of drift decrease in area during winter, 
and in 1972 disappeared completel.y, The size of' the thalli 
within the drift also decreases during winter. Lar@;e at tachecl 
thalli are absent eluring winter; only the small plants 
(2-5 centimetres) remain, often attached to the inside of' 
empty shells and in sheltered areas on the retairling walls 
around tIl.e shore line (PIa to 5,1), 
In the area off' Hcullphrey IS Dri v(~ north of' the Hea the 0 te 
River a bullate, contorted thallus is co~non in the drif't. Tt 
varies from moderately folded or bullate, not very different 
f'rorn the normal tl~alli, to small, dark green, extremely 
crumpled and f'olded. The 1a tter ~3pecimens become lllo:ce cornll1on 
in autumn (PIa tc1S .5.5 and 5.6). 
ThE') thallus marg:ln of' tl1e ,,;mall plants has microscopic 
tooth .. ·like proJection~,; wllie11' are pcl.rticularly noticeable in 
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the lower part of the frond. In the expanded region of the 
larger fronds, and in the drift from these, the Jentations are 
less obvious or lost completely. 
In the permarwnt open quadrats it ,'las possible to 
follow individual plants through from the small palmate forTI] 
to the large elongated i'orm, but it was not possible to follow 
individual plants after they detached. An attempt was made to 
completely enclose quadrats with fine netting over a steel 
i'rame but unfortunately, the frames placed in the more 
clccessible areas disappeared although they were firmly secured., 
Their suitability as fishing nets apparently did not go 
unnoticed by some members of the public. A nwnber of the 
renlaining frames were distorted by large quantities of algae 
piling on the top of the netting, so that the drift algae 
inside the nets may have come from outside. In the two frames 
which remained more or less intact, the attached plants were 
followed into the drift state. The fragments continued to 
grow and sheets of up to 30 metres had developed before the 
netting ccllapsed. (See Field results for Plates 6.16, 6.17 
and 6.18). 
(ii) Specimens 
of all the morphological types we~e examined and the cells 
described in surface view and in cross-section. Sections were 
cut from the expanded, central and stipe regions of the 
The results are slullillarised in Table 5, -1. 
In surface view the cells of the smaller plcJ,nts are 
rectangular (7~-9) p x (1-1.-1[1) p. in the expanded region of' the 
thallus (Plate 5.7). The cells increase in size towards the 
stipe of the smaller pl,u1.ts ano increa,'30 generaLly with 
increasinG thallus size. In the large attached fronds and the 
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Table 5.1 Cell aizos or Ulvn lactucn in J-l 
Position Membrane Cell Cell Cells in 
Morpho- of' surface 
logical section thickness height width viel;' 
type 
-;: Range ~Ienn Range Mean Range 
Small Nargin 38-'~2 40 10-12 10.5 5-7 5.8 7 x 11 
attached 
thalli Centre 49-52 50 10-12 11 7-9 8.2 7 x 11 
Plate 5.2 (A-C) Stipe 65-70 67 11-0 12 7-9 8.1 7 X 11 
Larger Margin 50-54 52 17-18 17.4 9-14 12 (9-10) x (12-14) 
attached 
thalli Centre 70-75 72 24-25 24.5 10-12 11 .1 (8-12) x (12-16) 
Plate 5.2 (M) Stipe 105-110 106 27-30 28 10-15 12 (14-16) x (18-22 ) 
Expanded Margin 71-74 73 22-25 23 14.,.16 1.5 (11-14) x (15-20) 
attached 
form Centre 74-77 76 22-25 23 14-16 15 (11-14) x ( 15-20) 
Plate 5.2 (F) Stipe 175-180 176 17-20 19 6-12 * -
Large 1-largin 52-54 53 17-17.5 17 10-14 12 (10-11) x (13-14 ) 
ribbon-
like Centre 70-73 72 20-22 21 12-14 13 (10-11) x (13-14) 
tllallus 
Plate 5.3 Stipe 130-135 1:33 16-18 17 11-14 13 (10-11) x (13-14) 
Bullate Nargin 70-72 71 15-18 16 10-12 11 .1 (11-14) x (15-20) Conn 
Plate 
(E) 
5.5 Centre 73-77 74 17-22 18 11-12 11 .3 12-17 (dia)' 
Bullate Nar~in 52-54 53 13-14 13.5 7-9 8 (11-14) (15-20) 
.from x 
area C Centre 52-55 53 16-18 17 9-13 5.8-8.4 (dia) Plate 5.5 11 .1 
. (A) 
Large Hargill 70-73 71 1 B-21 19 11-13 12 10-16 (square) expanded 
drift Centre 7}1-77 75 211-25 21 •• 3 12-111 13 (7-9) x (10-13) plant 
~ .. - .... 
*' Cells pear shaped in T-S, 10-12)J at bose and 6-8 ).\ at the top. 
All means determined from rive specimens of each typo, 
drift thaLLi 1 the ceLLs becomo i1Jore quadratic or rou11.ded. Tn 
the bulla to 'form the outer cell .. ,all is similar in shape and 
size to that of the normal plants9 but the l1J1nen becomes 
rounded and mueh sma1J.o:c, CS.8-,8,h p H18Etn oc. 6 p) (sec Plate 
The dark green patella.s on the frond5 are associated 
with epiphytic diatoms on the surface. These ree;i ons tend to 
be mar e tightly folded or contorted than areas lacking diatom:" 
In section the merrilirane increases in thickness towards 
tIle stipe and increases generally with the size of the thallus. 
The cells f01,10w th~~ same trend in size, but vary in shape 
Cells of the smaller plan.ts are almost square 
in section in the expanded region of the thallus, but tend to 
be more rectan&';ulaT' in the stipe region. Tn the larger plants 
the cells near the margin are square to rounded in section; in 
the central region they are rectangular, becoming more 
elongated towards the base. In the rhizoidal region of the 
stipe the cells tend to be elongated, but are variable in 
shape (Plate 5.8). They often taper t01'lards the top or bottom 1 
producing a 'pearl shaped cell, The cells in the bullate 
thalli vary in shape according to the degree of contortion of 
the thallus (Plate 5.10). In the moderately bullate thalli 
they are similar in sh.ape and size to those of t11e normal 
Umlli. In tho very contorted regions the cells are extremely 
variable, being rounded 1 pear,-shapecJ or e~onE';atec1. In some 
areas ~;he two layers spli t to form a bIlE:; ter. The cells in 
these regions are very similar to those in the rhizoidal zone 
of the normctl tllallLls (Plc1 tes 5,e 8.nc1 5.10). All thee:; above 
cel] types can he f'ound in the ,'3CJll1e ]JlaDt, 
Ji'rol1l the 
desc:c:iption:::; given in Chaplllclu (1 ()~)6), the clttaclwd focms or 
11[\0 I I j 17 AJ, 
LJ/ ·COOCOl 
5O-70.H ... · .. 
A, I'I:EAH MARGiN 
C. STIPE 
A--+ C TS. NORMAL THALLUS 
Fig. 5'1. RepresenlotivfJ cell shnpcs and sizes of 
IJLIlQ. 
(JOOOOO 
B. CENTRAL REGI9:j 
~ D. ~ULL!'"Tf TH1~1)_US 
SH01:«!r,1G CELL li'\Y[RS 
SPUT uno A "OLlSTI'iL" 
BLISTERED TIIALUc!§ 
the Estua~cy most cl_osely resemble 32 0 
From Blic1ing
' 
s c1ec:;cription_s, these plants reE:emble U 0 E~~[I~LgR: 
on the basis of the dentate margiIl, the ball-like cells at the 
margin and the tapering cells in tl18 :chizoidal zone, Th(c'se 
tapering cells, however, are less than half the size quoted by 
Eliding. _Also, the tooth-like margin is only woll developed 
in tho small pJ_ants or at the base of the longer plants. From 
a variety of specimcc:lns collected on Banl;:s Peninsula, J{aikcura 
i'trHl Timaru, tooth-like projections on the margin are present 
on very dissimilar specimens and may be present or absent on 
very similar ones. Tllis :feature appears to have less 
taxonomic significance in the New Zealand specimens than in 
the European plants as described by Eliding, The variability 
of the margin and the small size of the cells in the rhizoidal 
region does not support the classification of U. rigid~. It 
is noteworthy that the description of Linneaus' original 
specimen as quoted by Papenfuss (1960) is similar to the 
material found on the Estuary, including the presence of 
dentations on the 101'11er margin,s of the fronds, but not on the 
upper part of the frond. 
If the expanded sheet,g develop from detached plants or 
fragmen ts of a ttached plants as results of the peJ:'manen t 
quadrats indicate, they cannot be att;ributed to a different 
It is, however, not proven that all the drift thalli 
come from the attached plants as described above. This 
applies particularly to the bullate thalli lvhicl'l often differ 
in morphology anel anatomy from the re~it of the specimens. 
The occurrence of tbaJli intormediate between the normal drift 
'a.nd Ule -very bUllate thalli, (;lnd of intermediate region::; 
'vi thin the thallus oi' individual plants, SlJggests tlJe 
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possib:Lli ty of' the bLl11at(;! thaLLll:':; developing from the norma.1 
t'orm, Chapman (1956) noted that .1~:iJ2.e:l;L occurrod in 
area,C] of' stagnaI1,t water or in association wi th :fJ:'esh"~\vater 
ini'luxes and suggested that it mig',ht be an ecol,ogica~L form 
rather than a separate species. The localities of the bullate 
form on the Estuary are areas of 10\v saJini ty usual,ly around 
15%0 whereas the salinity of' most other areas is over 20%0. 
To test the e:ffect of salinity on the morphology, specimens of 
attached and drifting plants with flat thalli were grown in 
the laboratory for a period of three months in water of 15%0 
salinity taken from the locality of the bullate plants, of 
20° / 00 taken from the cell tre of' the Estuary and of 10% 0 taken 
from upstream of the Ferry Mead Bridge at high tide. 
The specimens in the 10%0 Welter did not survive, 
those in 20%0 grew normally, but the specimens in 15%0 
after one month bega.n to develop the bullate tha] l,llS and split 
cell 1ayers typical of the natuTuJly occurring bullate thallus" 
This happened in both the drift and attached plants. At the 
end of three months the specimens were noticeabl,y bUllate in 
appearance and were similar ill anatomy to the naturally 
occurring bullate form (Plate 5.S). 
This strongly supports the hypothesis that the bullate 
thallus devolops from the normal thallus in reslwnse to the 
water overlyi11g the mud fluts near the mouth of the Heathcote 
River. It also sue;gests that low s2l,linity !nay be the cause, 
but a numl:Jer of other factors may also change in this area. 
The extremely contortc"cl th,alli inva"iably have a dense 
covering of epiphytic eliCl,toms, \v.hich way contrilJul:.\:;; to th8 
anatomical Ch::luges, Tt if::> also po;'.)sible that the ciiatoms only 
occu.r on ttlaLLL ~vhich llaV~) been ill thc;! clrift for a long period 
and tlla t it 1.8 the lengtl1. of till18 f3pE.~nt :in this region ra.ther 
than the diatoms ~lich intensifies the contortions of the 
thallus. The currenl pattern on the Estuary tends to wash 
drift algae from other areas of the Estuary into this region. 
Here the same debris could be found from month to month, 
E)ugge,sting that the individual thalli may remain there for 
long periocl s . The low roLLeetH.llce of infrared radiation of 
the bullate plants supports the t3uggestion that they are 
moribund. 
Collections have also been made in other estuarine 
environments in the South Island -- at the Moutere Inlet, 
Nelson Haven, Collingwood Estuary, the Hotueka and Pohara 
beaches in the Nelson district, and Blaketown Lagoon, 
Greymouth. Plan.ta similar to those f'ound on the 
Avon-Heathcote Estuary have been found at all these locations. 
As the observations in this E,tudy .have been made :from a small 
part of' the New Zealand representa ti ves of this genus, and did 
not include cross-breedin~ experiments, it is not possible to 
make any general taxonomic conclusions. The evidence does 
justify, however, the placing of all the specimens on the 
Avon-Heathcote Estuary in the same species. Ul_"y'~~ lai~l!;l,io 
Chapman therefore appears to be an ecad rather than a separate 
species. Tllis possibility was suggested by Chapman when he 
proposed tIle species, 
Although it is reasonably clear that there is o:nly one 
species on the Estuary, it is not clear which species name is 
Illo[,;t appropriate, The name proposed here is 
based on the similarities with the type as described by 
Papen:fuSi"; (-1960), \Vi th the exception o:f the nlargina1 
dentation, it also agrees with .9.' 1§~J:1'£§; L" ;,;el1DU Blicling 
There are 1 however, some simiJarj ties b(c!tween the 
Avon~Ieathcote specimens and U. lac tUC~'l val' lacinulata 
Hauck, as described by Chapman (-1956), and :go Eicl~.,.S-~~ (Agardh) 
Bliding (1968), 
This species is the most common Enteromorpha on 
estuaries in the South Island o~ New Zealand and can be 
separated from related species such as ~. ~F2l; by its 
distinctive and prolific branching. Chapman (1956) describes 
two varieties and three forms of E. ramulosa based on the 
degree and type of branching. Bliding (1963) places all the 
There are four morphological forms on the Estuary: 
(i) A small low growing plant which i'orms a mat over 
the rocks on the retaining walls around the shore. This fOrln 
is sparsely branched but plants grown in the laboratory have 
increased in size and have become more prolifically branched 
as described for form (B) (Plate 5.11). 
(ii) Small plants up to -15 centimetres long, with a 
nmnber of main branches radiating f'rom the base ( Plate 5. -12a) . 
The main branches have a large number of thin tapering 
branchlets and small spines, and are usually attached to shells. 
This form agrees with Chapman's description of f, Tobulli. 
(iii) Large plants from 15 to 30 centimetres have 
flattened main branches often dila.ting towards the tip (Plates 
5.12b and ~),13), There are fewer lateral branchlets and 
spine s tban in tl1.e smaller plante;, Thif3 type fits ChC!~pman ';3 
the branchet) J.t> not <lB c·ollsi:=;tent as recorded by ChapmaJL 
These plants are alGon.ormally attached to shells< 
(iv) The f'ourth type if3 the :[1'08 floating :form. 
is simiJa.t' to thl"l large attached :form, but generally has 1\Tidcn~ 
branches (Plate 5.120). 
dcscribc-'!d by Bliding (1 96:3) . The reduction in the number of' 
E;piT1GS in the oldcr fHlnlll1er rd.a.uts 1,\]<--1.8 al:3o noted by Bliding, 
The cell ,sizes are gencH'ally larger than those 
d(c~E,;c:d.bed by Chapman (1956), but within tho range recorded by 
Bliding. The cells are unordered, quadratic to rounded in 
surface view and measure '13--17 }.l across with two to three 
pyrenoids per cell. Tn transverse section the membrane is 
h6--52 p. with the inner and outer walls of equa.I thickness. 
The cells are 29-30 p high and 8~9 }.J. wide. The dimensions and 
shapes are similar for all morphological types. 
Swarmer release occurred from the attached plants in 
summer and early autmnn. 
All of the specimens on the Estuary can be placed in 
E~!l1Ul.£.§_<:! wi tll. reasonable confidence, but it iB not clear 
1.vhich or Chapman r s subdi visi ons ,.,;ould be most appropriate, 
been recorded by "iebb (1965) and Cameron (1968) from near the 
mouth of the Avon River. Cameron desoribed this spocies as 
large floEl ting masses in the impounc1t~d area of McCormack! :'.1 Bay 
in 1968. In 1969 at the same locality the present author 
E. 
LOLA LITOHEA (Cooke) Ch_apman 
floating filaments (Plate 5,-16) in the impounded area of 
McCormack's Bay by Rosenberg (196~)), Cameron may have 
confused this species with ;§. ig_:t~gJ.-J}£lJ),[>. in 19680 
The material examined in this study fits the general 
description of ,Q, 11}1l!-Dl, but also resembles .ho]~'l l-Jt2yea as 
described by Chapman (1956), The cell sl1.ape is generally more 
similar to that portrayed in Chapman (1956), Fig. 119, but the 
II barrel" shaped cells described as characteristic of Lola are 
not consistently present. The cells were generally '1-:!--2 times 
as long as broad, but varied from 100-190 p in width to 
150-370 M in length. These dimensions could fit either 
species. 
As the published descriptions are not adequate to place 
this material into either species, it is proposed to use the 
name already established for this locality. As this area was 
being reclaimed by the Christchurch City Council, the matter 
could not be pursued. 
The taxonomy of this species was d~Bcussed at length by 
Ratnasabapathy (1963) from material in Brookland Lagoon to the 
north of Christchurch. As a M,Sc. thesis on the Gracilaria 
population in the Estuary was in progress, this alga has not 
been covered in detail in the present study. 
G, secllnc1ata occurs a:=; a sparse population over mncll 
of the Estuary attachocl to the same substra tes as Ulva c.,net 
5'1 
It occasionally reaclwd vexy higb den.sity 
during autUUln in iso].ated clumps near Humph.roy 1 s Drive. The 
lo\ver fronds in the clumps 1'1ore l:m:cied in th.e mud up to 
10 centiIrH':!tres, The upper f'ronds often showed signc.~ of 
bleach:Lng l and no reproductive plants ·were found in the clumps 
whereas cystocarpic plants "ore roasonaJ)ly common over the 
rost of the Estuary in autumn (Plates 5,17 and 5.18). 
and E)11£LQmorpb;Q, but these plan.ts did_ :not appear to 
eontinue to gro1\! in.the detached state, 
LESS COMMON SPECIES 
Found on the retaining 1vall above the low growing Ulva 
B. minima is morphologically similar-to 
E, rarnulosa but ha.'3 a basal attachmen·c disc. 
F0U11cl attached to rocks and shells near BC'~achville Hoad 
and :further seawarc1s in tl1e mud to high tide zone. 
In the same area as P. colwnbina but near the lnw tide 
~--.--~ .. 
zone. 
Occurred occasionally near the mouth of the Avon River. 
Only detached :filamEnli.:[3 would :Cound S1tgu;ef-,ting a f'resh~vatGr 
origin. 
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In crevices at the base of the retaining wall and in 
McCo:rmack'r::, Ba:li poss:ib two specie,'}, 
A number of spocies from outside the Es wore 
f'O'llud in the <1rJ It inc Iud 
Plate 5.1 
Prostrate Ulva lactuca from the retaining wall, May 1973. 

Plate 5.2 
A typical range of DIva lactuca found attached to Chione 
shells, November 1973. 
c 
! 
e 
b 
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Plate 5.3 
VIva lactuca found attached to a Chi~ shell showing the 
ribbon~like thallus with ruffled margin, December 1973. 
,J ,j r. 
Plate 5.4 
Very large Ulva lactuca attached to a rock showing 
perforations from grazing, March 1973. 

Plate 5.5 
Bullate thalli of Ul va laci~uca. 
A and B collected ±'rom sample area C. 
C, D and E n01:111al plants subject to low salinity in culture. 
Bullate nature most clearly shown in E. 
e 
-.; 
Pl.ate 5,6 
Herbarium sheet of bullate 
• 
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Plate 5.7 
Surface vi6w and transverse section from the expanded part 
of the thallus of specimen (ex) Plate 5,2, also showing cell 
division, 

Plate 5.8 
Transverse section of stipe of specimen (E) Plate 5.2 
show disruption of the cell rs by rhizoids. 

Plate 5,9 
Surface view and transverse section of cd drift 
thallus of Dlva lactuca from McCormack's 
~-~ -~~-.-. 

Plate 5.10 
Surface view and transverse section of bullate thallus from 
area C specimen shown on Plate 5.5 (A), Note the 
contraction of the cell contents. 

Plate 5.11 
1 appearance of' wluter f'orm of' 
on the retfllnlng wall) June 1973, 
ramulosa 
1111 11 1111111111111 111111111 1"1111111111111111"11 11 111 " i 1111 1" 1 
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Plate 5. '12 
Enterolllorpha raJnulosa 511m,' a range of size and shape. 
A and B were attached, C was free flo 
a b c 
I '\ 
• ,. , t 
Plate 5,13 
Example o:f the upper size limit of attached ~nt_eroIll9rl?ha 
ratplliosa j January 1972. 
/ 
Plate 5.14 
Surface view of branch from spocimen A Plate 5.12 showing 
size and arrangement of cells. 

Plate 5. '15 
Ent~romor12ha ramulosa showing cells in T.S. 
A from specimen A Plate 5.12 
B from specimen B Plate 5.12. 

Plate 5.16 
mass of Chaetol1lQ.E.}::}l£~ LbIJ:.1dl!! from HcCormack IS 

Plate 5,17 
Sterile ~rom area C, January 1973. 

Plate 5.18 
Cystoc from area E, March 1973. 
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CHAPTER VI 
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF FIELD STUDY 
The results fall into two broad categories: 1 ) the 
biota and 2) the environmental variables. The biota will be 
dealt with under three headings: 
(a) The overall distribution as shown from the 
surveyed and aerial maps. 
(b) The per cent cover data from th~ transects. 
(c) The density in dry weight per square metre from 
the harvested quadrats. 
A distinction is made between attached and drift algae 
which differ in their mode of growth and are affected by 
different environmental factors. As Ulva lactuca is the most 
important species, it will be treated in greatest detail. 
The results of the experimental field work are presented at 
the end of the chapter. 
1) BIOTA 
(a) Distribution over the Estuary as a whole 
(Figs 6,1-.6.10) 
In May 1971 (Fig. 6.1) the algae were concentrated in 
the western half of the Estuary, with the main patches of 
drift algae near the shore off the Bromley Oxidation Ponds 
(fl.rea D) and lhunphrey IS Drive (Area C). Smaller patches of 
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drift occurred in depressions adjacent to the channels of the 
Avon and Heathcote Rivers with lower concentrations of 
attached plants adjacent to the drift algae and along the 
tributory channels. The area covered by the patches of drift 
and attached algae decreased during the winter (Figs 6.2-6,5), 
but returned to the Hay level in November. The mass of drift 
at Area C was further north in November than in Hay, but 
othertdse the pattern of distribution was very similar. 
In Harch 1972 the pattern was similar to that in 
November 1971, but in June 1972 there was a dramatic decrease 
in the area of the drift algae and by October 1972 only a 
small patch of attached algae remained at Area F (Fig. 6.9). 
In February 1973 the attached and drift algae were 
again present at Areas A, Band F, but C and D remained 
virtually denuded of algae. 
The total areas fitting into the 100% and 75-99% cover 
categories are sununarised in Table 6,1 which gives an 
indication of the abundance of algae on the Estuary. This is 
only an approximation as the density of the drifts for 1971 is 
not known. Both the lack of accuracy of the surveys and the 
variation in densities in the lower per cent cover categories 
did not justify a similar treatment for them. 
-The infrared photographs permitted an accurate survey 
of the areas of moribund drift algae near the mouth of the 
Heathcote River as shown on Figures 6.6--6.9. These areas 
disappeared in the winter of 1972 along with the rest of the 
drift algae. 
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Table 6.1 Overall per cent cover of DIva 
May 1971 to February 1973. 
Area of 100% and 79-99% cover in m2 
71 
Month 100% cover 75-99% cover Moribund algae 
May 1 971 785,400 1 ,189,000 
June 1971 472,000 290,000 
July 1971 46l.j., 000 410,000 
August 1971 244,000 490,000 
Septembcr 1971 227,000 328,000 
November 1971 813,000 309,000 
March 1972 528,450 187,000 
June 1972 122,000 65,000 
Octobe r 1972 0.0 56,900 
February 1 973 211,400 143,000 
(b) Per cent covcr from transects I-VI 
May 1971 to January 1972 
113,820 
65,000 
32,000 
0 
0 
Of the six transects, I, II and V cut across areas of' 
attached algae, while III and IV were in areas of drift 
algae. There '\fas nevcr a significant amount of' algae along 
transect VI or in the general area at the southern end of 
Brighton Spit (sce Plate 6.9), 
Overall pcr cent covcr of Ulva: The mean per cent 
cover over all the transects, as summarised in Table 6.2, 
showed a steady decrcase from May to August, dropped sharply 
in Octobcr, but increased in December and January. This 
overall trend is largely the result of' changes at transccts 
III and IV, duc to the considerably higher per cent cover at 
these sites These result s bear out the inadequacy of' per 
cent cover as a measure of density in areas of drift algae. 
Over transect IV f'or example per cent cover increased during 
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the winter, whereas the results from the overall distribution 
indicated that the area of drift in this region decreased 
during this period. This anomaly appears to be due to a 
change in position of the main patch of' drift DIva, resulting 
in a larger part of the drift lying across the transect. 
Seasonal changes in standing crop are therefore more 
accurately reflected by the attached plants at transects I, II 
and III since, unlike the drif't plants, they do not shift 
with the currents. 
At transects I, II and III the attached plants 
disappeared in June at transect I and in October at transects 
II and V. They returned to transect I in October and to 
transect V in January, but transect II remained bare. 
Distribution of DIva along the transects: The attached 
plants tended to concentrate in the mid to low tide regions, 
but were limi ted to areas with solid substrates. The 
distribution at transect V as shown on Fig. 6.11 is typical 
of the attached plants as a whole. 
The drift plants followed the same general pattern 
along the transects as the attached plants, but were more 
variable and tended to concentrate in depressions and pools 
on the mud flats. A typical distribution pattern is shown 
for transect IlIon Fig. 6.11. All the transects had a 
small patch of drift at the high tide mark, but algae in 
these patches were in various stages of decomposition. 
At transect III the main patch of drift extended further 
towards tbe higb-tide mark than at the other transects, 
particularly in winter. The thalli in the upper part of the 
transect were predominantly of the bullate type. 
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Table 6.2 Per cent DIva cover on transects I to V 
between May 1971 and January 1972. 
Mean % 
I II III IV V Totals cover 
May 1971 1 ,3 4 .l~ 67.0 ~_l~ • 0 20.0 126,7 25.4 
June II 0.7 6.6 48.8 50,0 11 .2 117,3 23.5 
July It 0 0 33.0 68.5 10.2 111 .7 22.2 
Aug, 11 0 3.3 27,6 61 .8 10.2 102.9 20.6 
Sept. 11 0 3.3 12.5 54.6 3.5 73.9 14.8 
Oct. II 14.3 0 27.9 54,0 0 71.6 14.3 
Nov. II 15.0 0 22.2 45.0 0 67.2 13.5 
Dec. n 19.0 0 31 .4 50,0 0 81 .4 16.3 
Jan. 1972 17.8 0 58.4 45.0 6.0 108.4 21 .9 
Totals 68.1 17.6 328.8 472.9 60.6 
Mean % 6.2 2.0 36.5 52.6 6.5 
Table 6.3 Per cent cover of' EnteromorJ2ha and Gracilaria 
transects III, IV and V between 
May 1 971 and January 1972. 
III IV V 
Entero- Graci- Entero- Graci- Entero- Graci-
morpha laria morpha laria morpha laria 
May 1971 0.2 0.4 6.4 0.6 
June 
" 2.4 0.4- 0.4 1 . 1 
July 
" 2.5 0.2 0.9 
Aug. n 0.6 0.1 0.6 
Sept. " 2.4 0.4 
Oct. " 0.4 0.3 
Nov. 11 0.25 0.4 0.6 
Dec. n 1 .4 0.5 2.8 
Jan. 1972 13,0 1 .6 4.8 1 .0 
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Fig. 6.11 Per cent total area of the transect covered in 
algae in June 1971. 
Transect III: 
Transect V: 
DIva 48.8%, Gracilaria 2.4% 
DIva 10.2%, Gracilaria 0.8%, 
Enteromorpha 0.2%. 
Overall per cent cover of' EnteromorI?ha ra:::"ulosa and 
Gracilaria secundata: These two were of' less importance than 
VIva and occurred only at transects III, IV and V (Table 6.3). 
(c) Density as dJ:'y "Ieight per_ area - January 1972 
to May 1973 
T.':le large SeaROl"lal variatioI's ax!.cJ the co:::~sidera'ole 
di±'fere::ices in standi!~:g cro-:) ~:)etVJeen areaS and species are 
more conveI~ientl~! S>OVITl on. a. 105arit~::.rHic scale, This scale 
is recomr.lerrded b~r "lillianwon (1972), ,'111.0 lists the follm'ling 
advantages: 
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Firstly, the relative changes in populations are more 
easily studied. 
SecondlY1 the logarithm of a population i.s more 
symmetrically distributed than the population size itself. 
Thirdly, it is more convenient for highly variable 
populations. 
Fourthly, many forms of growth are exponential and 
autocatalytic in nature. Growth curves of this type form a 
straight line on a logarithmic scale. The confidence limits 
shown on Figs 6,13 and 6.14 were calculated using the formula 
y S t 95% 
N 
y + 
S t 95% 
N 
(Snedecor and Cochrane, 1967) 
Seasonal Variation: The monthly grand totals from the 
37 original sampling sites (at areas A, B, C, D and E) are 
shown on Fig. 6.12, Area F is excluded as it was not sampled 
until November 1972. Aa refers to attached algae and Ad refers 
to drift algae. Ulva la~ was consistenly the most 
abundant and widespread alga during this study, while 
;Enteromorpha ramulosa and Gracilaria secundata were less 
common and more variable. Q. lactuc8; reached its peak density 
in February 1972 and March 1973 and its minimum density in 
August 1972. G, secundata followed a similar pattern, but was 
absent in June, July and August 1972, E,' ramulosa had the 
greatest seasonal fluctuation, occurring only from November to 
March, with a rapid increase to a peak density in February and 
an equally rapid decline, 
plva and Enteromol::.ph'=!; occurred at all sampling sites, 
but EI\ieromorJ2!l_~. was abundant only at site B. Grac:Llaria has 
a more disjunct distribution and was important at only C a'nd 
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quadra t (1). 
Distribution of Dlva lactuca: The density of DIva and 
the relative proportions of drift and attached plants varied 
considerably between sites, Attached plants occurred at Aa, 
Ba and Fa in similar densities and at very much lower 
densities at E (Fig, 6,13). The seasonal change in density of 
attached plants followed a similar pattern for all sites, The 
densi ty decreased evenly f'rom a peak in ,January 1972 to zero 
in August 1972 but increased from October 1972 to March 1973, 
the rate being approximately exponential, 
The density of the unattached plants (Fig. 6.14) was 
generally higher than that of the attached plants and was 
generally similar for each site except; for C which was 
significantly lower than A, Band D in January and February 
1972 and A, which was significantly lower than the other sites 
in March 1972. The drift plants had disappeared from sites A 
and B in April, site D in June and site C in July. This 
contrasts with 1971 when the drift patches persisted through-
out the winter. They reappeared at Fd and Ad in November and 
at Bd in December 1972. The density at Fd was significantly 
higher than at Ad and, with the exceI~tion of April, was also 
significantly higher than Bd. The density at B was lower than 
Ad in December, equal to it in January, intermediate between 
Ad and Fd in February and similar to Fd in April. 
As both density of, and the area covered by the algae 
will vary, neither, by itself, gives an accurate estimation of 
the total standing crop. By multiplying the density of the 
algae by the area they covered, a more accurate estimate can 
be gained as shown on Table 6.4 (see Fig. 6.14 for densities). 
October 1972 is excluded as virtually no algae were detected 
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Table 6.h Standing crop from sample areas in kg dry w 
Area Harch 1972 Jt1l10 
(]) A 16,302 12 3,220 
(ij 
b,O B 5,000 6,000 3,h70 
..-I 
ro c h9,000 0 0 
D 109,000 0 0 
179,302 6,012 6,690 
------ =====;;;;;:========= ~ ---~
"d 
(!) (]) 
,h65 2,076 ..c:j (\j A 1 0 
() !:ill 
ror-/ B 96 ·92 342 +> ro 
.j-) 
2,h18 <:!l 92 
=====~=================~~~=~~==== 
Grand Total 180,863 6,10h 9,108 
in the aerial surveys. 
Area F in February 1973 contained 950 grams of attached 
algae and 17,000 kilograms of drift. 
Table 6.4 highlie';h ts the dominanc e of the drift over 
attached in summer. In March 1972 the ratio of drift 
to attached total standing crop was approximately 120:1. 
1 
In February 1 973 the total drift standing crop was only 26th 
of that found in March 1972, but ,vas still 207 er than 
the attached standing crop. This reduction of drift standing 
in the 1972/73 swmner was a result of the .disappearance of all 
drift plants in the winter of 1972 The drift stand crop 
returned at areas A and B in the 1972/73 sumlller at levels 
lower than in 1971/72, but did not retun'! at all to areas C 
and D. In contrast, to the drift, attachod standing crop was 
1 .5 times greater in February 1973 than in March 1972. 
Drift DIva 
September 1971. 
e 6.1 
near the .high tide mark at area C, 

6,2 
Interlaced and ErrE.9l'omOrRha 
at area A, December '972, 

Plate 6.3 
2 t f I ]l..f quad ra . rom l-Ion.ck s Bays and 
~~~~~,= .c;;~,;;...:~=:;.::...:=' May 1971 , 

Plate 6,4 
showing bullate at area C, May 1971, 
Note the small thallus size. 

Plato 6.5 
Sallie t as in Plate 6, II in :1-1arch '1973. 

Plate 6,6 
2 IvI quadrat drift Ul-va at area D, March 1972. 
Note the small thaLLus size. 

Plate 6.7 
2 M quadrat of drift Ulva at area F, November 1972, 
N6te large size of thalli. 

Plate 6.8 
2 M quadrat at area E 

Plate 6.9 
Quadrat 10, .January 1972 showing a lack o:f 
despite the presence of' shells, 
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FIGURE 6.17 - AMMONIACAl_ NITROGEN DISTRIBUTrON IN THE 
ESTUARY MENTS. 
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PHOSPHORUS DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
SEDIMENTS. 
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2 ) ENVIRO:t\'J\fE:NTA.L FACTORS 
(a) Substrate 
The main attachment substrates for the algae are shell 
beds and assorted debris. The main concentrations of shells 
occur in beds at areas A, Band F and on Brighton Spit near 
th~ mouth of the Estuary. The remainder of the Estuary has a 
scattering of shells, but no dense beds. The sediment map of 
the Estuary was given by Knox and Kilner (1973) (Fig. 6.15). 
The percentage of the silt clay fraction increases near the 
outlet to the Bromley Oxidation Ponds and near the mouth of 
the Avon and Heathcote RiVers while the proportion of sand 
increases towards the mouth of the Estuary. The sands near 
the moutll of the Estuary are unstable and the pegs used to 
mark the sampling sites in this region were covered over after 
two to three months. 
As shown in Figs 6.16 to 6.19 the percentage in the 
sediments of organic matter, albuminoid nitrogen and 
phosphorus, and the concentration of interstitial ammoniacal 
nitrogen all follow the same distribution as the silt clay 
fraction. The levels are very high in the fine sedimen~s in 
the western region but decrease in the sandy substrates 
towards the mouth of the Estuar:y. Robb (1974) found that a 
linear regression of total phosphorus on organic content of 
the sediments gave a coefficient of 0 0153 x + 0.084 indicating 
a positive relationship between the two. 
(b) EX12osure/ submergenc..~12~t}~_IJ:2 
The overall pattern of exposure derived from a series of 
aerial photomosaics is given in Fig. 6.20 (see P~ates 6.10-6.13 
for examples of the photoIDosaics). The greater part of the 
High Tide Zone 
L ow Tide Zone 
o km 
20 Intertidal zones of exposure times from aerial 
photomosa ics. 
High tide zone> 8 hours 
Mid tide zone 4-8hours 
Low tide zone (including 
exposure/tidal c Ie 
re/tidal cycle. 
sure/ tidal cycle. 
channels) < 4 hours 
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Estuary falls into the mid-tidal category with 4-8 hours 
exposure per tidal cycle. The main high tide zones occur 
on Brighton Spitt the ,central high areas and on the western 
shore. The exposure times for each sample area are summarised 
in Table 6.5, 
Table 6.5 Exposure time at algal sample areas 
Sample area 
A B C D E F 
Hours of exposure Range ~.5-5.5 5-6 6-7 6-7 8-10 5-6 
per tidal cycle Mean 5 5.5 6.4 6.5 9 5.5 
(c) Current patterns on the Estuary 
The currents on the Estuary fall into two categories: 
those related to flow from the rivers and from the oxidation 
ponds, and those related to the ebb and flow of the tides. 
Webb (1972) investigated the direction of water movement at 
various states of the ebb and flood tides by observing the 
movement of plastic trawl floats 25 centimetres in diameter 
(Fig. 6.21). At the begirming of the flood tide the salt 
wa ter follows, the main channels before spilling over into the 
tributory channels at mid-tide. At high tide the main 
currents radiate out from the point where the channel to Shag 
Rock opens into the main body of the Estuary opposite 
Beachville Road. The currents parallel the shore line on 
Brighton Spit, but are split by the high areas in the centre 
of the Estuary. As a result, the currents on the western 
shore parallel the shore north of Sandy Point, but run. south 
from Sandy Point into the bay north of the Heathcote River 
EBB TIDES 
Directions of Currents 
--I' N ear low w"ter 
---{> AI mid lid. 
--(> NeM high li1e 
MudFlats 
:0'; Highesl M.~S lit mid ebb lido 
FlOOD TIDES 
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Jelly 
o km 
Fig. 6.2.1 Direction of water flow at various states 
of the tide in the Estuary (after Webb, 
1972) , 
FLOOD 
Shil'~g RtJd~ 
Ch~nfl~L' 
90 
idg~ Sa. 
Br idge 
lHHJ 2200 
\ 
0200 
.-' 
EBB 
Fig. 6,,22 : Smoothed curves for mean current 
velocities over a tidal cycle at 
Shag Rock Channel, Ferrymead 
Bridge and Bridge Street Bridges 
(after Wallingford Report) 0 
mouth. 
The pattern on the ebb-tide is simpler, the water 
taking' the shortest route to Shag Rock after high tide and 
following the channels at mid and low tide. 
Current velocities: The velocity of the tidal currents 
varies both with location and the state of the tide. 
Fig, 6.22 shm"s the mean current velocities at the channel at 
Shag Rock and at the Bridges where the t'<lO riven:). enter the 
Estuary, The river velocities at this time were low, 
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82 cusecs for the Avon and 18 cusecs for the Heathcote (Knox 
and Kilner, 1973). The flood tide occupies a shorter part of 
the tidal period with increasing distance from Shag Rock which 
is reflected in the lower ebb-tide current velocities. 
(d) Dispersal of sewage effluent 
As shown on Plates 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13, the effluent 
from the Bromley Oxidation Ponds tends to move up the Avon 
River on the flood tide but moves south towards the Heathcote 
River on the ebb tide. The observations of the dispersal of 
the dyes as shown on Plates 6.14 and 6.15 indicate that the 
dye released into the sewage effluent at high tide moved 
southward and entered the Heathcote River channel opposite 
Mount Pleasant, while the dye released in the Avon channel 
immediately opposite the Oxidation Ponds followed the main 
Avon River charmel. The leading edge of the dye patch in the 
effluent reached Shag Rock 320 minutes after i~s release while 
the dye from the Avon River channel took 260 minutes to reach 
this point (Fig. 6.23). By the time the leading edge of the 
dye patch had reached Shag Rock, the trailing edge was still 
opposite McCormack's Bay indicating considerable differ~nces 
in the rates of dispersal within each patch. Some smaller 
patches were also trapped in the mud flat pools by the ebbing 
tide. 
The ebb tide covers 6 hours of the 12 hour 30 minute 
tidal cycle, while the effluent took 5 hours 10 minutes to 
reach the sea. Consequently only the effluent discharged 
within 50 minutes of high tide will reach the sea, which is 
only 15% of the effluent discharged on the ebb tide. Bruce 
(1953) estimated that 40% of the water leaving the Estuary 
Pla te 6 . 10 
Plate 6. 11 
Ae rial pho tomo s a ic showing s ewa g e di s p o s al 
a t low tide . 
As ~or Plate ~ .1 0 bu on t he flooel t i de . 
P a te 6 . 12 
S ewage ct ~s ersal 
at h~gh t~d e . 
Pla t 6 .1 3 
S ewa g e d i spe r s a l 
on the e b b t ~d e . 
Plate G. 14 
PIa" . 15 
Oblique photograph of dye dispersal; 
fluoresciene in the fore-ground, 
rhodamine in the back-ground. 
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fluoresceine dye. The posi~ions of the leading 
edges of the dye patches are shown with the 
respective elapsed times in minutes after 
release. 
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returned on the following tide. As the returning water would 
consist of that which left the Estuary iwnediately before the 
tide turned, the amount of effluent leaving the Estuary 
without returning may be less than 15%. 
(e) ~lrces of nutIient di~char~e into the Estuary 
As summarised in Fig, 6.24, the major source of 
nutrients are the Bromley Oxidation Ponds, which supply 80% 
of the nitrogen and 9a% of the phosphorus, the remainder 
coming from the rivers, The nitrogen contributions are shown 
in Table 6.6 from d~ta collected by Wilkinson (1963) and by 
Robb in 1970-72 (Robb, 1974). The nitrogen is predominantly 
in the anmlOniacal fonn due to the type of treatment at the 
Bromley Sewage Station. The increase in the proportion of 
ammoniacal nit rogen since the survey by 1-lilkinson in 1963 is 
probably due to the piping of sewage, previously discharged 
directly into the Estuary, into the main reticulation system 
(see Fig. 1,1 and Table 1.1). 
The phosphorus is 80% reactive and 20% organic; again 
these proportions appear to be the result of trans:formations 
within the oxidation ponds. 
Considerable quantities of microscopic freshwater algae 
are also released with the sewage effluent but as there is no 
information on their survival rate in salt water, one cannot 
assess their contribution to the nutrients. 
(f) Nutrient lE~vcls in the water 
(Table 6.8) The channel samples 
indicate that the nutrient levels increase towards the rivers 
and tho oxidatio:n pond outlets. This i,'3 the expec ted result 
as the eutrophic water from the rivers and the ponds would b8 
BROMLEY 
S[W;.\GE 
WORKS 
BROMLEY 
SEWAGE 
WORKS 
. 6.24 
PHOSPHORUS 
1,'5 LB ! '(~'3%) 
HEATHCOTE RIVER 
NITROGEN 
AVON RIVER 
SEDIMENTS 
AVON RIVER 
6341 LB 
(SO 1 "Ie) 
HEATHCOT E RIVER 
703 LB 
(S'9"/o) 
SEDIMENTS 
~ 
SEA 
The relative dai contribuLLons of total 
phosphorus and nitrogen to the Es from 
the Bromley Sewage Works, the A~on River and 
the Heathcote R~ver. 
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Table 6.6 Nitrogen contributions to the Avon-Heathcote Estuary: 
lHlkinson (1 96'3) and Robb (1970-72). 
(a) Nutrient loadings 
{k!S'2day) 
Nitrate Nitrite Ammoniacal Organic Total 
---- Nitrogen ~itrogen 
(i) lHlkinson 
Heathcote 72.7 72.7 1 '36.2 281.6 
Avon '36'3.2 27.2 90.8 481.2 
Se\mge works small 844.4 227 1071 .4 
Others 81.7 27.2 18.2 127.1 
Total: 517.6 971.5 472.2 1961 • '3 
(ii) Robb 
Heathcote 60.4 14 .• 5 118.0 204. '3* '397.2 
Avon 121 .7 '3.2 4'3.1 151 .2* '319.2 
Sewage Treat-
ment Plant 96.2 1.4 2176.0 605.2 2878.8 
Tota.1 : 278.'3 19.1 2'3'37.1 960.7 '3595.2 
(b) Percent-age composition 
(i) lHlkinson 
Heathcote '3.7 '3.7 7.0 14.4 
Avon 18.5 1.4 ll.6 24.5 
Sewage works small 4'3.0 11 .6 54.6 
Others 4.2 1 .4 0.9 6.5 
Total: 26.4 49.5 24.1 100.0 
( ii) Robb. 
Heathcote 1.7 0.4 '3.'3 5.7 11 .1 
Avon '3.4 0.1 1 .2 4.2 8.9 
Sewage Treat-
ment Plant 2.7 small 60.5 16.8 80.0 
Total: 7.8 0.5 65.0 26.7 100.0 
* 
Albuminoid nitroe;en x '3. 
Table 6,7 
Armnoniacal 
Nitrate 
Nitrite 
Albwninoid 
Representative nutrient content (expressed 
as g/rn3 ) of river 'vater at the points of 
entry to the Estuary (Robb, 1973). 
Heathcote Avon 
nitrogen 1 JI- 0,12 
0.80 0,5 
0.15 0.01 
nitrogen 0.8 0 0 2 
Reactive phosphorus o.ol.j. 0.05 
Organic phosphorus 0.02 0,02 
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diluted by the relatively "clean" ocean water. The nutrient 
levels in the Estuary water could be expected to vary 
inversely with the proportion of ocean water in the sample. 
As the channel samples may have been taken at slightly 
different stages of the tide, they cannot be used as an 
indicator of seasonal change in nutrient levels. 
Mudflat samples from above the algal sample areas: As 
shown on Fig. 6,25, the levels of nutrients vary considerably 
with the state of the tide. For each station the levels are 
highest just after the tide has covered the sampling site, 
decreasing sharply as the depth of water and salinity increase, 
With the exception of area C, the·phosphorus and nitrate 
levels increase as the salinity decreases on the ebb-tide. 
From the graphs on Fig. 6.25, C tends to have the highest 
phosphorus and nitrate levels on the flood tide followed by 
D, B, E, F and A. At high tide all sites have similar nitrate 
levels, but some dif'fer in phosphorus content. C tends to 
have higher phosphorus than II, D and }i:), which as a group are 
higher than A and F, On the ebb-tide the phosphorus levels at 
A, B, D and F increase, while that at C continues to drop. 
I I Total P 
I 
NO.2. 
I N03 
I 
Table 6.8: The range and mean concentrations of nutrients at G,e Es~uary 
Channel Stations (in g/m 3 ) . T = surface sa~Fler E ~ bottom 
sample, N = nurr~er of samples, R = range, x = mean concen~ra~ion. 
IT 2T 2B 
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The nitrate level follows a similar pattern, except that 
concentrations at D and C are similar to each other. The 
salinity at C and D does llOt decrease on the ebb~tide as it 
does at A, B, E and F, possibly as a result of their greater 
distance from the rivers, 
Seasonal variation in nutrient levels: The nutrient 
levels are inversely related to the proportion of ocean water 
to river ,"'ater which will :vary according to tidal heights 
'vi th lower nutrient levels a t spring tides than at neap tides. 
It is therefore necessary to compare data from tides of the 
same height when assessing seasonal variation. Table 6.9 
gives the mean phosphorus levels from the three samples each 
for May, July and December 1972 around the high tide point 
when the tidal heights were all 1.8 and 1 ft at Lyttelton. 
In all cases the phosphorus levels are lower in July than in 
Nay and, with the exception 'of site A, the levels in May and 
December are similar, 
Table 6.9 
May 1972 
July >1972 
Seasonal distribution of phosphorus monthly means 
3 of the 3 samples closest to high tide in glm . 
STATION 
A B C D E 
,026 .038 .066 .039 .044 
.020 .028 .039 .028 .028 
December 1972 .016 .040 .065 .044 .037 
The range and mean nutrient lovels at sites A to E for 
all months (November 1971 to January 1973) are shown on 
Fig. 6.26, 
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( g) Heteoro10g~SlLdata 
The mean monthly air and grass temperature from the 
Bromley Sewage Treatment Station and the water temperature 
from the Estuary are shown on Figs 6.27 and 6.28. The grass 
temperature is lower than the air temperature, which in turn 
was slightly lower than the water temperature on the Estuary. 
The maximum air temperature occurs in February: 12°C in 
1971, 9.00 C in 1972 and 10.7°C in 1973. The minimmn was 
-2.l.j°C in May 1971 and _2.1 0 C in June 1972. The mean for 
June, July and August 1972 was lower than for the correspond-
ing period in 1971. The Estuary water temperature follows a 
similar pattern to that of the air temperature. These 
results agree with the pattern described for the Estuary by 
Estcourt (1962) and for Lytte1ton Harbour (Skerman, 1958) 
(see Fig. 6.29). 
The records from Bromley since 1967 are summarised in 
Table 6.10. The smnmer temperatures are higher than average 
in 1969/70 and 1970/71 and lower than average in 1971/72 and 
1972/73. The autumn temperatures are less variable, only 
1971 being noticeably lower than average. The winter 
temperatures were relatively high in 1971, while 1972 was 
colder. The spring temperatures were relatively high in 1969 
and 1972, but low in 1968. 
The mean monthly insolation in 1ang1eys and the hours 
of sunshine are given in Fig. 6.30. Although taken at 
Christchurch Airport, which is 9 miles from the Estuary, they 
should give an ihdication of the pattern of variation. The 
maxima for both insolation 3Tld hours of sunshine occur in 
January ,11hi1e the mininn_ull values occur in June 'vith a greater 
range in insolation than hOUTS of sunshine. The decreases in 
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Table 6.10 Mean monthly t s at Bromley since 1967 
(a) Grass temperature (oC) 
1967-68 1 968~69 1969-70 1 970-71 1971 -72 1972-73 Grand 
mean 
Dec. 9.7 9.9 11 .2 9.6 10.3 7.2 
Jan 10.6 10.7 12.0 12.6 9.0 10.5 
Feb. 10.4 1 0.1 9.9 12.0 9.2 10.7 
x 10.33 10.3 11 .0 11 .4 9.5 9.5 10.3 
March 7.7 10.0 9.2 903 
April 4.4 4.5 6.4 5.2 6.7 
May 4.1 3.6 3.2 -2.4 1 .2 
- 5.2 6.5 4.0 5.7 5.3 x 
June 1 .1 -2.4 1 • 1 3.0 -2.1 
July ~1 .1 -1 .1 0.2 1.6 0.7 
Aug. 0.5 0.3 1.3 2.0 -0.6 
-x 0.2 -1 .1 0.81 2.2 -0,9 0.2h 
Sept. 0.5 5.0 2.3 1 .8 2.2 
Oct. 2.5 h.3 l~ .4 3.9 4.0 
Nov. 4.65 8.1 6.3 7.1 8.4 
- 2.6 5.6 4.3 . h.3 4 9 h.3 x 
(b) Air temperature (oC) 
1967-68 1968-69 196 70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 Grand 
mean 
Dec. 15.9 1h.5 17.5 16.6 16.8 14.4 
Jan. 17.0 17.1 18.0 17.2 16.7 17.0 
Feb 0 16.0 16.5 16.9 17.9 15.4 18.0 
- 16.3 16.0 17.5 17.2 16.3 16.5 16.6 x 
March 16.0 15.9 15.7 16.9 
April 11 .9 12.1 13.8 12.0 13.8 
May 10.9 10.0 8.8 11 .2 8.6 
- 12.7 12.6 x 13.0 13.1 12.8 
June 7.4 5.8 7.8 8.3 5.8 
July 5.7 6.0 7.6 6.7 6.9 
Aug. 8.8 7.2 8.8 8.9 6,7 
- 7.3 6.3 8.1 7.96 6.5 7.14 x 
Sept. 9.3 11 .95 10.8 10.3 11 .5 
Oct. 12.1 11 .0 12.5 12.8 12.4 
Nov. 14 15 'lh 4 14.6 14.0 15.5 
x 1 1 86 12 1 12.6 12.~ '13.1 12, 0 h 
to 
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v 
24 
20 
A 
Fig. 6 .IP?: A. Mean maximum, mean mean rand m,ean fCl1n.lmmn 
monthly air temperatures at Bromley Sewage 
Works over a ten year period, 1962-1972. 
B. Mean monthly rainfall recorded at Bromley 
over the same period. 
F1g.6.2B: Mean air and grass temperatures recorded at 
Bromley Sel,'lage vJorks compared with wa.ter 
temperatures in the Estuary. 
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autumn are more rapid than the increases in spring. 
(h) Distribution and seasonal variation of 
Zediloma subrostrata 
~ ~"
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The total biomass and number of Zediloma subrostrata 
individuals (Fig. 6.31) show a marked decrease from June 
to October. For the rest of the period, the levels are 
notably higher but fluctuate considerably from month to 
month. 
As shown on Table 6.11, there is marked variation 
between and within areas. The levels at A, Band Fare 
very much higher than those at C, D and E. The mean size 
of individual Z. subrostrata also differs between areas. 
The animals at A and C are normally smaller than at the 
other sampling sites. The size of individuals also tends 
to decrease in winter (Tabl~ 6.12). 
The results of a survey of Zediloma by Kilner (1969) 
are given in Fig. 6.32 which indicate a more restricted 
distribution than found in this present study. As sho\vn 
on Fig. 6.33, Kilner recorded maximum numbers of Zedilotna 
in association with 25-50,% cover of Ulva. Kilner also 
surveyed the Amphibola crenata but as this snail does not 
feed on the macroscopic algae it will not be discussed 
here. 
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Table 6.11 Nean density of ~. subros tra ta g/m 2 
SAJ.IPLE AREA 
,A B C D E F 
]\!onth Nean S.D. Hean S.D. Nean S.D. Jllean S.D. J.lean S.D. Hean S.D. 
1972 
Jan. 163 51 65 53 2 0.16 68 36 7.0 6 N.S. 
Fob. 228 96 60 1,8 3 0.2 34 9 10.4 9 N.S. 
]\larch 165 100 34 31 10 7.0 53 14 3.6 3 N.S. 
April 63 27 70 1,8 3 2.1 15 '6 0.2 0.06 N.S. 
May 72 59 35 32 8 0.1 1.0 N.S. 
June 50 3 N.S. 
July 36 36 N.S. 
Aug. N.S. 
Sept. 14 11'.3 N.S. 
Oct. 57 N.S. 
Nov. 222 150 28 16 N.S. 15.7 6.3 2.6 2.0 172 83 
Dec. 121 46 25 18 N.S. 7.7 4.0 0.5 0. 1, 257 102 
1973 
Jan. 215 126 33 24 N.S. 5.3 3.0 1 .2 0,8 173 33 
Feb. 131 128 113 22 N.S. 2.9 1 .5 1 .1 0.9 136 100 
Harch 92 1,8 h3 32 N.S. 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.7 121 50 
April 178 40 31 N.S. 0.2 0.1 4.0 5 259 130 
Hay 28 20 43 29 N.S. 0.1' 0.1 5.2 267 139 
N.S. No sample 
S.D. Standard deviation 
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Table 6.12 Mean biomass in g of Z. subrostrata 
SA]\fPLE AREA 
1-10nth A B C D E F 
Jan. 1972 0.22 0.30 0,16 0.40 0.35 N.S. 
Feb. II 0.23 0.27 0.14 0.50 0.29 N.S. 
March II 0.16 0.37 0.50 0.28 0.56 N,S. 
April n 0.13 0.48 0.10 0.17 0.18 N.S. 
May It 0.17 0.57 0 0 0 N.S. 
June " 0.15 0.23 0 0 0 N.S. 
July 
" 0.15 0.10 0 0 0 N.S. 
Aug. " 0 0 0 0 0 N.S. 
Sept. 11 0.24 0.32 0 0 0 N.S. 
oct. " 0.21 0 0 0 0.19 N,S. 
Nov. 11 0.17 0.41 N.S. 0.15 0.20 0.41 
Dec. II 0.13 0.65 N.S. 0.27 0.35 0.20 
Jan. 1973 0.25 0.41 N.S. 0.22 0.27 0.24 
Feb. 11 0.13 0.54 N.S. 0.25 0.38 0.16 
March 
" 0.16 0.19 N.S. 0.18 0.26 0.15 
April " 0.18 0.28 N.S. 0.14 0.63 0.20 
May II 0.12 0.36 N.S. 0.06 1 .20 0.25 
Fig. 
Z. subrostrata 
Oi ri 
subros 
o 
ion 
fa 
km 
of Amphibola crenata and Zediloma 
in May. 1969 (a1 ter Kilner, 1969). 
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As mentioned in er V, only hvo of' the nine frames 
set out to enclose the s retained the original algal 
population. Unfortunate these hvo frames did not succeed 
in res tricting .Z~:..::::..::..==.= movement into the parts of the 
quadrats from which they-had been removed at the b of 
the experiment. Al the population remained lower in the 
formerly e parts of the quadrats, the reduction in 
nmnbers is gene small in comparison with the variability 
of the ~Z:...:::.::=~~...::;;.,;.:..:.= po tion as a whole. It is therefore not 
possible to extrapolate with confidence from the enclosed 
quadrats to the general field situation with regard to the 
effect of grazing but enclosure has a marked effect on 
standing crop. 
The results are shown in Plates 6.16 to 6.18 and 
surrunarised in Tables 6.13 and 6. ill. It is as swned that the 
initial standing crop was similar for the enclosed and open 
quadrats of each area, as homogenous areas were chosen for the 
experiments. 
The per cent cover in the enclosed quadrats increased 
noticeably during the experiment, especially at area F (Plate 
6.18), The standing crop at the end of the experiment waS 
also higher than that found in the adjacent open quadrats at 
the beginning of the experiment. 
The density of area F as a whole was 13 grams per metre 
square with confidence limit of plus or minus h grams (see 
Fig. 6.13). The enclosures at area F had 178 grams per metre 
square in the Zediloma removed part and 76 grams per metre 
square in the Zediloma left part. The contrast ,..ras even 
greater for area B, the enclosure having a standing crop over 
tenfold greater than the upper limit for the area as a whole, 
:F'eb. 
Table 6.13 Experimental field results Area B 
') 
AREA B g/m r- of algae and Zed;iloma 
ENCLOSED AREA OPEN AREA 
Zediloma remo,red Zediloma left Zediloma left 
----~-
Algae Zediloma Algae Zediloma AJ_gae Zediloma 
-----
----~ ... ''''''''''' 
36 110 39 
April 236 66 209 57 40 h.8 
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Table 6,1ft Experimental field results Area F 
AruJA F / 2 g m of algae ancl 
ENCLOSED AREA OP}<JN AREA 
Z removed left 
Algae Algae Z 
Feb, 36 22 39 
April 178 185 76 300 8.0 8.8 
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CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF FIELD RESULTS 
1) INTRODUCTION 
The field study clearly places Ulva lactuca as the 
dominant alga on the Estuary while Enteromorph~ ramulosa, 
which was the dominant alga found by Cameron in January 1969, 
was of relativ~ly m~nor importance during this study, even at 
its peak in SWillner. Gracilaria secundata was ecologically the 
least important, as has been shown in the previous surveys. 
Since Diva lactuca is the most sigl1.ificant alga, the following 
discussion relates to this species. 
The field results clearly point to the importance of 
the drift population of Diva lactuca, especially in summer 
when standing crop levels are highest. This agrees with the 
observations of Bruce (1953) and Rosenberg (1963), It ,vas 
most noticeable in the 197-1/72 swnmer when regrowth occurred 
from the drifts which persisted throughout the previous winter. 
The smaller standing crop in the 1972/73 swnmer can be related 
to the absence of the drifts during the winter of 1972. 
Regenera tion in spring was therefore entirely from growth and 
reproduction by zoospores and gametes from the attached plants. 
The drift again resumed its position of importance as 
detachment and i~ragmenta tion of the at tached population 
contributed to the drift popUlation. 
Although drift and attached algae will both be 
responding to the general growth factors, some factors will 
have a greater effect on one or the other, so that these 
factors are best discussed separately for the drift and 
attached populations. 
2) DISTRIBUTTON OF DRTFT: Ulva lactuca 
The detached plants are obviously at the mercy of the 
currents and will therefore only accwnula te in areas of low 
current velocities. This will occur in depressions on the 
mudflats and in the baclali'ater bays north of the Avon and 
Heathcote rivers, due to the current pattern as shown on 
Fj.g. 6.21, Fig. 6.22 indicates that the current velocities 
are higher on the flood tide than on the ebb tide, This \lIill 
produce an east to west drift, reducing the standing crop in 
the east and central regions and increasing it in the western 
regions. This is reflected in Fig. 6.14 where the drift algae 
disappeared from areas A and B in Harch and April 1972, while 
at the same time areas C and D to the west had increased in 
algal standing crop and retained high densities until June and 
July, respectively. The enclosed quadrats at A, B and F in 
March and April 1973 also indicate that the currents 
redistribute much of the algae produced in these areas. 
The sudden disappearance of drift plants in 1972 was 
associated with stormy weather in June and July, which 
produced river flooding and relatively strong wave action 011 
the Estuary, Large Cjl.lanti ties of algae were left stranded 
above the high t ide mark; the rernainder was presumably washed 
out to sea 
The currents will also affect the attached standing 
crop levels by increasing detachment and fragmentation, The 
re~ults from enclosed quadrats and the rapid development of a 
drift population in the spring of' 1972 indicate a continual 
depletion of the attached standing crop by current action. 
This will have the greatest effect in areas of high current 
velocities such as those in or near the main channels and in 
some areas the currents may be strong enough to exclude 
attached alg'ae. In most cases, however, it will affect the 
standing crop level rather than distribution of the attached 
algae. 
J) DISTRIBUTION OF ATTACHED PLANTS 
The maximwn frequency (number of plants per area) of 
attached algae is limited by the availability of suitable 
attachment sites. The most important settlement substrates 
are provided by the living and dead shells of the bivalves, 
Chione _stutcbburyi, Amphidesm<;! australe australe and ]\Iacomona 
liliana. The bivalves are concentrated into beds at areas A, 
Band F and in the shallow charmels and depressions in the 
eastern half of the Estuary. The areas to the 'vest lack any 
firm substrates, with the exception of a shell bed south of 
the oxidation ponds which was uncovered in the July storms of 
19'72. These areas, which have very few bivalves, correspond 
to the above 60% silt clay fraction category on Fig. 6.15. 
The remainder of the Estual~y has reJ.a ti vely sparse settlement 
sites!! 
Areas with apparently suitable substrates do not a.lways 
have hig'h algal densities, for example a number on shell beds 
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in the eastern regions such as transect VI and quadrat (2) 
(see Fig. 3,1) lack a significant algal population. This may 
be due to the instability of' the sandy substrate in these 
regions. The two ~oot marker pegs in these areas were often 
buried or almost completely exposed as a result of substrate 
movement. Any algae which settled on the shells "lOuld 
therefore be sw)ject to continual abrasion from sand particles. 
The central aDd eastern regions of the Estuary and the 
high tide zone also have a number of' suitable substrates which 
are not completely taken up by the algae in summer. In 
contrast, all the available sites at areas A, B and Fare 
fully utilised. 
The density of the algae is also affected by the size of 
individual thalli. The algae at areas A, Band F aTe not only 
more frequent, but also have a larger thallus size than the 
regions in the central and north-eastern regions. This 
suggests that growth conditions are more favourable in these 
areas. This aspect will be discussed in the following 
sections. 
4) FACTORS AFFECTING BOTH ATTACHED AND DRIFT PLANTS 
(a) Exposure time 
As Dlva lactuca has no obvious means of resisting 
desiccation, it is likely to be adversely affected by long 
periods of exposure. The exposure pattern, a.s shmvn on 
Fig. 6 20, places all the major concentrations of Ulva in the 
mid,~tide zone. The lack o~ pli:utts in the low~ticle c1:mnneJ_fi is 
probably related to the higher current ~low, substrate 
instability and the low salinitiE1s. The long exposure periods 
in the central re@;ions and on Brighton Spi t offer a logical 
explanation for the lower algal densities. Drift algae found 
in these areas usually 8ho1'J signs of s·tress or decay. Sample 
area E in the eastern region which had consistently had lower 
algal densities than areas A, Band F is also exposed longer. 
The areas submerged for longer periods would favour growth by 
providing less stress and a longer period of growth per tidal 
cycle. Johnson e t al (1 971~) showed that Ul va expansa quickly 
lost its photosynthetic capacity in air and this may also 
occur in U. lactuca. 
(b) Salini ty 
The effects of salinity have not bee? studied in detail 
in this investigation but the results of the culture 
experiment described in Chapter V indicate that salinities 
below 'ISO /00 are unfavourable for growth. This is similar to 
the results reported by Moshen et al (1972) for Ulva fasciata 
which indicated that the optimum was 2So /00 with .li ttle growth 
below 200 /00 and that reproduction was completely inhibited at 
1S o /00. The intolerance to low salinity, therefore, explains 
the lack of Ulva in the low tide channels and in the lower 
reaches of the rivers. Elsewhere on the Estuary, salinity is 
unlikely to have a marked effect on distribution or 
productivity, 
(c) GraZil}£_J2!:.~§sure 
The epibenthic gastropod Zedil_~ subro~.Erata is very 
common in some parts of the Estuary arIel is frequently seen 
The thalli are often perforated <':1.nd 
the mar[;ins show the effect of grazing. 
The distribution of .?:.(;:.~E1-_olm~ as described by Kilner 
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(1969), (Fig. 6,32) sl1.0WS a concentration in the central and 
on southern regions. Knox and Kilner (1973) SUgg(3st that an 
extension towards the rivers and the western shore is limited 
by low salinity. 
The Zediloma distribution found during this study 
extends further towards the river mouths than recorded by 
Kilner, as indicated by the large biomass at area B. The 
marginal areas tend to have larger animals, as shown in 
Table 6.9, which may be more tolerant to low salinities. 
Kilner (1969 ) found. that the Z;edilgma biomass\lJas highest in 
the 26-50% algal cover category, but was 101\/er in the very 
dense or very sparse cover categories (Fig. 6.33). 
The results from this study do not indicate quite the 
same relationship. The sample areas with high algal 
densi ties wi thin the range of Zedilom~ also have high ZediJ_oma 
biomass. Tho pattern of seasonal cl:ange is similar for 
Zediloma and for the algae (Figs 6.14 and 6.31). However, 
this general relationship which holds between areas does not 
hold for individual samples within an area: when the Zediloma 
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biomass is plotted against the algal denei ty for eacl1. sample 
in a scatter diagram there is no discernable pattern. High. 
algal dersities usually have moderately to high Zediloma 
popUlations j but equally high .zedi~ biomass also occurs a,t 
sites with very few algae. 
Sarno of this variation could be expected. If it is 
assl:uned that the U • .!~ is a major food source f'or 
they \vill b(~ attracted by high U" 
and will develop fal3ter in those areas than in areas Hi th 
Ii tt 1e .1I.1:Y.~, producing a posi ti ve correlation between algal 
If' tIle increase in ZedilOlna \.Jas suclL 
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that the removal of alg~e by grazing exceeded the rate of 
productivity, the correlation would tend towards the negative. 
This would explain the general relationship between areas and 
the variation found for individual samples within areas. 
The enclosed quadrats designed to test this 
relationship were not entirely successful as Zediloma were 
able to invade the cleared areas. The results did suggest, 
however, that the high algal density within the enclosures 
attracted high Zedilorna densities. Table 6.14 shows that the 
enclosed area at F contained 185 grams Zediloma, while the 
biomass on an open quadrat immediately adjacent to the 
enclosed quadrats was 9 grams (Fig. 6.13). The higher 
Zediloma figures in the enclosure from which they were not 
removed may also explain the lower algal density in that half 
of the frame. 
As Zediloma are absent from the main areas of drift 
algae to the west of the Estuary, the lack of grazing pressure 
may accentuate the differences between these areas and the 
areas of drift to the east, which is already established by 
the current pattern. The results from the enclosed quadrats 
tentatively ~uggest that enclosure has a greater effect than 
removal of the Zediloma on standil1-g crop, but the absence of 
grazing may be important in allowing the drifts to persist in 
the western areas throu.ghout the winter (subject to wave 
conditions), whereas the drift to the east always disappears 
in winter. 
The impounded area of HcCormackls Bay has a very large 
popula tion of Z~;UI!l~~ '::i,ubcarinatlg~" a small epibeYlthic 
gastropod which feeds on Q. la9_tu.c~ and Chaetol~ linum" 
Graham (1969) recorded densities of 1200 grams wet weight of 
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Zeacumantus. per square metre. Almost every thallus in this 
region shnws signs of grazing. Very high algal standing crop 
is maintained here despite the very heavy grazing pressure. 
This supports the suggestion that Zediloma may not have a 
major effect on Ulva standing crop in the Estuary. 
(d) Effect of nutrients on standing crop levels 
The areas with the mO.st favourable nutrient levels 
could be expected to have high productivity and, therefore, a 
high standing crop, although there are difficulties in 
examining this relationship in the field. 
Considerable fluctuations in nutrient levels according 
to the state of the tide are a major problem, the levels 
varying according to the proportion of the high nutrient 
sewage and river water to the low nutrient sea water. The 
levels are also affected by wind conditions which can alter 
the pattern of dispersal of the sewage effluerit. 
Also there is a lack of information on the role of the 
sediments in the nutrient dynamics of the Estuary. It is 
clear from Figures 6.16 to 6.19 that the fine sediments in the 
western regions form a considerable reserve of nutrients. 
The close correlation between the areas of high nutrient 
sediments and the pattern of effluEnt dispersal leaves little 
doubt as to the origin of these elements. The sediment/water 
interchange appears to depend on three factors: the relative 
concentration in the interstitial water and the overlying 
estuarine water (Syers et al, 1973), the redox potential of 
the surface layers of the sediments (Olson, 1958, 1964; Rynnes 
and Greib, -1970) and the turbulence of the water, Although 
there is no information available for this Estuary, the 
rcsults of Pomeroy et al (1965) may have some relevance. 
These authors f'01U1.d that the sediments were in equilibriWll 
with water having phosphorus concentration of 0.022-0,028 
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grams per cubic metre. If a similar situation exists on the 
Estuary, it is possible tha.t the sediments will release 
phosphorus at high tide when nutrients in the water are low, 
but adsorb nutrients at low tide when the levels in the water 
are high. Adsorption wouJ_d also occur in areas directly 
a.ff'ec ted by sewage discharge, 
An additiona;L complication is the number of forms in 
"which the nutrients may be present and which are available to 
the algae to a varying degree. These forms are not stable and 
there can be transformations from one to another by chemical 
and biologicaJ. activity. Phosphorus may occur in three f'orms: 
organic, inorganic bound to particles and inorganic dissolved 
(reactive) . Only the latter is immediately available to the 
algae but the other two may break down to the dissolved form 
as the concentration in the water decreases. The molybdenum 
blue method for determining reactive phosphate may also detect 
some of the smaller organic phosphate (Rigler, 1968) but it is 
not known whether this form of phosphate is available to the 
algae. It is therefore possible that the molybdenum blue 
technique may over-estimate the available phosphate. The 
position for nitrogen is even more compJ.±cated as it occurs 
in four main forms: organic, amDoniacal, nitrate and 
nitrite, all of which may be utilised to some degree by the 
algae as will be discussed in Chapter VIII. These forms also 
appear to be le,5s stable than those of phosphorus, The main 
nitrogen transformation on the Estuary is from the mmnoniacal 
form to the organic as 1'lilkinson (1963) found that ammonia 
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i'ormed 501£ of the incoming ni trogon but only 2% of the 
outgoing ni trogen. 1ifillcinson IS calculations indica ted that 
the amount of organic nitrogen formed in the Estuary e:x.ceeded 
the supply of inorganic nitrogen from the se\vage effluent and 
the rivers, This he regarded as "presumptive evidence that 
nitrogen fixing bacteria are active in the Estuary". 
Ivillcinson 9 however, ignored a number of potential sources of 
nitrogen. Firstly, he assumed that the nitrogen entering in 
the sea water left unaltered on the next tide, whereas it is 
possible that some of it was converted to the organic form 
while in the Estuary. SecondlY, the death and breakdown of 
the freshwater algae discharged along with the sewage effluent 
may also add to the organic nitrogen in the outgoing water. 
Thirdly, the sediments may contribute organic nitrogen as 
discussed above. 
The nutrient levels at anyone area or at anyone time 
are, therefore, the result of a complex interaction of a 
number of factors making it difficult to obtain comparative 
data. The most reliable information available is in the 
results from the samples taken over the full tidal cycle (see 
Figs 6.25 and 6.26). Unfortunately, the limited time 
available and the lack of a reliable technique for measuring 
ammonia in waters of varying salinity restricted the analysis 
to nitrate nitrogen. This will lead to WIder-estimating the 
amount of nitrogen available to the algae, particularly in the 
areas affected by the sewage effluent. There are also no data 
on the levels in the tidal pools at low tide which may become 
1I10re concentrated due to evaporation and leaching from the 
sediments, 
From Figs 6.25 and 6.26 it is possible to compare the 
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nitrate and phosphorus levels between sites at various staees 
of the tide. The ranking of the areas is similar for 
phosphorus and nitrate, but there are smaller differences 
between areas for nitrate, especially at high tide. The 
ranking on the flood tide in ascending order is A, F, E, B, D, 
C, while on the ebb tide the order is A, F, C (E, B, D). The 
means from all samples are shown on Fig. 6.20 are ranked A, E, 
(B, F, D), C for nitrate and A, F, B, E, C, D for phosphorus. 
Very high levels were sometimes found at D when the sewage 
effluent was pushed south-west by easterly winds, resulting in 
a sharp increase in P and N and a decrease in salinity. 
To assess the effect of variation in nutrient levels on 
productivity, comparisons can only be made between areas with 
significantly different nutrient levels, but with similar 
exposure times, grazing pressure and substrate availability. 
The only areas which may meet these criteria are area Band 
quadrat (1) (see Fig. ).1 for locations). Quadrat (1) is on a 
small flat area adjacent to the river channels in Honck's Bay. 
As the water at this point is not affected to any degree by 
the rivers or sewage effluent, its nutrient levels are only 
slightly higher than for the coastal sea water. The 
comparison between area A and quadrat (1) is summarised in 
Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1 ~utrient levels at area B and quadrat (1). 
Area B Quadrat ( 1 ) 
Nitrate concentration O. 11~ g/m) 0.02 g/m) 
Phosphorus 0.07 g/m) 0.01 g/m) 
Zediloma )0 glm 2 20 g/m2 
Algae 1ho glm 2 71 glm 2 
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The concentration of' nitrate and phosphorus is seven 
times higher at B than at (-1), while the algae are twice as 
ablindant in spite of the higher gra7;ing pressure, Al though 
these resul ts aJ:'e by no meallS conclusive I they suggest that the 
higher nutrient levels in the westerTl regions may stimulate 
higher productivity. 
From this discussion of the field results, it appears 
that the main factors affecting the distribution of Ulva 
lactuca are current patterns, exposure times and substrate 
availability. Grazing by Zediloma has a significant effect on 
standing crop abundance in some areas. Higher productivity as 
a result of higher nutrient levels may contribute to the 
abundance of algae in the western region of·· the Estuary. The 
effects of nutrients on growth has been investigated in the 
laboratory and will be discussed in Chapter VIII. 
Although the comments' in this chapter refer to U. 
lactuca, most could also apply to Enteromorpha and Gracilaria. 
The main difference is the smaller proportion of these algae 
found in the drifts. Both species have smaller thalli, which 
present less resistance to the currents and may therefore 
remain attached longer than Q. lactuca . 
.5) SEASONAL VARIATION IN ALGAL STAl\TDING CROP 
All three species decrease in abundance in winter; 
this decline is most marked in EnteromoDlha ramulosa. The 
enviromnental factors having the most noticeable seasonal 
fluctuation are meteorological variables and of these, light 
and t e1l1pE:~ra t1.u~e are likely to have the mos t effec t on algal 
productivity. 
The only data available on light conditions are from 
the Christchurch International Airport. As this is nine miles 
from the Estuary and subject to different cloud conditions, 
the levels of solar radiation cannot be assumed to be the same 
as at the Estuary, but the general pattern of change should be 
similar. This pattern in mean lan.gleys per day generally is 
similar to that of standing crop changes, but is about one 
month out of phase (Fig. 6.33); that is, the peak solar 
radiation occurs one month prior to the standing crop peak. 
The correlation between solar radiation and algal standing 
crop is not consistent throughout the year. For instance, 
August and April are similar in solar radiation, but differ 
greatly in algal standing crop. The data available for 
McCormack's Bay also do not indicate a close relationship 
between solar radiation and algal standing crop as the area 
covered by the algae is relatively stable throughout the year. 
Cameron (1969) found maximum algal density in winter. As the 
solar radiation would be the same for all the Estuary, this 
factor does not explain the complete lack of algae on the main 
body of the Estuary during winter. 
Day length or photoperiod may also affect seasonal 
growth patterns. An indication o~ photoperiod changes is 
given by the hours of sunshine recorded on Fig, 6.30. This 
pattern of change is similar to that for solar radiation but 
has less amplitude. The lack of a marked seasonal pattern in 
growth of the algae in McCormack's Bay would also suggest that 
photoperiod or! sunshine hours may be of relatively little 
importance. 
The temperature data being collected at the Estuary are 
more relevant than the solar radiation. Data from McCormack's 
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Bay also suggests that temperatlITe may be of greater 
importance, Unpublished data collected by the members of the 
Zoology Department give the water temperature in McCormack's 
Bay as 2 0 C higher than the adjacent Estuary, which is 
confirmed by my own records. This may explain the high winter 
densities found in McCormack's Bay. 
discussed further in Chapter VIII. 
This aspect will be 
The pattern of change in water and air temperature at 
the Estuary follows the Same general trend as the algal 
clensi ties, Temperature could be expected to have a positive 
cerrelation with photosynthetic rates, increases promoting 
growth until the optimum is reached. Above the optimwn, 
respiration may be stimulated to a greater extent resulting in 
a decrease,in net productivity. 
To assess the effect of temperature, it is necessary to 
have a direct measure of proQuctivity, As already mentioned; 
standing crop losses may occur through grazing and current 
action and the absolute level of standing crop is also 
affected by the size of the persistent winter population. 
In addition, the expansion of the populations may be 
restricted by a lack of settlement sites or areas in which the 
drift population can be trapped. As the winter population in 
1972 was very small, the standing crop increases reflect 
productivity during this period. There would also be no 
restriction due to lack of space, particularly in early spring, 
The data ~rom this peribd are, therefore, of greatest value 
when assessing the effect of temperature. 
In a population lacking restrictions on growth, the 
standing crop increase should be exponential; that is, when 
plotted on a logarithmic scale against time, the values should 
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lie on a straig'h t line, wi th the slope of the line indicating' 
the rate of increase. Restrictions such as lack of space or 
nutrients and removal of standing crop will produce grOlv-th 
curves below those predicted for exponential growth. 
Sub~optimal temperature lv-ill affect the slope of the B'rOl\7th 
curve rather than its shape. 
The only part of the standing crop curves for 
Q. lactuca which approach a straight line (FiB's 6,12 1 6.13 and 
6,1 1+) lie between October and December. This period also has 
the fastest rate of increase. This sUB'gests that the 
conditions were more suitable during this period and that 
there were fewer factors restrictinB' the expansion of the 
population. For the attached population of Q. lactuca, the 
shape of the curves is similar for areas A, Band F, but the 
curve for E is very much lower. This suggests that one or 
more growth factors were less favourable at E than at A, Band 
F. The results, as previously discussed, indicate exposure as 
a probable factor. 
As substrate availability is unlikely to restrict 
expansion prior to October and as loss due to fragmentation 
and B'razinB' Iv-ould be relatively unimportant, the factor most 
likely to restrict growth rate dur,ing this period is 
temperature. Th t t t . A t SoC b t e wa"er empera "ure ln ugnS" was ,u
increased sharply to 12 0 C in October, There were further 
increases of 2 0 C per month up to November and 1°C per month to 
the maximmTI of 19°C in February, The maximmn rate of standing 
crop increases therefore occurred at tempera tuxes betlv-eon 14°c 
o 
and 17 c. The 10l\'er rate of increase in algal densi ty a1'ter 
December may be the result of temperatures above optimwll. 
Unfavourably high tempera ture[, 'would have more effect in 
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McCormack's Bay, which may explain the reduced densities 
reported by Cameron in the 1968/69 summer. High atmospheric 
temperatures in swnmer may also accentuate the stress caused 
by exposure at low tide. 
There are a nwnber of other factors which may affect 
standing crop densities in swnmer. By December most of the 
attachment sites at A, Band F were occupied, limiting 
standing crop increases to grOlI/th of individual plants or the 
expansion of the drift population. From this point omllards, 
density of attached algae does not reflect the full growth 
potential. The large thalli common in December are more 
susceptible to fragmentation or detachment which \",ould increase 
loss to the drift population. The density of the drift 
increased significantly between November and December. The 
drift, however, can also expand by increasing in area, 
reducing the value of density as a criterion of abundance. 
Density remained relatively stable after December, but Fig. 
6.10 and Table 6.4 show that the area of drift algae increased 
significantly during this period and so did total standing 
crop, 
The drift population may also be subject to space 
restriction as the depressions on, the mudflats become full, 
This would increase the amount of algae washed out to sea or 
trapped above the high tide mark. The small areas of drift 
present in the '1972/73 swnrner, compared \lIi th previous SWIlIl1erS, 
suggest that the drift population had considerable scope for 
expansion. 
The 10,'35 of standing crop due to grazing will also grOl'l 
in summer as the biomass of ~edilom§l increases, 
The standing crop densities of DIva decreased from 
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March t6 May 1973. ~~£ decreased from F'ebruary while 
Gracilaria reached its peak in April. As the Zedilorna 
population remained stable during this period, the decreases 
in Ulva and Entero!!Lor]2hf-!; ref'lect a real change in productivity, 
which is associated with a sharp drop in temperature. 
The field results, as discussed above, point to 
temperature as the major factor in controlling seasonal growth 
patterns. DIva and Gracilaria appear to be more tolerant to 
low temperatures than ~nteromorE.ba. The prominence of 
Gracilaria in autrunn may also be the result of reduced 
competition for attachment sites during this period. 
In sluruner, limi ted a ttachmen t sites, increased grazing 
pressure and the dispersal of the drift plants restrict the 
expansion of the algal population. 
Year to year variations 
The major difference between 197'1 and 1972 'vas the 
absence of the drift in the 1972 winter. This is reflected in 
the lower s tanding crop in the 1972/73 SWTlll1er, despi te the 
high growth rate in the spring of 1972. 
From previous studies during the periods of low 
standing crop abundance (Rosenberg, 1962/63 and IV ebb , 1965), 
the drift also made up a relatively small proportion of the 
total population. 
Th(~ highest standing crop occurred in 1968 and 1969 
when Enteromol~1?ll§; was an important element of the population. 
Table 6.6 coni'irms Cameron I s observation that the futerornorph"~ 
bloom was preceded by above average atmospheric temperatures. 
The association between above average standing crop and high 
summer temperatures supports th e ,sugge sted importance of 
temperature as the main factor in the seasonal g-rowth pattern. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
LABORATORY STUDIES ON THE 
J!::FFECT OF NUTRIENTS AND TEMPEHATURE ON ULVA LACTUCA 
The aim of this part of the study was to investigate 
the effect of nutrient concentrations and temperature on U1va 
1actuca by means of controlled experiments which eliminate 
interference from other factors complicating the field results, 
1) EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS AND NITROGEN ON GROWTH RATES 
(a) Literature review 
As discussed in the ~enera1 introduction, it is widely 
agreed that phosphorus and nitrogen are the most important 
nutrients in eutrophic conditions. There is, however, no 
consensus as to the relative importance of these two elements 
or the concentrations which will stimulate algal growth. Much 
of the literature on this subject refers to planktonic species 
and the levels of nutrients which limit or promote "bloom" 1 
i.e. nuisance densities, This search for limiting factors or 
limiting concentrations follows the concept of Liebig's 1aw·of 
the minimum "oJhich "oJas stated by Taylor (1 9 ~)l.j) as follows: 
liThe gr010Jth and functioning of an organism is dependent upon 
the amount of the essential environmental factor presented to 
it in minimal quantity during the most critical season or 
years of the life cycle". Growth could therefore be restricted 
if a single nutrient were below the organism's requirements 
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irrespective of the levels of other nutrients. Goldman (19'72), 
in a review of the limiting factor concept, noted that a 
single effect could result from several causes and that it is 
an over-simplification to apply this concept to natural multi-
species plankton populations. This is supported by Cain 
(1944) who argues that as IIphysiological processes are multi-
conditioned it is impossible to speak of one factor as being 
the cause of an observed effect". Although it is possible for 
a single factor to limit growth, the application of this 
concept requires a knowledge of the state of all other growth 
factors. 
As phosphorus concentrations are generally low in 
natural waters during periods of excess growth, phosphorus is 
assumed by many workers to be the nutrient most in demand by 
the algae and the one most likely to limit further growth 
(Gerloof and Slwog, 1957; Goldman and lvetzel, 1963; KetchmIT, 
1939,1954; Rigler, 1956; Saunders, 1957; Sawyer et aI, 1944, 
1954; Rodhe, 1948), Minimwn phosphorus concentrations 
required for an algal bloom are given as 0,015 grams per cubic 
metre (Sawyer et aI, 1 944) I 0,2 grams per cubic metre (Rodhe, 
1948 for Ankistrodesmus falcatus) and 0.17 grams per cubic 
metre (Ketchum, 1954 for Nitzschia closterium). Supra-optimal 
phosphorus levels may also inhibit growth as reported by Chu 
(19Lt8) for AsterionE'lla formosa at levels above 809 grams per 
cubic metre, Although there are considerable interspecific 
differences, Ketchum (1939) and Goldberg et al (1951) conclude 
that phosphorus is not nonnally limi ting at levels hig'her than 
0,016 grams per cubic metre. 
The levels quoted above are very much lower than those 
round in eutrophic \,raters, prompting many researchers to 
1 J 1 
regard nitrogen as the limiting factor in these habitats 
(Allen, 1955; Dugdale and Goering, 1957; Gerloof et aI, 1950, 
1952; Goldman, 1960; Staub, 1961; TaIling, 1958, 1965; Kratze 
and Meyers, 1955; Gerloof and Skoog y 1957)" A minimum level 
for a plankton bloom is given by Sawyer et al (1944) as 
0,3 grams per cubic metre N, The position for nitrogen is 
complicated by the variety oJ' sources and forms of nitrogen 
including fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by bacteria and 
blue-green algae. Sawyer and Ferullo (1961) regard phosphorus 
as the critical element in nitrogen fixation in the cyanophyta 
which supports their claim that phosphorus rather than 
nitrogen is most likely to limit growth. 
The concentration of nitrogen in natural ,.aters is 
usually higher than that of phosphorus. Redfield (1958) gives 
an atomic ratio of 15N:1P as typical for sea water as a whole. 
Knox and IUlner (1973) suggest that plants assimilate Nand P 
at a ratio of 10:1. In sea water, therefore, phosphorus is 
more likely to be limiting. Drainage water tends to be high 
in phosphorus, thus lowering the N:P ratio in lakes and 
coastal waters. Ryther and Dunstan (1971) conclude that most 
coastal water has twice the amount of phosphorus as can be 
used by the algae present. Thus nitrogen would be the limiting 
factor in estuaries. Support for the N:P ratio as the 
critical IIbloomll factor is given by Gcrloof and Skoog (1957) 
and Go::!_drnan and Carter (1965). 
In much of the literature discussed above it is assllJned 
that the rate of assimilation of P and N is determined by the 
growth requirements of the organism and is constant within 
species. However, Carpenter and Guillard (1971) give evidence 
:for physiological races 0 f marine plankton. adapted to high or 
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low nutrient levels. In addition, Kerr et al (1970), Goldberg 
et al (1951), Rodhe (1948), Fitzgerald (1965), Batterton and 
van Baalen ("1958) report luxury uptake of phosphorus by 
phytoplankton, If the stored phosphate could be utilised when 
the concentration in the water decreases, then the growth rate 
could be independent of the immediate concentration in the 
water. 
The responses to nutrient concentrations recorded for 
planktonic species may not be applicable to benthic species 
because of habitat differences; for example, the continual 
rene'''al of nutrients by ti dal movements in the water 
surrounding estuarine algae may facilitate nutrient uptake. 
These algae may also have quite different nutrient require-
ments from those of the planktonic species, This is supportc3d 
by the existing data for Ulva and Enteromoruha as discussed 
below. 
Foster (19"lh) demonstrated that growth in Ulva lactu.ca 
was stimulated by urea and armnoniurIl nitrate up to 
concentrations of .5 grams per cubic metre N and by acetamide 
up to 10 grams per cubic metre. Foster suggested that abiJ.i ty 
to utilise organic nitrogen may explain the association 
between ablll"ldant Ulva lactuca and sewage pollution reported by 
Letts and Richards (1911). 
Andersson (1942, 1943) showed that nitrate was the 
preferred source of nitrogen f'or!r. 
and E. intestip.§l.lis except at 10"'1 concentrations while anuIIoniwn 
sulphate was toxic at levels above "1,0 grams per cubic metre l\'. 
E. linza was th.e 1ea[·;-[; tolerant to high ammonia which, 
Andersson noted, could be related to less polluted water in 
which this species grew. The optimwn alkali phosphate 
concentration was 1 gram per cubic metre P for Q. 1-_~ctuc...§.!: and 
~ .. ~ and 0.5 gram per cubic me tre P :for ~. intestinalis 
with growtb impeded at higher concentrations. 
Andersson1s results were confinned by A. Kylin (1944, 
1945) and H. Kylin (1943) who also demonstrated that other 
amlllonilun salts, esters, amides and amino acids could be used 
as a nitrogen source by Ulva .J-actuca. 
Wai te and Mitchell (1972b) found that maxirmun 
stimulation of carbon assimilation in U, lactuca occurred at 
0.5 gram per cubic metre P (phosphate phosphorus) and 0.6 gram 
per cubic metre N (armnonium ni trogen). Higher level s of 
nitrogen impeded growth. Additions of either phosphate or 
anlllOniwn stimulated growth so that it is the absolute 
concentration rather than the N:P ratio which is important for 
this species. Waite and Mitchell (1972b) regard the single 
limiting nutrient concept as inadequate to explain these 
results and suggest the Baule-Mitcherlich limiting factor 
equation as proposed by Baule (1918) and modified by Verduin 
(1964) as a more useful model. This equation will be 
discussed in Chapter IX. 
Table 8,1 Swnrnary of optimwn levels of P and N 
from different sources in g/m3 of P or N 
Author 
Foster (1914) 
Andersson (1943) 
Kylin (1 9[j 5) 
l'laite and Mitchell 
( 1 972b) 
Sodiwn 
nitrate 
0,82 
0,82 
Sodiwn Anunoniwu 
nitrite nitrate 
o o41~ 
0.44 
0.5 
0.35 
0,3.5 
0,6 
Reactive 
phosphate 
"I .0 
0 . .5 
The luxury uptake of nutrients recorded for planktonic 
species also occurs in benthic algae and macrophytes. 
Fitzgerald (1969, 1970) argues that the amount of phosphorus 
and nitrogen stored in the tissues and the activity of 
associated enz~nes can be used as an indicator of the nutrient 
status of the 1vater; that is, plants growing in water with a 
nutrient at levels above the optimum for that species 1vill 
accwTlulate it in their tissues. This is more meaningful than 
the absolute concentration in the water as it relates tb~ 
nutrient oS ta tus of the 1va ter to the requiremen ts of the 
species growing in it. To interpret the significance of a 
particular level of a nutrient in the tissues, it is 
necessary to make determinations on plants from waters with 
varying nutrient levels. The data available for Ulva and 
Enteromorpha are summarised in Table 8,2. 
These results clearly indicate that Ulva and 
~nterornorpha {n polluted localities have higher nitrogen 
levels in the thallus than those in unpolluted areas. The 
sulphur concentration in polluted waters is also hig'her than 
in 'clean' waters but Letts and Richards (1911) and Bruce 
(1953) found no difference in the sulphur content of the 
algae. This is understandable as sulphur is not a major 
nutrient for them. 
(b) Laboratory_ materials and methods 
All experiments were carried out under controlled 
lighting and tempera tm:.'e. 
Light was pi'ovided .from a bank of six cool 
white and six I gro-lux I fluorescent tubes arranged al tern.ately 
above the culture vessels. The 'gro-lux' lamps were used to 
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Table 8.2 Nitrogen ccntent of VIva an~ 
~-"-.""~~~-from clean and 
Author 
A. 
Letts and 
('1911) 
Great Britain 
Bruce (1953) 
New Zealand 
Wilkinson (1963) 
New Zealand 
Cameron (1968) 
New Zealand 
Subaramaih 
and Palvelk ( 1966) 
India 
B. Enteromor~ 
'Hlkinson (196:3) 
Letts and 
Richards (1911) 
Clean 
'''a tel' 
1 .73 
1 .13 
1 .18 
1.35 
2.15+ 
2.13+ 
2.14 
2.9+ 
1 .1 
1 .76 
1 .1 
( + some poJlution from sewage) 
(Mean) 
(Mean) 
Polluted 
water 
3.9 
3.7 
3.7 
3.76 
3.9 
4.0 
3.8 
3.9 
3.9 
3.9 
4.0 
3.2 
3.4 
4.0 
2.8: 1 
1 .82: 1 
1 .38: 1 
2.9: 1 
2: 1 
3.62:1 
1.36 
obtain a more natural spectrum through their higher output in 
the red region than obtained from 'cool white' lamps. The 
light intensity was 60 lUlIlen per squa.re :foot throughout the 
study. This '\las the maximum level prac tical '\Ii th the 
equipment available and in a preliminary experiment g'ave 
better gr01"th than lower intensi ties. To avoid light 
gradients, the outmost 20 centimetres at each end and the 
outmost 10 centimetres at each side were not used. Within the 
experimental area there was no light gradient detectable '\lith 
an E.E.L.ttlight Master" photometer. The photoperiod was 
controlled by a time swi tch which also operated b\lo fans to 
cool the lamps. 
Temnerature control: The experiments were carried out 
in a room in which ambient temperature WaS kept at beb\leen 
o 0 13 and 17 c. This was more stable than normal room 
temperature but not adequate for controlled experiments. 
Therefore, further measures had to be talcen. 
For experiments I and II the temperature of the culture 
medium '\las con trolled by placing the culture vessels in a 
water bath under the fluorescent tubes. The water was 
circulated from this water bath throu@l 40 feet of J/8 inch 
stainless steel heat exchange coils placed in a second bath. 
In this the temperature was controlled by a modified domestic 
refrigerator and a thermostatically controlled heating and 
stirrLlg uni t. lvhen functioning, this system controlled the 
o temperature to plus or minus 1 C but, un:fortuna tely, '\las not 
reliable as the results from experimc;:~nt I illustrate" 
Subsequently, more reliable equipment was purchased and used 
in a redesigned control unit, represented in Fig. 8,"' This 
system used larger volwnes of cooling water, better 
circulation and more accurate temperature control and \1]'C:l.s 
successful in providing stable tempera tu,res. 
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The water bath 
containing the culture vessels was 243 centimetres long, 
60 centimetres wide and 30 centimetres high. A false bottom 
positioned 2 centimetres above the actual bottom stretched the 
full width of' the tanle but stopped 1~· centimetres from each 
end. The coil f'rom a Grant cc20" cooling unit was placed 
underneath the false bottom. The water was circulated over 
the cooling coil by two "Little Giant ll 2E N.Y. submersible 
pmnps at one end of the tank, each of which was capable of 
At the pWl1ping 300 gallons per hour to a height of one foot. 
opposi te end of the bath was a II Grant lt S. U. 2P pWllping 
temperature unit and the stirring temperature unit from the 
original system (see Fig. 8.1 for diagrrun). The culture 
vessels were set on a wire mesh in the main body of the tank. 
The height of the frame could be adjusted to suit the size of' 
the vessels. 
Culture vessels: For experiments I to IV the culture 
vessels were narrow glass tan.ks 26 centimetres high, 
20 centimetres long and 7 centimetres wide. They had the 
advantage of a large vo.lume (3.51), but occupied a relatively 
small space under the lights. The experimental algal material 
in the form of small discs of thallus was suspended within the 
tanks on plastic frames covered with nylon. Each frame was 
subdivided into four compartments by nylon netting partitions 
and the frnl1les were placed 1 centime'tre below the surface of 
the culture medimn. In this way, individual discs could be 
f'ollowed throughout th(~ (~xperiment EU1.d each was subject to the 
same light j_nten~:;i ties. Air was bubbled into each tanl\: to 
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maint.ain the C02 concentration and provide mixing, 
For experiments V and VI the 3.5 tallies were replaced 
by desiccating dishes 5.5 centimetres high and 9 centimetres 
in diameter, As these dishes contained only 200 millilitres 
of mediwll (1 centimetre deep) 9 it ''''as assumed that surface 
diffusion would maintain an adequat.e C02 concentration, 
All glassware was washed in hot water and rinsed 
thoroughly in distilled water before use in the laboratory 
experiments. 
,;Preparation of culture med:hg,: The stock solution 
consisted of 80% natural sea water and 20% distilled ,,,,ater 
resulting in a salinity of 26% which is typical for the 
Estuary, Unless otherwise stated, the stock was filtered 
through l.,ha tman number one filter paper and au toclaved at 
15 i)ounds per square inch for twenty minutes in batches of 
750 millili tres; larger volrimes increased the problem of 
precipitates forming during heating, The enrichments detailed 
below were made up in sterile distilled water and added to the 
stock after autoclaving, 
In experiments I and II the ASW8 medium as described by 
Provasoli (1957) was chosen it is one of the more complete 
media in which this species has been previously cultured. 
ASW8 
Element 
Fe (as Cl) 
P11 metal mix 
53 vitamin mix 
Vitamin B12 
Tri3 (Hydroxymethyl) 
alUino-~methane buff En" 
0.5 mg 
3 ml 
0,5 1111 
0,01 ug 
Pl1 Metal mix 
Fe (as CI) 
B (as HJBO J ) 
Mn (as CI) 
Co (as CI) 
Zn (as CI) 
E.D.T.A. (Ethylenediamine 
-Tetraacetio Acid) 
Thiamine HCI 
Nicotinic acid 
Ca pantothenate 
para-aminobenzoic acid 
Biotin 
Inositol 
Thymine 
140 
0.01 
0.2 
0.04 
0,001 
0.005 
1 .0 
Concentration R.2.!'_ml 
0,05 mg 
0,01 mg 
0.01 mg 
1 .0 ug 
0.1 ug 
0.5 mg 
0.2 ug' 
O.J mg 
The tris-buffer was adjusted with HCl to a pH of 7.0 
which, al thoug'h more acid than recormllended in the literature, 
is the level typical of the Estuary. E.D.T.A. was used as a 
solubilising metal buffer or cl1.elating' agent. Germanium 
Dioxide was also added at 10 grams per cubic metre to inhibit 
diatom growth as recommended by Lewin (15?66). Phosphorus was 
added as K2HP0 4 and nitrogen added as NaNO J as required for 
each experiment. For experiment III and subsequent 
experiments the P11 metal mix and the SJ Vitamin mix of the 
AS\IT8 llleeJiUlIl \vas replaced by the enricrunent recOllllnencied by 
von Sto5ch (1957), This medium is simpler than the ASH8 but 
equally effective in this case, 
von Stosch medium 
------~------~ 
Element 
Na2 E.D.T.A. 2 H2 0 
Thiamine Hcl 
Biotin 
Vitamin B12 
1 lj 1 
Quantity/l 
278 ug 
19.8 ug 
3.7 mg 
002 mg 
1 .0 ug 
1 00 ug 
Heasuref!Lent of growth: The criterion used to assess 
growth was the increase in area of discs cut by a corer from 
the expanded region of adult thalli with fronds 20 centimetres 
in length. This technique was successfully used by Rhyne and 
Hommersand (1971) to measure growth in Ulva curvata and gave 
satisfactory results in the present study. The growth in the 
expanded part of the thallus appears to be diffuse with no 
specialised growing regions. This region is also of uniform 
thickness so that the dry weight should change) according to 
area. In order to retain uniformity within each experiment, a 
single plant was used for each experiment except in experiment 
V where two plants were required to obtain sufficient discs of 
uniform thickness. 
While in experiment I increase in area was estimated 
from micrometer measurements of the diameter, in subsequent 
experiments the discs were photographed and the area 
determined with a planimeter. This provided a permanent 
record oi' the f;ize and :'3hape and it was more convenient to 
measure i'rom the photographs than from the discs themselves. 
The photographs were made by laying the discs on a sheet of 
glass and covering them with thin plastic over which unexposed 
pllotog-raphic paper was spread. The glass and paper were then 
inverted and exposed under a photographic enlarger. After the 
discs had been arranged on the glass plate, operations were 
carried out under a 115afe ll light to avoid exposing the 
photographic paper. The plastic 'vas (~mployed to avoid 
contamination by the photographic emulsion as the discs were 
measured a nWllber of times during some of the experiments. 
Selecj;j.on of experiment plants: As previously 
mentioned, there is evidence of luxury storage of nitrogen and 
perhaps of phosphorus in the Ulva from the Estuary. As this 
could influence the growth responses in the laboratory, it was 
necessary to determine the phosphorus levels in the thallus 
before embarking on the experiments. 
The phosphorus level ill the thallus of plants from 
areas A, Band C was determined by the method described by 
Fitzgerald (19G9). Approximately 0.1 gram of Ulva ~ 
was placed in ho mill"ilitres of distilled water in a boiling 
tube which was left in a boiling water bath for 60 minutes. 
The algal material was then filtered out through Whatman 
nurnber one filter paper and the supernatant fluid analysed for 
reactive phosphorus. The algal material left on the filter 
paper was dried at 110 0 C and weighed. The amount of 
phosphorus extracted was expressed as a percentage of the dry 
weight of algae. 
Table 8.3 shows a highly significant variation in 
phosphorus levels between areas. The percentage of phosphorus 
increases towards the Heathcote River together with the 
phosphorus level in the water. This agrees wi th the resuJ.ts 
from the literature concerning nitrogen as shown on T~Jle 8.2. 
On this ba~Lis the plan ts at area A have normal cl ean water 
Table 8.3 
Mean 
L,S.D, (p 
PhospllOru::.; level in the thallus of 
VIva 1£1ctll.ca as the percentage of 
the dry weight of the thallus. 
Sample area 
A B 
0.8 2,,0 
1 .1 2.0 
1 .0 2, • 1 
1 .0 2.1 
0.98 2,.05 
0, 001) = 0.26 
11~ J 
concentrations of phosphorus while those at Band C have 
levels typical of eutrophic waters, To avoid complications 
from phos~~ate stored in the thallus, only plants from area A 
were used in the experiments. 
designed to a.ssess the effect of phosphorus and nitrogen 
concentration on growth as measured by increases in disc area. 
The first method involved daily measurement of growth 
rate and the monitoring of the phosphorus and nitrogen levels 
in the culture vessels. Changes in growth rate could 
therefore be related to changes in the nutrient levels in the 
medium from the original concentration and allowed a nwnber of 
different nutrient levels to be examined during this process 
since a decrease in concentration during the course of the 
experiment was expected. For this type of experiment the 3.5 I 
culture vessels were used. It was hoped that the large volume 
would reduce the effect of enclosure and give a more stable 
system, The main de:fect in this design was the limi ted space 
available uncler the lights which reduced the possible nwnbe:r' 
14-1, 
of' nutrient combinations and of' l"eplica tions 0 
In the second method, 13maller vol'.1ITles of cuI ture media 
were employed which was changeel daily to maintain the initial 
nutrient levels and to prevent staling, This permitted a 
greater number of replicates and nutrient combinations. The 
vessels were desiccating dishes with 200 millilitres of' culture 
medium The discs were measured at the end of' the experiment. 
Table 8,1+ brief'ly swnmarises the aims and culture media used 
in the experimental programme, 
Table 8.4 Sunuuary of aims of experiments I-VI 
Experiment Aim 
No. Growth in response to: 
I Phosphate additions 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
Phosphate additions 
Phosphate additions 
Nitrate additions 
Nitrate and 
phosphate additions 
Water from above 
sample al~eas 
Basic media 
Provasoli ASH8 in 
ocean.ic sea water 
Provasoli ASW8 in 
coastal sea water 
Filtered and unfiltered 
von Stosch media 
von Stosch in coastal 
sea water 
von Stosch in ccastal 
sea water 
Water from sample areas 
without enrichment 
Aim - To determine the growth response of' DIva to 
additions of' phosphate to the medium. 
The tempe:ra.ture 
of tho culture vessels was kept at 17°0 with a photoperiod of 
16 hours light and 8 hours dark. 
Four 1 centimetre discs were placed in separate 
compartments of twelve 3.5 I culture vessels as previo~sly 
described. ASW8mediwn, made up in water collected 30 miles 
off' tbe Canterbury coast, was added to eleven of these vessels 
while the twelfth was filled wi th the same medil~un made up in 
water collected from the mouth of the Estuary at high tide. 
The nitrate level of all vessels was built up to 
0.6 gram per cubic metre by additions of NaN0
3 
while the 
phosphate level was varied by additions of K2HP04 to give the 
following series: 
+ 0.02 , 
0.8, 
0.04++, 
0.9, 
0.1 , 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 
+0.02 was the concentration of the oceanid stock 
++0.04 was the concentratio~ of the coastal sea water stock. 
Results of Experiment I. 
(A) Growth response to phosphorus additions: Fig. 8.2 
gives the percentage increase in disc area against the reactive 
phosphorus level. At day one there was no sigrtificant growth 
below 0.4 gram per cubic metre P. Above 0.4 gram per cubic 
metre the growth tended to increase with increasing phosphorus 
but these differences are not statistically significant at the 
99% confidence level. At day two, growth was significantly 
less in levels below 0.3 gram per cubic metre but with no 
di:f:ference between levels above 0.3 gram per cubic metre. By 
clay three the discs in concentration.';.; above 0.7 gram per cubic 
metre procluced z,oospores which invalidates these resul ts. 
From day three to day five there was an approximately linear 
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response to increasing phosphorus concentrations between 0.2 
and 0.5 wi th the mBximwn increase ,at 0,5 gram per cubic metn,!, 
The algae in tbe tank containing the coastal water had 
a higher growth rate than would be predicted from the 
phosphorus concentration. 
(B) Growth rate against,time: The relative growth 
rate curves as shown on Fig. 8.3 all have a similar shape but 
the hig'her phosphorus levels have a steeper slope. The growth 
rate was highest between days three and four. Unfortunately, 
the cooling unit did not function consistently during this 
experiment, resulting in the temperature fluctuations as shO\vn 
on Table 8.5. 
Table 8.5 Temperature in °c 
Range 
Mean 
Day 1 
16.5-17.5 
17 
Day 2 Day 3 
18-20 
19 
Day 4 
13-15 
14 
Day 5 
16.5-17.5 
1 '7 
The high rate of growth bebveen day three and day four 
is probably the result of the higher temperature during this 
period. 
Table 8.6 Reactive phosphorus levels in g/m3 
Concentration 
at Day 
0 0.02 O.Ol+ 0.1 0.2 0.3 o ,l+ 0.5 
3 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1.5 0,3 0,35 o .l+4 
0 0,7 0.8 0.9 1 .0 
3 0.65 0,'75 0.81 1 • 1 
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Tlu,; levels at day three were generally lower than the 
initial concentration with the exception of the highest 
concentration, 
The maximmn 
rate of growth occurred at 0.5 gram per cubic metre P \vith 
slightly lower growth rates at higher concentrations and 
decreasing rates of growth at lower levels. This trend is 
most marked in the later stages of the experiment. The main 
cbanges during the experiment were the increases in growth at 
the lower concentrations and marked increases in the tanle with 
an initial level of 0,5 gram per cubic metre. Increases in 
growth are the reverse of what would be expected from the 
changes in phosphorus levels which decreased during the 
experiment. The rate of grO\vth could therefore be expected 
also to decrease with time, especially in the lower 
concentrations. Growth, therefore, appears to be related to 
the initial concentration rather than the levels pertaining in 
the latter stages of the expeTiment. 
The decrease in. phosphate concentration represents a 
much greater loss of phosphate than can. be attributed to algal 
uptake. For example, a decrease of 0,05 gram per cubic metre 
requires a loss of 0.17 milligram of P which is greater than 
tbe dry l.veight of the VIva discs in each tank. This aspect 
will be studied in greater detail in the following experiment. 
The coastal water gave consistently better growth than 
the oc ea.nic \,!Et tel', POE, sibly due to the presenc e of one or more 
growth factors or micronutrient.s, As thE coastal. water is 
also more relevent to the EGl,uary, it was used in all of tIll?: 
subsequent experiments, 
!'22SJ2,.I?:..r i m _§!_n~L>1d 
Aim - The general aim was the same as that of 
experiment It namely the investigation of the growth response 
to additions of phosphate but by using smaller increments of 
phosphate, the responses to concentrations below 0.5 gram per 
cubic metre P were examined in greater detail, The following 
series was used: 
o. oiJ, 
0,45, 
0,1, 0,"15, 
0.5 g/m3 
0,2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 
The concentrations of reactive phosphate and nitrate in the 
culture vessels were also tested on day two and day three in 
order to study more closely the decreases in these elements 
which were indicated in experiment I for phosphorus. 
Only coastal sea water was used and the temperature was 
maintained between 16.5°C and 17°C. The photoperiod was 
al tered to -14/10 as this is more na tural and relevant to the 
Es tuary and is reconunended by Kornman (1 972) , 
Results: The percentage increase in growth is plotted 
against the phosphate concentration in Fig. 8,4. Zoospore 
production occurred in the 0.2 gram per cubic metre P level. 
at day two and in the 0.5 gram per cubic metre P concentration 
at day five. Very Ii ttle gro\lIth occurred in levels below 
0.2.5 gram per cubic metre and the discs in these levels began 
to disintegrate after day three. They were, therefore, 
excluded from the results along with the reproductive discs. 
The most rapid and consistent growth occurred at 0.45 gram per 
cubic metre with slower growth at levels between 0.25 and O.iJS .. 
The rates of increase with time were basically linear as in 
experiment I (Fig, 8.5). 
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shown on Fig. 8.6, the initial nitrate nitrogen levels were 
bebveen 0.9 and 1 ,1 , The levels decreased to 0.9 ± 0.1 on day 
two and to 0.55 .: 0.1 on day six. There was no signi1~icmlt 
difference between the tanks. It appears that these 
• 
coneen tl'a tions are above the range f'or which the Brucine 
method as used by the Zoology Department is reliable. The 
rate or loss increased with time. Phosphorus f'ollowed the 
same pattern with all levels shm\l'il1.g' signif'icant decreases in 
concentration. The control tank without algae also decreased 
in both nitrate and phosphorus concentration at a similar rate 
to those with algae. There had been very little change in the 
phosphorus level a t day two but a sigrdf'icant decrease 
occurred bebveen day two and day six. 
Discussion of' results from' ex~:iment II: The results 
are basically similar to th?se of experiment I. Growth rates 
were similar and increased with increasing phosphorus levels 
up to 0.45 gram per cubic metre. 
The decrease in phosphorus levels in the medium noted 
in experiment I 'vas confirmed and a d(~crease ''''as f'ound to 
occur also in the nitrate N levels. Tl'le amount of decrease in 
both nutrients precludes algal uptalce as the main cause. This 
is supported by a similar course of events in the tank lacking 
algae. There are a Humber of' possible explanations for this 
phenomenon. Firstly, there is adsorption of the phosphate 
molecules on to the sides of' the tanks. The amount adsorbed 
would ref'lect the concentration in the water 'which f'i ts the 
observed results. The rate of adsorption would bEo'come sma.Ller 
wi th time as available site~3 were utilised! but the results on 
the cOl1trary generally indicate an increasing rate of loss with 
time. 
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A second possibility is uptake by bacteria. Although 
the sea Wai;c,H' 'i'as autoclaved 1 contamination could occur from 
the air and on the discs of algae and the number of bacteria. 
would therefore tend to increase durinB the cxper~ment. This 
may explain the increasing rate of loss of P and N from the 
solution. 
It is also possible that the P and N were changed to a 
form which was not detectable by the analytical methods used. 
The nitrate, for example, may have been converted to nitrite 
or ammonium. This type of conversion may also increase as the 
bacteria multiplied, 
Although aseptic cultures can be used, this leads to a 
number of technical difficulties and has not produced 
successful results in studies of other workers. Provasoli 
(1957) failed to achieve normal growth of VIva lactl~ under. 
these conditions. Since lack of bacteria is unnatural, 
extrapola tion from in vitro to in xi.v2, results is more 
difficult under those circulllstances. Also the addition of 
antibiotics to culture media has been shown to affect the 
chloroplasts of some algae (Provasoli, 1948; Steffensen, 
1974.). 
Expe rim en t III 
Aim - To investigate the effect of f'iltering out the 
particulate matter from the sea water st9ck on the growth rate 
of VIva and on the nutrient concentration. 
Method: T,,,o series of phosphorus levels of 0.02, 0.2, 
0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 .0 gram per cubic lnetre were made, one 
based on estuarine water :filtered tlH'oug'.h. \'Jhatman nLU11ber one 
filter paper I the othe r bElfied on water which was not f'il te:ced" 
The metal and vitamin mix in the ASW8 medium was replaced by 
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All other conditions were the same as in experiment II. 
As shown on Fig. 8.7, the growth was hi er 
in the unfiltered water than in the filtered water. The 
response in relation to the phosphate concentration in the 
unfiltered water was more variable tl1an that in the filtered 
\\later whiel! \\Ias similar to previous experiments. 
As shown in Table 8,7, the reactive phosphorus 
decreased Illore in :[:i.1 terecl water than in the unfiltered 
water. 
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Table 8.7 Changes in reactive phosphorus levels in g/m:1 p 
iation 0.02 0.2 0.6 0.8 1 .0 
J Filtered 0.01 
0.01 
0.0-1 0.25 0.44 0.62 0.9 
Unf'il tered 0.05 O.J 0.56 0,66 0.9 
L . S . D < (P. 01 ) 
matter in the unfiltered medium mCl.intained a high8r reac ti ve 
phosphorus level which may explain the higher growth rate. It 
is possible that there is an equilibrium between the dissolved 
or reactive phosphorus and the phosphorus bound to the 
particles. As the reactive phosphorus decreased, more of the 
bound phosphorus would go into solution. 
There may also be similar equilibria for other 
nutrients such as nitrogen and organic growth f'actors. These 
factors may also promote better growth in the unfiltered water, 
Although unfiltered water is a more natural medium and 
gave better growth, the results are more variable and more 
difficult to interpret. As it is easier to identify the cause 
of any growth changes in filtered water, it was retained for 
subsequent experiments, 
Aim - To investigate the growth responses of DIva 
lactuSl'?:!; to additions of nitrate at the optimal phosphate level. 
Hothod: The conditions and media were the same as in 
previous experiments except that phosphorus was kept at 
o,G gram per cubic metre P while NaNO J was added to give the 
following series: 
0,02 9 0,2, 0.6, O <;) / J." .,ug'mI', 
The growth at 0002, gram per cubic metre N 
increased by 10'}b which was sign:l:f'icantly lower (p :.co 0,01) than 
the 20~24% increase found for all other levels. 
Discussion of Results: 
__ ~ __ ~ .. ~.~= '''''''~~~_'3""","= ___ ''''' 
This LUlit'ormity of response was 
a rathe:r~« puzzling resull~ as nitrogen is g(~nerally regarded. as 
an important nutrient. It is possible that nitrogen is not 
limiting at 0,2 gram per cubic metre and above but limiting at 
0,02 gram per c ubj_c metre N, The second possibility is an 
interaction between phospl1orus and nitrogen in the way they 
affect growth. This hypothesis is examined in experiment V. 
Aim - To investigate the effects of various 
combinations of reactive pbosphorus and nitrate concentrations 
on the growth of Ulva lactuca. 
Method: The temperature, lighting and basic culture 
mediUJll was the sallie as that used in exp(3t'iment IV but tIle 
nitrate and phosphorus levels were varied in the following 
manner. Nitrate concentrations of 0.03, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 
1.2 gram per cubic metre N were combj_ned with phosphorus 
concentrations of o.o·!, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 1,2 gram per cubic 
metre P in a 5 x 5 factorial arrangement to give 25 
combinations of Nand p, The lowest levels were those of the 
basic medimll. There were four replicates of each combination 
with one disc of DIva per replicate. The culture medium was 
renewed daily and the discs were measured after five days. 
Results: As the results are in percentages, an angular 
transformation. using tables in Half a.nd S olcaJ_ (1969) 'YEl.S 
performed in orCier to meet the requirements for an analysis of 
variance, the results of which are shown in Table 8.8. 
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Table 8.8 Analysis of variance 
Source of variation 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Mecu1. 
square 
Variance 
ratio 
Nitrogen main effects 
Phosphorus main e:f:fects 
Interaction N x P 
Error S. 
0.001 . 
(1) Three values were estimated. 
16 
72 (1 ) 
1100.64 
1 Sh • '1'~ 
32.08 
Table 8.9 Least significant differences (L.S,D.) 
Significance 
levels 
5% 
N, P main 
effects 
1 .67 
2,,21 
P at each level 
N at each level 
3.72 
4.95 
As shown in Table 8.8, there is a highly significant 
of 
of' 
interaction between Nand P in their effect on growth. The 
L.S.D. for P at each level o:f Nand N at each level of Pare 
N 
P 
more meaningful. The results as the means of the transformed 
da ta are shown in Table 8,10. 
Table 8,10 Results of experiment V as transformed means 
sphorus Nitrogen cOnCtHltra ti on in g/m3 
el1.tration 0.03 0.3 0.6 0.9 1 ,2 
0.01 17.3 19 26 19.8 16.8 
0.3 24.0 25.4 28,,3 23.2 21 .6 
0.6 31 .4 30.8 30.6 21 .It 1 9.1 
0.9 30Q2 30.7 31 ,6 21 .3 18.8 
1 .2 28.8 29.4 29.9 18.1 17.2 
Mean 26,'+ 27.04 29"25 20(>7 18.7 
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It 110, clear t'rom Table t3,"10 that the 0,9 and 1 o~~ gram 
per cubic metre N levels have an inhibiting effect at all 
phosphorus levels. Unfortunately, it is not possible to allow 
for this by partitioning the degrees of freedom as this is an 
apriori method not included in the original design of the 
experiment. 
The trends in the data are more clearly shown in graphs 
of the retransformed means, Figs 8.8 and 8.9 are two 
dimension graphs while F'ig. 8.10 gives the results as a 
response surface with the results from the previous experiment 
added to al].ow the curves to be rounded off. 
According to Fig. 8.9, the main effect of nitrate 
additions is the stimulation of growth at levels up to 0.6 
gram per cubic metre N followed by decreasing grmoJth in the 
0,9 and 1.2 gram per cubic metre N conc(~ntra tions. The 
response to nitrogen is also affected by the phosphorus 
concentrations. 
The effect of phosphate is to increase growth up to 
0.6 gram per cubic metre P. The increase from 0.01 to 
0.3 gram per cubic metre P has the effect of increasing the 
growth reponse at all N concentrations. At 0.6 and 0.9 gram 
p(3r cubic metre P the maximmn growth rate is reached at the 
lowest N concentration and maintained until growth decreases 
in the high N concentrations. This inhibition at the high N 
becomes greater as the P concentration increases from 0,3 to 
-I ,2 gram per cubic metre. The 1.2 gram per cubic metre P 
curve follows the 0.9 and 0,6 P curves but at a .s1ightly 
lower level, This clifi~er(~nc e is :not statistically significant 
at the 95'!~ conf'iclenc e 1evel, 
The interactions between P and N aTe more easily i:;eon 
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on the response surface Fig. 8.10. Both elements are below 
their optimwn in the square bounded by the 0.6 P and 0.6 N 
levels. Wj.thin this area the response to either element is 
affected by the conccmtration of the other. For example, the 
point rep:L'esenting growth at (0.3 P, 0.3 N) is higt10r than 
either the (0.3 P, 0.03 N) or the (0.01 P, 0.3 N). At P and 
N concentrations above the optima the response surface is 
dominated by the growth response stimul2.ted by high P and tht:; 
inhibitory et'fect of high N concentrations. The plateau of 
response at 0.6 gram per cubic metre P and above and 0,6 g':cam 
per cubic metre N and below results from stimulation by P, 
while the valley formed at the 0.9 and 1.2 gram per cubic 
metre N results from the inhibitory effect of high N 
concentrations. This inhibitory effect of high N is moderated 
at the 0.3 P concentration but intensified at 1 .2 P 
concentration. This supports the suggestion that the 1 ,2 P 
concentration may be supra~optimal, In the combination with 
the lowest P concentration and the highest N concentration 
growth may be limited by both a lack of P and an oxcess of N. 
Discussion al1q~~1Il1m~rY..9~xl?erilTlents I to V: 
Experiment V gave the most useful results as it brought o'ut 
the way in which phosphate and nitrate levels interact in 
their effect on growth 0 f Uiva 1~~<;: tuca, These results also 
explain the unifonn response to nitrate additions in 
experiment IV, as the phosphate level was sufficient to give 
optimum growth irrespective 0:1' the nitrate levels u~sed. The 
high leveL:; of nit ragen used in experiments I, II and III al~30 
expla,in the r~~latively small differences in :ce.spon:3e to 
phosphate additions and the relatively large response in the 
_lOlvor phosph.ate level",. If' these phospllateo-nitrate 
interactions had been tested earlier in the programme, the 
detailed examination of the independent effects of these 
elements would have been more profitable. 
The results of earlier experiments on the effect of 
phosphate additions confirm the results of experiment V: 
there is an approximately linear response to added phosphate 
up to 0.6 gram per cubic metre with very little effect from 
further additions. Experiment II indicated that maximum 
e;rowth may occur at concentrations down to 0.45 gram per cubic 
metre. 
The response to nitrate additions is not described in 
the same detail as to phosphate due to the over-riding effect 
of the phosphate level in experiment IV. 
The smaller volume of culture medium in experiment V 
gave more reliable results than the larger volumes of the 
previous experimen ts as it pe rmi t ted a greater number of 
nutrient combinations to be studied and as it made possible 
more replicates fo r each nutrient combination. Besides, with 
smaller volumes, the medium could be renewed more frequently, 
maintaining a more stable nutrient concentration and prevent-
ing excessive increases in bacterial numbers. The additional 
time involved in changing solutions, however, precluded daily 
measurement of growth rates. 
The results in this study closely resemble those 
obtained by 'vai te and Mitchell (1 972b) for VIva lac tuca in 
spi te of the different techniques employed both for g-ro,,,th 
measurement and for the nitrogen source. The above auth.ors 
11+ 
measured e;rowth as net productivity from C uptake and added 
nitrogen as ammonia. This similarity of results gives mutual 
support to the two growth measurement techniques and indicates 
that addition oi' ni trog-en a~; ammonia and as ni trato has the 
same effect on growth. This diff'ers from the reaul ts by 
Andersson (-19l~2) "iho :f:'ound nitrate less toxic than ammonia" 
A.", a greater nlIDlber of PiN combinations was used in 
this study, the r(:)sponse sur:face as Sh0\1111 in Fig, 8. 'lOis 
defined in more detail than tha t described by Waite and 
Mitchell but the general trends are the same, That is, the 
optimal [l:rmlrth occurred at similar levels, inl1.ibi tion was 
recorded in high nitrogen concentrations but not in high 
phosphorus levels arid interaction between phosphorus and 
nitrogen occurred bolow the optimal levels. 
Aim - To investigate the growth of Ulva lactuca in 
water collected frmn within the Estuary, 
Met!~: Water samples were collected from above the 
sample areas at high tide and used as the culture medium 
without additions of any kind. The reactive phosphorus and 
nitrate concentrations were determined :for each sample and 
the media changed daily. There were five replicates for each 
"1 a tel' sample with each containing one disc which was measured 
after fi ve days. 
Results: 
(A) Growth: The inorease in disc size varied from 8% 
to 10% (mean 9.3) but there were no significant differences 
between discs in different 'vater samples, 
(B) Nitrate 1evels: 
--.~~ .. --,."."",.....,.---,~--.~ 
The nitrate levels varied between 
0 0 08 and 0.12 gTam per cubic me tre N but any diLC('\renc(')s 
between samples were not statistically significant. This 
appeared t a be the rcslJ.l t of' analytical errors rather than of' 
variability within the iYatf3r ::iamples. As described in the 
field methocl.s? the analysis 1vClS carried out by members of the 
Zoology Department using tho Brucine method. This technique, 
although ~\\i:Lc]ely used, is not easJ_ly appLLed and the variation 
in the results may reflect the analyst's inexperience with 
this difficult technique. Within the time available it was 
not possible for the au-thor -to personally carry out the 
analyses and ni-trate specif'ic electrodes, which would have 
overcome this problem, did not arrive in time for use in this 
study. 
(c) Reactive Bhosphorus: The phosphorus concentrations 
arc listed below in ascending order as grams per cubic metre P. 
Table 8.1-1 Phosphorus concentrations used in experiment VI 
A (1 ) 11' B E C D 
0,0 0,02 0.026 0,035 0.08 0,09 0.095 
L.S,D. (p 
- 0.01 ) = 0,013 
(1 ) 
--
sample from Honck's Bay 
Area A has significantly lower reactive phosphorus than the 
other areas with the exception of quadrat (1), Areas E, C 
and D were all significantly higher than the rest and area F 
and area B had intermediate values. 
Discus::;ion of rE:!su1 ts of eX]2ertment VI: The 
concentrations of nitrate and reactive phosphate are at the 
lower end of' the series used in the previous experiments 
which may explain the uniformity of' the grm'lth response in 
spi te of' -I;ho cJ if'i'crence3 in ph()i3pllOrus levels, Tho level 
of growth is very sim~lar to that obtained in equivalent 
concentrations of previous experiments in which the media 
were enriched with various metals and vitamins. T'his suggest;:; 
that at least for this level of growth the micronutrients 
add eel in the enrichJl1(')n ts were all'eady adequately sLlpplied by 
the coastal sea water stock 
THE EFFECT OF TEJvlPERt\TURE Oi'-J GROWTH OF ULVA LACTUCA 
--~----==-~-~. 
llNDER LABORATORY CONDITIONS 
Materials and Method 
---~---~-
The culture mediwn, vessels and growth criteria were 
the same as those used in experiment V but the vessels were 
kept ina range of temperatures. The temperature gradient 
was created by cooling one end of an ahmlinium plate and 
heating the other. The plate "\lias 1,05 metres long, 
48 contimetres wide and 6 millimetres thick. One end was 
cooled in a refrigerated water bath containing a mixture of 
water and ethylene glycol, the opposite end was heated 
thermostatically by controlled heating elements fixed to 
upper and lower sides of the bar. By varying the temperature 
at the heated end, different temperature gradients cOLl.ld be 
created along the plate. Polystyrene was used to reduce heat 
loss i'rom the underside of the bar. Lighting was provided by 
six cool white fluorescent tubes l"hich gave a light intensity· 
of 60 lumen per square foot. The temperature gradient was 
stable throughout the experiments but the isotherms on the bar 
tended to curve towards the edge. 
The culture vessels were placed in rows of four at 
ro[!;ular intervals along the bar. The outer margins of the bar 
were not used so as to avoid the curved portion of the 
isothe:cms aJJ.c1 the small reduction of lig'ht inten::::i ty in thi,,,: 
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To eliminate condensation in the vessels at temperatures 
higher than ambient, the vessels were covered with a sheet of 
plate glass heated by a modified automobile demisting system. 
The temperature of' the culture medium in eacll tank was checked 
four times daily and round to be constant within each row. 
The light intensities were also checl{:ed and found to be constant 
f'or a.ll vGsse15. Three discs were used in each vessel. Tn 
experiment VITI the discs were cut from drift plants from 
i'fcCcrmacl( I S Bay" The dises\oJ ere rile a.sured after s ev(C)n days, 
Fig" 8,11 shows 
the percen tag'e incr(~ase in c;rowth ae;ainst temperature. The 
growth increa.se,s very sharply to an opt::i.mLUl1 at -16°e for the 
discs from attached plants and to an optimUJll at 19°C for the 
discs from drift plants. In both cases, growth is inhibited 
at levels higher than 20°C and ceases completely at 25°C. 
The aottached plants gave a greater gruwth response 
than the drift plants from McCormackls Bay but reached the 
maximum increase at a lower temperature. As the plants from 
McCormack's Bay were larger, and preswnably older, than the 
attached plants, the 5maller response may be due to reduced 
metabolic activity with age. The higher optimum may be a 
physiological adaptation to the hig-her SWllll1er temperatures in 
NcC ° rmack I 5 Bay. 
Th~s aspect was not studied by the author but was 
examined by I'>facKenzie (1973) and Gr0:en (1973) using 
sporelings of Ulv<:I . .lactuca and. ~nterom2.~ ra.!!.~sQ plants 
collected from the Avon-Heathcote Estuary, The growth of 
sporelings in the first week after gennination was measured 
mlder 16/8 and 8/16 photoperiods and at 26, 22, 017 and 10 
lwnen per square centimetre. For both species, growth 
increased ,vi th light intensity but tbe greatest contrast was 
between the consistently high grOl,\Tth rate at all light 
intensities in the 16 light and 8 dark photoperiod and the 
lower growth rate in the 8/16 photoperiod. 
1vai te et al (-1973) fOWld that increases in light 
intensity from 480 to 1000 ft candles did not alter the 
growth rate signi:fican tly in Ulva 
the results from this s -tlldy. 
which agrees with 
CHAPTER IX 
THE REL,EVANCE OF THE LABORATORY RESULTS TO GR0I1TH IN Tl-m FIELD 
There are varying opinions as to the relevance of 
T(~sults from artificial laboratory conditions to the processes 
in the natural environment. Provasoli (1958) supports the use 
of the experimental approach on the basis that stresses caused 
by extreme laboratory conditions are no greater than tllOse of' 
the" continuous challenge of nature to the potentialities of' 
the organism ll • Provasoli and Pintner (-1956) also note a 
Itremarkable parallelism between in r-esults and the 
composition or natural water's", with the exception or 
phosphorus. Ghu (1 9LJ2) and Rodhe ('1948) found that 10 to -100 
times the natural levels of phosphorus were required to 
produce bloom densities of' planJcton in culture. 
The results from the present study support Provasolils 
confidence in laboratory experiments and in contrast to the 
observations by Chu and Rodhe indicate that in vitro results 
for phosphorus also parallel grmvth in natural waters. 
1) GHOWTH RESPONSE TO PHOSPHOHUS 
The phosphorus concentrations used in the experiments 
:J:'an@,'ed J':COlTl that of' the sea water ent(~ring the Estuary to 
levels of about one third of' that in the sewc.t[{e e:fLLuent. 
The determination o:f mean concentrations ror (0ac11 sample a.:t'(:::a 
or for a particular time of the year is complicated by the 
tidal influence as discussed in Chapter VII, but it is clear 
that phosphorus levels increase from the mouth of the Estuary 
to the western region due to the eli scho.rge of sewage of 'fluent , 
The lIlean concentratj_ons :['or each sample area, as shown on 
Fig. 6,2.6, are all well bolow the in vitr~ optiIllUJU and; as 
shown by experiment VI, would result in relatively slow 
growth, that is approximately 10% increase in five days. 
The upper limit of the concentration ranges, however, reach 
values which stimulated rapid growth rates in the laboratory 
wi th the optimum o:f 0.5 to 0.6 grams per cubic metre being 
exceeded at area D, As mentioned in Chapter VIII, it is 
likely that the concentration in the superficial water 
surr01.mding th e algae at low t ide may be higher than the 
ranges given in Fig. 6.26. It is possible that th~ algae may 
be able to assimilate excess phosphorus at or near low tide 
and utilise the stored phosphate ror growth at high tide when 
the levels in the water are low. The high phosphorus levels 
in thalli from area C support this hypothesis and suggest tl"lat 
at least ror part of the time the phosphorus concentrations in 
this area were in excess of the algae's requirements. This 
suggests that thE) maximum values for phosphorus may have more 
ecological significance than the mean or high tide values 
which are largely the result of the very low concentrations in 
the in~oming sea water. On this basis areas C and l!i have 
approximately twice the phosphorus concentration found at 
areas Aj Band F with area D having up to four times these 
.Levels. These differences should produce significant 
differences in rates of growth. The very high standing crop 
founel at area,':; C anc! D supports this hut may also be the 
result of algae drifting in and of the lack of he~bivors. 
The relatively low standing crop at area E, in spite of its 
high pho,sphorus concentration, is 1'3atisfactorily explained by 
the long exposure period and th(~ lack of' attachment sites. 
Tho above discussion refers to reactive phosphorus as 
determined f'rom f'il tered water which may underestimate the 
amount of phosphorus available to tlle algae. The high rate of 
growth in the unfiltered water as shown in experiment III 
indicates that some of the phosphorus bound to particulate 
matter in the water may also be available to the algae. The 
Ul1.fil tered '"ater also had a more stable reactive phosphorus 
level which suggests that the particulate matter acts as a 
phosphate buffer. 
2 ) GROI.,rTH RESPONSE TO NITROGEN 
As mentioned in Chapter VIII, the nitrate values from 
the Estuary do not represent the total nitrogen available to 
tho algae but they should indicate the relative nitrogen 
status of the areas. The main discrepancy will occur at area 
D which may be subject to high amrllonia levels due to :L t p 
proximity to tho sewage effluent. 
The mean values of nitrate, in spite of being 
approximately twice those of reactive phosphorus, are still 
within the range that gave only sluVJ growth in the laboratory. 
The upper linIi t of the ranges, however, reach the optinnUll at 
areas C, D, E and F. The very high nitrogen levels in the 
thallus of the algae as shown in Table 8.1 GL~port the 
contention that over much of the EsLuary more nitrogen is 
available to the alga(~ than they require for growth. 
'( '/1 
The nitrog'ell conc(:ntration in the sewage ef:f'luent is 
approximately JO foJ_d greater than that found to irlhibi t 
growLh in the laboratory. The areas innnediately adjacent to 
the effluent discharge points may have toxic levels of 
nitrogen, which offers an explanation :for the complete lack of 
algae the re as Sho\"Il by Figs 6" 1 to 6,10" 
Both phosphorus and nitrogen levels in the Estuary "H'(3 
below the iJ! ~.Q. optimum over most of the period during 
whieh the algae are coverod by the tide and probably novel' 
reach optimum concentrations near the mOllth of the Estuary. 
Of the two nutrients, phosphorus is ahvays t'l.lrther below its 
optimum than is nitrogen and, as additio:ns of phosphorus had 
a greater effect on growth in the laboratory, it appears to be 
the main limiting factor on the Estuary, If tho volumo of 
di.scharged sewago eft'luent increases as predicted in Table 1 ,2, 
the concentrations of phosphorus and nitrogen will also 
increase. The levels \vhich stimulate rapid growth will 
therefore occur over a wider aroa of tho Estuary and :for a 
longer period of timo for each tidal cycle. This will 
increase the potontial rate of growth, resulting in increased 
algal stanc1i.ng crop where other condi tions such as temperature 
and exposure are also favourable for growth. 
3) GROlolTH RESPONSE TO TEI'':PERATTJRE' AND LIGHT CONDITIONS 
In the field, light intensity, photoperiod and 
temperature all increase together and all threo may inrluenc(~ 
the seasonal variation ill productivity, The experiments by 
r·lackenzie and Green indicate that lit:~'h-l; in tensi ty c1.nd 
phot;oper:Lod lIIay be important but the experimental clesie;n u;::ed 
in this case did not preclue]c' temp<o)1:'ature in,crease in the 
higher ligh't intensities ElTId longer photoperiod. On tlw other 
hand, rosponse to temperature is more clearly defined. 
The experimental temperatures u:3ed in the laboratory 
range from the levels typical of winter or early spring over 
the spring' and SUlTlIner levels to values higher than those 
recorded for the Estuary. There is very good agreement between 
the temperatures which produced the maximulIl stimulation of 
growth in the labora'tory and the ten:pera tures at "\.;hich maxinrwll 
growth occurred in the field. This gives good support to the 
hypothesis that temperature is the main factor in determining 
the seasonal growth pattern. The correlation between 
unusually high standing crop and above average summer 
temperature also supports this theory, 
4) THE RELEVANCE OF A LTHTTING FACTOH EQUATION TO 
TIIE RES1JLTS OF THIS STUDY 
The field and laboratory results indicate that the 
productivity and standing crop levels are influenced by a 
nWllber of interdependent variables whose ef'fects do not fit 
into a limiting factor concept. Waite and Mitchell (1972b) 
suggested that the nutrition of' Ulv§; lactucs; was best 
described by a limiting factor equation as formulated by 
Baule (1918) and modified by Verduin (1964). In the following 
section the application of Verduin!s equation to the results 
of this study will be discussed. 
l' Y opt. 
Y _, PhO/;oSyTlthetic yield per rr? 
Y opt. = Yield obtainable if all factors are optimal 
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x, y etc. 0=.: Factor,,,,; lind ting- photosynthesis 
All factors are expressed in terms of their effect on 
Y opt. by assuming that x equ[lls unity when y is equal to -ty 
opt. This relati 011 8111p is shown graphically in Fig. 9."1 for 
the response CUI~e as used by Verduin (1964). For curves of' 
this type it is eviderd~ that increasing values of' x result in 
approximately linear innreases at low levels of x, but at 
higher values the effect on yield becomes progressively 
,smaller, while the yield curve approaches a value of "1 (Y opt.) 
asymptotically. 
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A graph of the relationship between factor 
intensity (x) and its influence on yield 
( _.X) 1-2 . (After Verduin, 1964). 
To determine the relative intensity value :for each 
factor~ it is necessary to lOlOW the intensities at which ty 
opt, and zero yiold occur when all other factors are optimal. 
In thi;3 study the,se values can be estimated :from the 
growth response to temperature, phospborus and nitrogen 
obtain.ed in the laboratory wi t.h zero yield found by 
extrapolation, The validity of these values can be tested 
by using them in Verduin's equation to predict yield for 
factor combinations as tested in the laboratory, The 
calculation oJ' the relative intensity uni ts for temperature, 
phosphorus and nitrogen is shown in Table 9.1. The values for 
phosphorus were dete~lined from experiment II and those for 
nitrogen from experiment IV. 
Table 9. 'I Estimated relative intensity of temperature~ 
ni trog'en ane! phosphorus. 
Factor 
Zero 
yield ty opt. 
Relative 
intensity 
(A) Temperature 
Attached plants 6.S oc s.6°c 1 . SoC 
Detached plants 1 • OoC 9.0 0 C 8.00 C 
(n) Nutrients 
Nitrogen a g/m J 0.03 g/m J 0.03 g/m J 
Phosphorus a g/m3 0.1 g/m 3 0.1 g/m 3 
Actual yields from experiments VII and VIII on the effect of 
temperature are compared with the levels predicted from 
Verduin's equation and are shown in Table 9.2. y opt. is 
asswned to be 42% increase in area for the attached plants and 
27.5% for the detached plants. The equation tends to over-
estimate yield for the attached plants and underestimate it 
:fo1' the detached plants. This may be the 1'esul t of a poor 
estimate of zero yield or due to a difference beb,'>!een the 
natur(~ of th e curve 01; tained in the experiment and that 
asswllr~d in Verduin's equation, 
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Table 902 Predicted and actual yield.':> in response 
to temperature. 
Relative Predicted Actn21.l 
°c intensity yield yield 
Attached 8,6 1 (1~2~1)x42 21 ,0 22,5 
plants 
( 1 ~.~!-2) xL!2 10 0 4 2 31 e 5 27.0 
12.2 3 ( 1 - 2 ., 3 ) x 112 36,8 29 
1400 4 ( _,II) J 1 ~2 xLl2 39,4 34,0 
Detacbed 9 1 (-1 -2 -1 ) x2 7 , 5 13.8v 14 
plants ( -1 
,5)X27.5 1 3 1.5 1 ··2 15.7 20 
17 2 (1_2,-2 )x27 e 5 20,6 25.5 
The values for phosphorus and nitrogen determined in 
experiments II and IV have been tested against the actual 
yields found for experiment V. The results are shown in 
Table 9.3. 
Table 9.3 Predicted and actual responses to nitrate 
and phosphate additions. 
p N Y Y opt. ( -.N) 1 ·-2 ( _.p) 1 ··2 Ac 
0.01 0.03 1 • 1 (8.S) 8.8 
0.3 0.03 12 • 1 (20 ) 16.5 
0.6 0.03 13.6 (22 ) 27.1 
0,01 0.3 1 .9 ( 10 6) '10" 6 
0.3 003 24 1 8 .l~ 
0,6 0.3 27 26.2 
0,01 0.6 1 .9 (10.6) 18 
0.3 0,6 24 22 .. ,5 
0.6 0.6 2,7 f.2 27.5 
(8.S) etc. ~ adjusted predictions 
'1'bo predicted values do not a.gree with the act'ual 
values s particularly fo r low P and N combin[d;ions and for the 
0,6 P O,OJN combination. There appear to be two reasons for 
these discrepancies. Firstly, the curves obtained in 
experiment V do not approach zero in the same fashion a e.' ~, the 
theoTE:tical curve. This relatively high growtb. at low 
phosphorus and nitrogen levels could be due to the algae 
utilising P and N stored in the thallus. The second and more 
f3eriOl.H~ difficul ty in applying the equation to these data is 
the occurrence of maximum gTowth at 0.6 gram per cubic metre 
P irrespective of the n~trogen concentration until the 
nitrogen levels exceed 0.06 gram per cubic metre N, The 
variables are therefore not interdependent at this 
concentration of phosphorus. 
If it is assumed that the growth at 0.01 gram per cubic 
metre P and 0.03 gram per clfbic metre N is mainly due to 
stored nutrients in tlw thallus, the predicted values could be 
adjusted by adding the amount of grmvth assul11f~d to be the 
result of stored nutrients to all combinations containing 
0.01 gram per cubic metre P or 0,03 gram per cubic metre N, 
This value is found to be 8.7 by extrapola ti:t1g the curves to 
the vertical axis. The adjusted predictions are shown in 
brackets in Table 9.1. The yields predicted by the adjusted 
equation are now a reasonable approximation of the actlJ.al 
yields with the exception of combinations wh.ere either P or N 
is optimal. 
To test the validity of maldng' the above adjustlll~nt J it 
'vould be nBcossary to measur(~ growth of' algae which. had 
absolutely no stored nutrients, l{aite and Hitchell (1 972b) 
allowecl for thifJ by keepilJg the expl:?rimental plantt> in 
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O,OLI· gram per cubic me tre P for t,v() weeks and assumed that the 
plants '''ouJ.d utilise the stored phosphorus during this period. 
Their results ~ however, follow the S3Xl1e pattern as those 
obtained in this study which suggests that the algae can grow 
in very lOlv phosphorus concentrations. 
The Verduin. equation. does not g-ive accurate predictions 
due to the diff'erences between the theoretical curve and the 
actual response curves and also as a resu1 t of' the la.ck of 
interdependence of P and N at optimwll P values. It may be 
possible to modify ·the equation to allO\1/ :for the di:fference in 
the curves but the over-riding effE:.~ct of optimal P cannot be 
incorporated into this form o:f equation. 
To apply this :fonn o:f equation successfully to the 
:field results, it would also be necessary to incorporate 
:functions to express the ef:fect o:f exposure time, of removal 
of plants by the currents and of substrate frequency on 
standing crop levels. Tl1.ere are insuf:ficient data available 
to judge whether or not factors affecting standing crop 
independently of the potential productivity will also influence 
yield in the :form of Y = Y opt. (1_2-x ). 
Al though Verduin IS equation does not fi t all of' the 
data i'rom this study, an equa tion oJ' this type is of more 
value than the single limiting factor concept in explaining 
responses to interdependent variables. if the equation could 
be modi:fied to allow for the dominating influence of optimal 
phosphorus concentration and if factors such as grazing m:ld 
substrate ava.ilability could be included j it should be 
possible to devolop a triodel to predict 1'ut1Jre g'1::'owth rr:d;es Cluel 
standing- crop. The in:foI'fIlEttion availa.ble Eiuggestf3 tlul.t the 
nutrient 1evelf;~ and tempeT'atu.r'c would be key factors in any 
such. model, 
5)· THE HP.;LEVANCE OF THE HESULTS OF' THIS ST1JDY TO 
PROPO:3ED CHANGES 01'-1 THE It.;STlJARY 
The Christchurch Drainage Board has proposed the 
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erection of a barrage near the mouth of the Estuary and the 
deepening and straightening of' the I'i ver channels by dredging, 
The aim is to steepen the: hydrological gradient in the rivers 
and to exclude the sea water from the Estuary at hi~l tide, 
thereby alleviating surface flooding. 
The barrage would have the effect of decreasing 
exposure times, thus favouring' the algae by extending' the area 
suitable for tbeir growth and by increasing the active period 
per tidal cycle. It would also reduce the flushing of the 
Estuary, resulting in a longer retention period for the sewage 
effluent 1vhich ,,,auld further increase tbe nutrient levels in 
the wa tel~. If the barrage were closed only during periods of 
river flooding~, th.e overall effect may not be signi:ficant, 
however, regular or prolonged closure of the Estuary would 
create more favourable conditions for the algae, The very 
dense growths of algae in McCormack's Bay are indicative of 
future developments on the Estuary if exposure periods 
decreased or if flushing were reduced. 
The effect of dredg'ing the river channels is more 
difficult to predict as it is not clear what changes would 
occur in exposure or drainage patterns on the lllud:flats, It 
seems likely that the widening of ~le channels would give 
faG ter drainage and cI ecreasec1 c:~xpo sure times in at lea.st some 
parts of the mudflats" The result of these chmlg'os would 
depend on the area at'feci:;ec]; for example! increased expof3ure 
periods on Brighton Spi t lvould have little eFfect as tho a 1:'(:':)<:1 
is already unsuitable for algal growtll, The inf'luence on 
mudflat dl'ainage wOlIld a1.,,;o cl<,-,pend on the typo o~f bank 1ert on 
the channelEJ. If the top of the banklVere higher than ·the 
surrounding mudflats, then the surface water would remain at 
low tide producing favourable conditions for the algae, 
The net effect of the channel dredging on algal 
[.;tanding crop would also depend on whether algae can settle on 
the side,s of the channels. This may be possible since the 
sides of' the proposed channels would slope at a gradient of 
1/20. The proposed bed width of 320 feet is considerably 
greater than at present and may decrease the current 
velocities sufficiently to permit algal settlement. If 
settlement did occur in this area I grow·th w oul.d be 
considerable due to the favourable exposure regime which may 
offset any decreases in productivity on the mudflats. The 
dredging as proposed by the Drainage Board could, therefore, 
either increase or decrease algal growth, depending on the 
effect on mudflat drainage and on the settlement of algae on 
the sides and bed of the channels. 
A second scheme has been proposed by the Christchurch 
Ci ty Council which involves deepening the central region o:f 
the Estuary to provide deeper "\'Jater for boating and to retain 
more water at low tide, The decreased exposure times and the 
reduced flu,'3hing would undoul:Jt;ec'Uy favour algal growth, 
especially in the central region which is at present 
ullsui table for algal growth at p:r'esent. This would not only 
be ecologically undesirable but would also detract from the 
recreational value of the area. 
j\ number of other scr.wllles have a,lso been put for,'la:nJ to 
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increase the recreational potential of the Estuary, most of 
which involve dredging ancl reclamation, These SC.hemes do 
nothing to improve the \VatE!r quali ty which i.'3 an. eS1301ntial 
prcrequisite for increased recreational use of the Estuary, 
and some would tend to increase the retention of pollutants 
. 
6) POSSIBLE METHODS FOR HEDUCING ALGAL STANDTNG CROP 
This can be approach.ed in two ways; either by 
eradicating the algae or by making growth conditions less 
favourable. 
(a) Eradication of ~~.~. 
I. Harves_ting: The use of heavy machinery, such as 
bulldozers would be limited by the very soft muds and 'V"ould 
also destroy many desirable species of plants and animals. 
Har--iesting from shallow draught boats at high tide would be 
possible but the murky waters would make it difficult to 
detect the main concentrations of' algae so that attachc~d 
plants could easily be missed. Any form of mechanical 
removal would tend to leave behind fragments which could 
regenerate uncler suitable condi tiorltJ. 
II. Chemical control: Algicic1es have been used to 
achieve temporary contro]. of c.tlgae in lakes (Slake!cova anel 
Sladeck, 1968; Mackenthwll, 1969; 1"i tzgerald ~ 1971) but their 
use cC-.lld not be recommertded in the Estuary. Many of the 
compounds such as rosin amines, mercury aDd copper c:ompounds 
are to x:Lc to fish E:l.ud 0 the r desirable species,. In addi t:ion 1 
the regular tidal rlushinE'; \"ouJ~d necessitate higl1 do~'mg'e 
rates to compensate for the dilution by sea water, which 
·would increase tho cost and potential e]ang'f:H' to the rest of 
the biota, 
Both harvesting and chemical methods would give only 
temporary control and 11lo11ld disrupt the rest of the biota. 
Since the most undesirable feature of large growths of algae 
is the odour i'rom the rotting drifts trapped above:) the high 
tide mark, these area5 only could be cleared rela~ively 
cheaply with little disruption to the rest of the Estuary but 
\~ould alleviate, at least temporarily, the Ii smell probl(~m" . 
(b) Control of' the growth c onclitions 
The only growth :factors over which man has any control 
are the nutrient levers. Since the eutrophj.c condition of 
the Estuary originates from domestic or industrial wastes, the 
elimination of this supply would significantly decrease the 
nutrients available to the algae. The two main alternatives, 
piping the sewage out to sea, or tertiary treatment to remove 
the nutrients before discharge, are discussed by Knox and 
Kilner (1973), The sea outfall would produce the greater 
reduction in nutrient supply but may CQuse pollution of 
Brighton Beach. Present tertiary treatment methods, on the 
other hand, would allow only an 80-90% reduction in nutrient 
levels. The improvement in the nutrient levels in the water 
under ei ther scheme \vol-lld depend on the rate 01' leaching of 
nutrients stored in the sediments. 
Even if all the nutrients from tho sewage were 
removed, su:f:ficient \Voul.d rem;:dn from na tural s ourc(~s to 
support algal growth, though at a lower rate as indicated by 
the laboratory experiments. To allow the standing crcp to 
r(~ach nuisance levels, a longer r)(~riod of i'avourablp 
conditions w)uld thol'e:fore be llooclec1 LLTld fower, i:f any, 
1 cs2 
swnmers would :flllfil these requirements, 
Nutrient removal by ei ther o:f the methods discussed 
above would be considerably more expensive in the short tenn 
tha.n either harvesting or chemical control but it is 
considered to be the only permanent solution. Tt \vould also 
have beneficial eff'ects on the biota as a whole as well as 
increasing the recreational potential and trw aesthetic 
qualities of the Estuary, 
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CHAPTEH X 
CONCLUSTONS 
1) TAXONmIY AND LIFE HISTORY 
The dominant alg'a during the period of this study was 
DIva la..£tuca L. which occurred in four forms. 
(a) A 1m\' growing rosette-shaped II winter" plant, attached to 
the inside of shells all.d on the retaining ~walls. 
(b) A large ribbon-lik~1 f spring I plan t 'v ith fronds up to 
30 centimetres long attached to shells or any other firm 
substrate. 
(c) A large ~xpanded sheet--like 'summer' plant up to 
'1.5 metres across which is unattached and floats freely 
within the Estuary. 
(d) A smaller unattached bu,lla te 1'0 rm resembling 1Llva lair!I~ij,;; 
Chapman but which has been sho\vn to be the result of low 
salinity on aging' drift plan ts of' Q. ~. This fonn, 
therefore, appears to be an ecad rather than a separato 
species. 
The de tachod forms usually mal<:e up the maj ori ty o:f the 
popula tioT] in SWllmer and unclE!r calm conditions may persist 
throughout the winter and re&;row in the following spring. 
Regenera tion in sprint.'; may tJ.lso occur by ::nvarmer production 
fJ~om the prostrate ,vinter form. 
The only oth~r alga which was found in significant 
Th.i::; 
\Vas comrllon in both the Sl,illlmers included in this study, 
oc6urring in four forms. 
(a) Small, sparsely branched 'winter' plants attached to the 
retaining walls along the shore of the Estuary, 
(b) A larger prolifically branched form attached to shells 
on t11.(:-) mudflats, 
(c) A large attached plc:1TLt similar to (b) but more coarsely 
branched, 
(d) Detached free floating plants \'lith broader branches than 
the attached forms, 
Only the small plants on the retaining wall persisted 
through winter; regrowth in spring, therefore, was from 
reproduction of these. 
2) ALGAL DISTRIBUTION 
The overall distribution pattern is determined by the 
tidal regime. The long period of exposure excludes the large 
plants of Ulva and !!2ftL~l'om....2.!J2h~ from the high tide zone and 
limitti their growth in the upper mid-tide zone. The pr?stcate 
winter form appears to be more resistent to exposure than the 
larger plants, but as they occur in shaded areas on the 
retaining wall, they may be subject to less desiccation than 
their position in tbe high tide would suggest. The lac1<: of 
algae in the low water channels results from the coml:lined 
effects of Imll sa.linj.ties an.d hig'h current veloci ties, 
Within the mid-tide zone, the attached algae are 
restricted to area:', \'lith stable attacbmcnt ~~ites1 tb.e most 
important being the ,c:;lw1l bed::; at sample a:ceas A, Band.Ii'. 
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The detached alg'ae accumulate where current f'1m>! i::; 
reduced, 1"01' instance in depressions on the ll1udf'lats and in 
the back-water bays north of where the Avon and Heathcote 
Rivers enter the Estuary. The dE)tachecl plant.s tend to be 
concentrated in the 'weE;-t;ern region as the :floocl tide currents 
have a greater velocity than the ebb tide currents. 
The epibenthic snail z:..~2: :~_\!t:E .. 9,f3_tr"tj;.~ which feeds 
on Ulv[~ and ~g~t~:~~-rr21J')1~§l:; is restricted to the centre of the 
Estuary. Its a~sence from the western region contributes to 
the higher standing crop and the persistence of the drift in 
this locality through winter. 
The concentrations of' phosphoI'LlS and nitrogen in the 
,vater increase from the mouth of the Estuary to the western 
region as a result of' the high levels in the sewage ef'fluent 
and in the river water. If the addition of' nitrate and 
phosphate acts as a stimulus to the growth of Q • .l.flc t2:!~ca in 
the Estuary as it was shown to do in culture, then product-
ivity should also increase upstream f'rom the mouth of the 
Estuary. The laboratory I' esul ts indicate tha t the optimum 
concentrations are 0.6 gram per cubic metre Nand 0,.5 gram 
per cubic metre P with higher levels of' N irlhibi ting growth, 
A t levels below the optima, N culd P interact to give higher 
responses together than When added separately. The high 
levels of Nand P in the thalli from the western part of the 
Estuary indicate that these elements are available in excess 
of the algae's requirements in this region. One or more 
growth i'ac to rs of 1D1.knm'ln nature are present in 1110re 
:favourablr3 qUlli1.ti tie:; in the estual'in(~ and coasbl~L sea water 
than in. the oceanic water. 
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Seasonal variation 
The period of active growth :Cor Q. l3~~::E}l.s.f! is spring, 
SUll1mer and autumn (Oc tober to May) wlJile ac ti ve grm,' th in 
E. occurs in SUIllJIler I namely between Novembe:r and 
April, These seasonal patterns in growth can be correlated 
with chan.ges in temperature, Laboratory experiments indicate 
a very 1113.rked increase in growth rate of' Q. 1£~l?:t~ between 
soc ancl 16°C which corresponds to the te17lp(::n~ature changes on 
the Estuary between August and December. The plan t [~ from 
!lIcC o:t'maclc I s Bay hav:e a slightly higher temperature optimum 
than those from the Estuary. This may be a phySiological 
adaptation to the warmer water in this area. 
Light intensity and photoperiod may also affect the 
seasonal growth pattern but appear to have a less marked 
effect than temperature changes, 
J) YEAR TO YEAR VARIATION 
Variation in algal standing crop from year to year can 
also be related to temperature, the algae being most abundant 
less tolerant to low temperatures than Ulva. 
The total f;i:anding crop in summer is also influenced 
by the aJllount of' algae carried over :from the previous year. 
This will depAnd on the wave action i.n winter I ''lith calm 
cendi ti01"w allowing a larger propo:l:'tion of thr:.~ drift 
population to persist throuf",'h the winter and contribute to 
the fJtcilH:lini?: ex'up of the n'3x.t SUI1UlI0r, 
expressed in Verduin's limiting factor equation due to 
1Wl 
dif:Cerences be tween the theoretical and ac tual response C"Lll"\r(:)s 
and to the lack of factor interaction at optimwn nutrient 
levels, 
~-) HUNAN ACTTVTTY HELATED TO EXCESSIVE ALGAL GH01VTH 
O-f the factors outlined above, only nutrient levels 
and exposure times can be sign:L:ficantly influenced by man. 
Any rnan~l11ade modi f'ication whi cll involves decreases in 
exposure times will produce a longer period of growth with 
more f'avourable conditions fo r the algae, 
The nutrient level.s on the Estuary have already 
increased due to the gTowing volumes o:f industrial and 
domestic effluent. The resultirig eutrophication may explain 
the change from a sparse mixed flora in 1929 to the present 
Further increases 
in sewage discharge will stimulate greater algal growth, 
especially in the areas towards the mouth of the Estuary 
which at present have sub~optimal nutrient concentrations, 
Nutrient levels would also increase if flushing of the 
Estuary were reduced. 
Unless measures are taken to control eutrophication, 
an excessive algal mass can be eXl)ected w"henever swnrner 
conditions are suitable. As growth increases with nutrient 
concentrations, nuisance levels of growth will occur more 
frequently than in the past. 
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Maps of algal distribution redrawn ~rom previous 
studies on the Avoll~HeEd;heote Estuary: 
Fig< I Bruce CIQt"') ._ ,)-1 
Fig', TI W·il1iams (-1959 ) 
Fig. III Ro (1963) 
Fig. IV (1965) 
Fig. V 
- Fig'. IX Cameron (1969) 
SUMMER 195011951 
GREEN ALGAL DISTRIBUTiON 
"75°/. Cover 
25"1.-75°1. Cover 
'" 2S"'n Cover 
o km 
I Green al distribution - Summer 1950/1951 
(a f t e r 8 rue 19 5 3 ). 
208 
209 
SUMMER 1958/1959 
o km 
Fig ]I Green algal distribution - Summer 1958/1959 
(after Will iam 1959): see Fig. I for key 
SUMMER 1962/1963 
reen 
(after 
o km 
algal distribution 
Rosenberg, 19 ): 
+ I 
mmer 19621'1963 
see I for key. 
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211 
SUMMER 1964/1965 
o km 
Fig. IS[ Green algal distribution - Summer 1964/1965 
(a ft er Webb, 1965): see Fig. I for key, 
SUMMER 1968/1969 
GREEN ALGAL DISTRIBUTiON 
,. 75 % Cover 
25%-75% Cover 
< 2 5"/0 Cover 
o 
Fig. '5l Green algal d istr'ibut ion - Sum m er 1968/1969 
(after Cameron, 1970 ), 
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AUTUMN 1969 
Fig. m 
o km 
Green algal distribution - Autumn 1969: 
see Fig. Y.. for key. 
213 
WINTER 1969 
o km 
Fig.W Green algal distribution - Winter 1969: 
see Fig. for key. 
Fig. YIJ1 
o 
Green algal 
see Fig. 
km 
distribution .. 
for key. 
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ing 1969 : 
SUMMER 1969/1970 
o km 
Fig. Green algal distribution Summer 1969/1970 
see Fig. Y.. for key. 
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ABSTRACT 
Aerial and ground surveys of the Avon-Heathcote Estuary indicated that 
euglenoid scum was concentrated near the source of effluent discharges, 
particularly the discharge from the Bromley oxidation ponds. Decreases ITt 
numbers of Euglena spp. in some regions of the Estua"Cy since 1965 can be 
related to decreases in the amount of effluent discharged. Distribution up 
the Heathcote River was limited by a lack of suitable substrate rather than 
by low salinity, and water content of the mud appears to be less important 
than formerly suggested. 'l'he factor most consistently linked with numbers 
cif Euglena was high carbon level in the mud. E. obtusa vias rendered 
colourless by treatment vlith streptomycin, but remained active and at high 
concentrations in cultures for 3 months. This indicates it is probably 
heterotrophic, and may explain its occurrence on muds with high carbon 
content. 
INTRODUCTION 
Euglena was first recorded in the Avon-Heathcote Estuary 
by Linzey (1944), who noted na thin yellow surface scum of some 
form of Euglena near the sewer outlets". The principal component 
of this scum is a light green, nonflagellated ilnd "highly 
metabolic" (rapid changes in cell shape) species identified by 
Bruce (1953) as Euglena 1i/llosa Gard. This identification Ivas 
based on rnorpholo9ical and habitat similarities \.,i i:h material 
described by Gard (1919) and Bracher (1919, 1929) from France 
and England respectively. Carter (1933) regarded the English 
material, previously named E. dese Ehrenberg by Brancher, as 
identical with E. limosa. Gojdics (1953), however, suggested 
E. lim:Jsa may be a synonym for E:. obtusa Sciunitz. This view is 
supported by G. Leechle (Palmer and Round 19p5) who redescribed 
the E;!glish material as t:. obtusa which is the name I propose to 
use for the Christchurch material. Williams (1960) recorded a 
second species, E. salina Liebetanz, from the Heathcote River. 
It is dark green and smaller than E. obtusa. 
Descriptions of the extent of the scum and concentrations 
of cells have been included in the following biological surveys 
of the Estuary: Bruce (1953), Williams (1960), Rosenberg 
(1963), \~ebb (1965), Cameron (1968) and Marshall (1971). The 
present study was carried out in 1969 and 1972, the aim being 
to monitor any changes in patterns of distribution and to 
invest ate factors affecting these patterns. 
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r'ig. 2. 
Etlg1ema distribution in the Avon-Heathcote 
Estuary in 1967 and 1972. 
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ME'rHODS 
ThE, area covered by scum \'laS mapped from a survey 
in 1969 and from aerial. colour photographs in 1972 (Fig. 1). 
Concentration of cells in the scum was at S8ven stations 
(see . 1), Numbers of cells were estimated from three 
surfacc2 samples collected on 100 lIun2 of lens tissue at 
each station. i\ further thre~~ samples, 100 mm 2 and 3 rom deep, 
were also collected at each station. Preliminary work using 
frozen core had confirmed the observation of Palmer 
and Hound (196 that all Euglenil \"o.s within 3 nun of the surface 
at low t:ide, the time when samples were takEm. Each sample 
, ... as di luted in 200 ml water and three 1 ml aliquots from each 
were counted in a plankton cell. 
In 1969, a series of 24 sampling were established 
at mid-tide level at 150 m intervals on each side of the Heath-
cote River to a point 3.6 km upstream from the Heathcote bridge 
(Fig. 2). A further sample point was established 4.2 m up-
stream from the bridge on the southern bank. These points 
to the limits of firm mud banks. Three high- to 
1 transects were established at Stations A, B, and C 
• 2). At each sample point and transect level Euglena 
was determined as above, and three 100 ml mud samples 
and analysed for water and carbon content. Water 
content was estimated from weight loss after drying atllODC 
for 48 hours. Carbon content was determined from weight loss 
after combustion at 600 DC for 15 hours. Some samples viera also 
analysed by the Schallenberg-Allison technique (Metson 1956) in 
which the sample is digested in concentrated H2S0 4 and potassium dichromate, and titrated against ferrous ammonlUIn sulphate. 
Salinity of the overlying water was determined at low 
water neap with a salinometer. 
~aboratory cultures were grown in water of different 
salinities ranging from seawater to freshwater at loDC. Cell 
concentra.tion was determined every second day for a pel~iod 
of two months. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In 1969, scwn formed a band along the high-tide mark on 
the western shore of the An area of high concen-
tration was centred on the from the Bromley oxidation 
ponds and extended up the Avon and Heathcote Rivers. 1'here 
were also thinner patches on the Brighton Spit and near Nt 
Pleasant. Densities ranged from 20 000 cells per lCO llun 2 on 
the Brighton Spit to over 250 000 cells per 100 mm 2 near the 
sewage outfalls. Approximately half the popUlation was 
contained in the surface s (Table 1). 
The pattern in 1972 was similar to that found in previous 
surveys with high density patches occurring near thd oxidation 
ponds. A lower concentration in the area adjacent to Mt 
Pleasant, St Andrews Hill, and west of the Heathc~te River could 
be linked with removal of domestic sewer discharge from this 
area (in 1965 a.nd 1966) and clos of a starch factory in 1968, 
which previously di highly organic effluent west of the 
Heathcote River. OVer rest of the Estuary the concentration 
had increased since 1953, but appears to have stabilised in 
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TABLE I. 
Station 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
S TEFf'ENSEN - EUGLENA DISTRIBUTION 
Euglena per 100 m2 in surface scum samples taken at seven 
stations in the Avon-Heathcote Estuary. 
Numbers at. Surface Total Nwnbers 
(taken \>lith lens tissue) (to 3 mill in depth) 
3 500 10 000 
130 000 250 000 
no 000 230 000 
153 000 260 000 
130 000 220 000 
76 000 160 000 
11 000 20 000 
All stations are significantly different from each other at 0.001 confi-
dence level (Least Significant Difference = 7 922) except I and VII 
(L.S.D. = 6 742; significant at 0.05 confidence level) and II and V (no 
significant difference). . 
recent years. 
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Both species of Euglena occurred on the firm, almost flat 
intertidal mud bank which extends 3.6 km up the Heathcote River 
from the Heathcote Bridge. Numbers of E. obrusa at the sample 
points (Figs. 3, 4) tended to increase ups~ream from the Estuary 
with a maximum of 200 000 cells per 100 mrn at sample point 2l. 
Above this point 2there was a rapid decline in numbers to 40 000 
cells per 100 mm at the furthest upstream extension of the 
bank. An isolated portion of flat intertidal bank a furthe~ 
600 m upstream (sample point 25) had 23 000 cells per 100 rrun . 
E. salina \>laS present near the mouth of the river, and at upstream 
stations, but \>las absent from samples taken in the middle of the 
area sampled. Carbon and water content of the mud increased 
upstream along with Euglena nwnbers, but continued to increase 
after the latter declined. The decline in Euglena numbers 
correspo~ded loJith a sharp decline in salinity of the overlying 
water. Absence of Euglena between 3.6 km and <1.2 km from the 
Estuary corresponded to the limits of the flat intertidal mud 
bank, 
Along transects A and B highest cell numbers occurred in 
the mid-tidal region of the mud bank, but numbers decreased 
rapidly tm"'cl"ds high ar:d low watermarks. The decreases at low 
watermark corresponded to the lower limit of firm mud. Below 
this was black, highly organic, almost liquid mud which 
apparently contained very little life of any description. The 
decline in Eu~ena numbers towards high-tide mark was associated 
with a sharp decline in carbon and water content (Figs. 5, 6). 
Along transect C numbers of E. obtusa were very high near 
high-tide mark (over 200 000 cells per 100 nU1l 2 ) , but decreased 
towards low-tide mark. Water and carbon content followed a 
similar pattern, but substrate remained firm along the full 
length of the transect (Figs 7, 8). Salinity was 24~ at all 
points. 
In laboratory cultures E. obrusa survived in salinities 
from l~ to ]6~but higher concentrations were maintained in the 
10 to 25%t, salinity range (Fig. 9). E. salina did not survive 
92 MAURI ORA, 1974, Vol. 2 
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Fig. 9. Growth of Euglena obtusa in media of different salinities. 
after two days in culture. Cameron (1970) thought that low 
salinity limited the upstream extension of Euglena in the 
Heathcote River. However, the results from this study indi-
cate that although E. obtusa reached its highest density 2,t 
intermediate salinities, it can survive in culture and in 
nature a·t levels very close to freshwater. The upstream 
limit of E. oMusa appears 1~o be determined by the limits of 
the intertidal mud bank rather than by salinity. 
The relationship between the water content of mud and 
Euglena numbers has been studied by other workers. Bracker 
(1929) found maximum numbers of E. lill!osa at 89% water content 
but only half the numbers at 82%. Bruce (1953) stated that 
maximum numbers occurred at. 70-80% water content. These 
figures are 2-3 times high~r than those found during the 
present study in which den:3ities of 200 000 cells per 100 mm 2 
were found on muds with only 14% water content. Water 
content therefore appears to be less important than previously 
assumed. 
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The factor most consistently linked with high Euglena 
numbers is hi<jh curbon contGnt of the mud and in tho Estuary 
most areas of high carbon concentration are found close to 
sewage effluent discharge points. 
There are, however, a number of other factors which change 
along with carbon levels in the mud. Druce (1953) noted that 
nitrogen levels in the mud followed the organic matter levels 
and were related to Eu~ena densities on the Estuary. Cameron 
(1970) found a similar relationship in the Lower Heathcote River. 
Phosphorus levels tend to follow the nitrogen and carbon levels 
(Knox and Kilner 1973). When the Estuary is compared with 
areas in the Lower Heathcote River, however, there is a 
considerable variation in nitrogen levels associated with very 
dense areas of Euglena. Cameron (1970) recorded 150 000 cells/ 
100 mm 2 on muds containing 32 mg N/g. Bruce (1953) found a 
maximum of 100 000 cells/IOO mm 2 on muds containing 750 mg 
N/g and very low concentrations of Euglena on muds with 280 mg 
N/g. Knox and Kilner (1973) quote levels of 250-500 mg N 
and over 500 mg P per g sediment in the Euglena areas on the 
Estuary while areas having low concentr.ations of Euglena had 
over 60 mg N and over 300 mg P per g. The interstitial water, 
which is the immediate environment of the Euglena has a more 
variable N level, but follo\'1s the same pattern as the substrate. 
Interstitial water in dense Euglena areas had nitrogen values 
ranging from 25 to 150 g/m 2 (Knox and Kilner 1973). It 
appears that most of the sediments in the Estuary have nutrient 
levels considerably higher than those associated with very 
dense Euglena populations on the Lower Heathcote River. Even 
these values are well in excess of normal plant requirements, 
and I, therefore, suggest that Euglena is not responding to 
high nutrient levels associated with carbon, but rather to the 
carbon itself. A possible explanation for this response to 
carbon is that E. obtusa feeds heterotrophically, thus utilising 
organic carbon in the mud directly. Heterotrophy, both 
obligate and facultative, has been recorded in a number of 
Euglena species (Leedale 1967), and Provasoli (1948) has des--
cribed viable races of Euglena aL-tificially rendered colour~ 
less by treatment with streptomycin. E. obtllsa from the 
Estuary lost all colour within three weeks in a medium containing 
0.6 mg str.eptomycin/litre, and these cultures remained colour-
less and at high densities for three months. This indicates 
an ability to use organic carbon sources in the absence of 
photosynthesis, which, if it occurs in nature, may explain its 
association with highly organic muds. 
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